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ABSTRACT
This paper is a study of William Faulkner’s use of cyclical
structures and power motifs in his Collected Stories* While all of
Faulkner1s work reflects his concern with the social progress of
American man, his stories illustrate with particular clarity his view
of the.struggle for social and/or spiritual power between men whose
lives are based on the "verities11 and men whose lives are based on
materialism.

In presenting this cyclical power struggle within dif

ferent time contexts of the American South,. Faulkner utilizes the
succession of generations of family and social groups upon the land of
his mythical Yoknapatawpha County*
Faulkner’s sensitivity to the effects of time upon human effort
provides him with motifs which reinforce his cyclical power struggle
theme.

The powers generated by a father-son relationship, by fear, by

war, and by the symbolic images of the horse, the machine, and the
female-force all become meaningful motifs in Faulkner’s work.

Thus the

Collected Stories present through chronology and symbol the nature of
American conflicts from wilderness days to the present as cyclical,
and thereby clearly illustrate the author’s hope that even the seeming
modern-day triumph of amoral man, or of "Snopesism," is not permanent,
but merely a part of the endless cycle of struggle between men of the
uverities" and men of the "void."

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
William Faulkner, the creator of what is today one of the most
justly famous, most thoroughly mapped and studied worlds in American
literature, was able as early as 1956, for the first edition of
Absalom! Absalom!, to sketch the imaginary geography of his nYoknapatawpha County of the State of Mississippi/’ and to identify it with
the further information:

’’Jefferson, Yoknapatawpha Co., Mississippi*

Area, 2400 square miles— Population, Whites 6298, Negroes 9313•

William

Faulkner, sole owner and Proprietor.”^" Ten years later, when selecting
some of his work for The Portable Faulkner, the writer again included
the Yoknapatawpha map, but this time he wryly labeled it:

’’Surveyed and
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mapped for this volume by William Faulkner.”
Thus even Faulkner at
that time may have felt that only a thorough acquaintance with the
entire. Yoknapatawpha myth could clarify the ways of its people and its
author to those critics who had dismissed the work as confused in time
sequence, convoluted in style, and correspondingly chaotic in theme.
Even now many of Faulkner’s critics seem to feel that the newcomer to
the complexities of Faulkner’s style or to the Southern culture which
influenced it can hope to become only partially aware of the meaning of
^William Faulkner, Absalom! Absalom! (New York, 1951), pp. 384-

385.
^Malcom Cowley, The Portable Faulkner (New York, 1946),
frontispiece.
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the myth which Faulkner created-about his fictional county.

Yet the

reader who explores Faulknerfs varied works soon discovers that amid the
fluctuations of characterization, setting, and style lies the central
and constant point of Faulkner?s,concern with the conflict between
traditional concepts of virtue, which he terms nthe verities,n and
modern man's apparent insensitivity to such concepts.

While it is

certainly true that an acquaintance with Faulkner's Yoknapatawpha leads
the reader to a concern with the American South, it is even more true
that the reader is thereby led further to Faulkner's more general view
of American life as a battleground of changing traditions in which
Faulkner sees the only values worth human effort to be the "verities": .
. o , a little better word to me than virtues— they're the
verities of the human heart. They are courage, honor, pride,
compassion, pity. That they are not virtues, or one doesn't
try to practice them, in my opinion, simply because they are
good. One practices--tries to practice them simply because
they are the edifice on which the whole history of man has
/been/ founded and by means of which his /sic/— -as a race he
has endured this long» That without those verities he would
have vanished,, just like the mastodon and the other ephemeral
phenomena of nature have come and gone in this history of the
world* Man has endured despite his frailty because he accepts
and believes in those verities . . * they are the verities to
be practiced not because they are virtues but because that's
the best way to live in peace with your fellows. . . *3
It is ironic that an author whose humanistic concern for mankind
and its values is so obviously stated should have found his work to be
first neglected, then inadequately explored, or misunderstood, by his
literary fellows; it is no wonder that Faulkner went to the whimsical
extent of drawing for his.readers a map of Yoknapatawpha. County*

Yet

3Frederick L 0 Gwynne and Joseph Blotner, edd., Faulkner in the
University (New York, 1965)9 p. 133•

even in Cowley1s 1$46 introduction to The Portable Faulkner, Faulkner is,
quoted as saying, ,1I think I have written a lot and sent it off to print
k

before I actually realized strangers might read it.n

Nonetheless, and

perhaps in spite of that early map which labeled Yoknapatawpha as having
only one "owner and proprietor," to the strangers who have read
Faulkner's work, the County has become a public domain through which
not only tensions peculiar to the American South, but problems of all
society have been recognized,

Yoknapatawpha serves its author as a

microcosm of the growth of American errors and virtues into problems;
within its boundaries and the generations of its people the forces of
Faulkner's humanistic traditions wage recurrent battles against the
forces of callous and materialistic behavior,
Faulkner's consistent theme of the renewal of the moral power
struggle within each successive generation is most obviously established
by his use of American history and chronology in the Yoknapatawpha work.
Faulkner's stories, however, not only show the opposition of generations
within a family, but also the opposition of one cultural group to
another„ The fact that the varied cultures and generations occupy the
same area of Yoknapatawpha land, and there must endure- not only the
seasonal changes of the land and natural disasters, but also the cycles
of their own development to decay and self-created disasters is clearly
established through the Collected Stories. The people of Yoknapatawpha
have more in common than their land, however; Indian, red-neck, or
aristocrat, each must face some variation of Faulkner's eternal power
?

4
Cowley, p. 5-«

struggle theme, for Faulkner reinforces the originating conflict for
land with later conflicts appropriate to each generation; significant
as sources of power are the father-son relationship, war, and fear
(discussed in Chapter II) and themotifs of the horse, the female, and
the machine (discussed in ChapterIII) • The purpose of this paper is
to first establish the cyclical aspect of FaulknerTs approach to man in
time, and the cyclical motifs which he utilizes, and then to illustrate
their operation within his Collected Stories,
Because Faulkner's stories are so valuable a part of the
Yoknapatawpha whole, it is surprising that his novels have received the
vast majority of critical attention.
commented upon Faulkner1s mastery

Although a fewcritics have

of theshort story form, commentary

on individual stories or on the stories as a thematic whole is regrettably
scarce, particularly since the stories reveal themes which appear in the
novels, and develop as well, and in more specific detail, Faulknerfs use
of cyclical motifs which may appear in the novels, yet remain subordi
nated therein to more obvious structural.techniques. An example of such
subordination might be of the horse motif in As I Lay Dying. When the
son Jewel sacrifices his horse to aid in the burial of his dead mother's
coffin, he is in effect sacrificing his power as a member of the family,
although the symbolic significance of his offering is overshadowed by
more spectacular plot events in the novel.

The value of the horse as a

cyclical motif in Faulkner's work is discussed in greater detail in
Chapter III; here the important fact is that Faulkner's use of this
motif in the novel is consistent with its nature in the short stories.
A study of the short stories not only amplifies many of Faulkner's

stylistic methods? and adds thus to a further appreciation of his
novels, but often the stories will serve as direct- illustrations of his
philosophies on the American life and its future as he expressed them in
varied speeches and letters*

Certainly the stories give as valid, if

not even more precise,, a view as do the novels of different aspects of
Southern and American society seen through Faulkner?s context of
traditional values versus modern materialistic amorality. For these
reasons this paper focuses on the short stories, with the intention of
illuminating cyclical structures and motifs which contribute to a
further understanding of the whole of Faulkner1s work.

References to

novels will be made only to relate the story patterns to the unified
whole of Faulkner's works and philosophy.

CHAPTER II
FAULKNER M D MAN IN PAST AND PRESENT
One of the most amazing features of Faulkner1s Yoknapatawpha
work is its tremendous scope in time; critics often refer to Faulkner1s
"saga.11 It is not, however, the amazing accumulation of historic event
and family lines that makes the Collected Stories remarkable as a
whole, but rather that therein Faulkner views the rise and fall of
cultural groups at the same time that he views the degeneration of the
South and simultaneously views the tensions of modern America» The
critic Milligate has commented that the sequence of stories within the
anthology may be illustrative of the unity of Faulkner!s approach to
myth and morality.

Apparently basing his statements on original

galleys ordered by Faulkner, Milligate states that the author carefully
organized the sequence of stories using a sort of counterpoint-in-mood
technique, rather than character connections which might have estab5
lished a more obvious unity among the stories*
Even the order of contents of the Collected Stories presents a
certain cyclical aspect.

The first section, "The County,"• deals with

stories which are affirmative in tone, and which establish the value of
loyalty to truth, to family, t.o national as well as local patriotism,
to compassion for others, and to the necessity for those verities to

5
Michael Milligate, The Achievement of William Faulkner (New
York., 1966), pp. 260-262.

endure daily vicissitudes. The second section, nThe Village,t! contains
stories with characters of odd strengths, of strong yet warped emotions,
who are often caught in. battles of traditions, desires, and change, and
who in defeating their challengers often defeat themselves.• Milligate
draws attention to the repetition of the phrase nin our town” within the
different stories of this section, and- explains:
Apparently Faulkner was anxious to establish more firmly
the sense of Jefferson itself as a place, as social entity,
before going on, in subsequent stories, to explore a series
of incidents revelatory of different aspects of life in the
town.^
Still, such an emphasis remains geographical,, disregarding the cyclical
motifs which can explain, or even cause, the struggles of the characters,
The third section, ”The Wilderness,” which actually marks the chrono
logical beginning of the Yoknapatawpha County myth that influences the
characters of the other stories, groups together Faulkner?s Indian
stories, disregarding their varied theme emphases, just as ”The Waste
land” section lumps together Faulknerfs war stories, most of which share
a dismal, ”lost generation” mood.

The final section, ”Beyond,” is

another random joining of stories, apparently because those therein are
based on an either supernatural or dreamed incident presented through
the character-narrator. While such groups show historical patterns of
the American past in Faulknerfs work, and thus hint at his cyclical
approach to man in time, they offer little insight to that cyclical
method.

If it is true, however, that Faulkner intended a "counterpoint

in mood” between his stories, then each local element of the
^Milligate, p, 260,

Yoknapatawpha myth has a national reflection; Yoknapatawpha becomes
Faulkner?s microcosm of America,
It is through a view of the entire span of the stories and the
cultural changes dealt with therein, that one can see Faulkner1s
cyclical oppositions of tradition and modernity, of the old generations
versus the new, and his moral criticism, of each.

Since the time spanned

by the varied stories is the length of existence of the American nation,
traced through the history of generations of varied social classes of
the families of Yoknapatawpha, Faulknerfs contrasting of traditional
values to modern voids also becomes an element of cyclical birth,
death, and rebirth of behavioral codes within families» While the time
spans of certain novels within the Yoknapatawpha work closely approach
that of the traditional family saga— The Sound and the Fury, Absalom!
Absalom!, and Light in August might serve as examples— , Faulkner’s
over-all use of successive generations in time goes beyond mere
illustration of heredity or familial patterns.

When Faulkner deals

historically with the progression of a Yoknapatawpha family, the
individual family members are used in a cyclical sense as representa
tives of a cultural pattern on the rise or the decline, as separate
symbols of the constant repetition of the struggle of the "verities1*
with the evil within each man, and as structural figures through which
the author may repeat certain motifs of a cyclical symbolism.

In that

all Faulkner's characters inevitably face a choice of living by the
verities or of living in a moral void,‘with each generation the con
flicts seem to circle through time to the beginning of Yoknapatawpha
history, repeating for each generation the problems of its predecessors.

Perhaps this is due to the pervasive sense of the past within the
Southern culture, but more probably it is due to Faulkner1s sense of
mar. within civilizations and within time®

Faulkner?s sense of time

might be described in the form of a coil, each curve of which retains
the same basic dimensions, yet leads forward into a future reiteration
and backward into repetitions in the past.

Thus past, present, and

future are of a simultaneous continuity; such a view makes possible
Faulkner?s use of motifs which stand as symbols of force or power in
the world, The father-son relationship, war, and fear, and the images
of the horse, the machine, and the female force all serve Faulkner as .
motivating forces for his characters no matter what the chronological
time of the story.

Another stylistic result of Faulkner* s time concept

seems to appear in the involved sentence structures which characterize
his work, and a third is apparent in the complicated time sequences of
the individual stories, while many of the characters of both novels and
stories have traits which seem direct allusions to more ancient times
and worlds. An example of these points may be seen in the novel Light
in August in Reverend Hightower, who has heard stories of the brave and
gallant warriors of the Civil War so often that they have become more
real to him than his own existence:
It is as though they had merely waited until he could find
something to pant with, to be reaffirmed in triumph and desire
with,, with this last left of honor and pride and life. » „ 0
Like a long sighing of wind in trees it begins, then they
swoop into sight, borne now upon a cloud of phantom dust.
. « o They rush past, forward leaning in the saddles, with
brandished arms, beneath whipping ribbons from slanted and
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eager lances; with tumult and soundless yelling, . * . They
rush past9 are gone. . . .7
In comment on his use of the past in
Hyatt Waggoner as saying:

hiswork, Faulkner is quotedby

nTime is a fluid conception which has no

existence except in the momentary avatars of individual people. There
is no such thing as Was— only is.TT^

In his capacity as guest lecturer

at the University of Mississippi, Faulkner also commented in favor of:
. . o the mystical belief that there is no such thing as
WAS. That time IS, and if there's no such thing as WAS,
there is no such thing as WILL BE. That time is not a
fixed condition, time is in a way the sum of the combined
intelligences of all men who breathe at that moment.9
In looking at time, Faulkner sees man. as an endless cycle within
it,

constantly facing the problems faced by his predecessors.

No matter

how the superficial features of his environment change, man must choose
between the "verities" and the void and often, caught in the conflicting
of old ideals and new methods, Faulkner1s man is uncertain as to which
is the better vision.

Snell comments on Faulkner!s "demonic Tragedie

Humaine" as containing "incredibly fecund conjurations of the terrible
and the phantasmal," and then labels this warping of man1s vision of the
10
verities into the grotesque as " a p o c a l y p t i c W h i l e it may be argued-

that Faulkner is more an Old Testament type fatalist than a New
v
William Faulkner, Light in August (New York, 1950), pp„ 451'
02.
g
Hyatt Waggoner, William Faulkner (University of Kentucky,
1959), p. 99.
9
Faulkner in the University, p. 139•

"^George Snell, The Shapers of American Fiction (New York,
1947), p. 88.
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Testament Christian strong in a belief of man's possible redemption, and
that therefore his vision could hardly be termed "apocalyptic" in the
complete Biblical sense, nonetheless Faulkner is concerned with the
problems of today's consequences of man's past sins, and the problems of
today's children who must face and control the consequences of the sins
of their fathers« The most obvious illustration of this point is
Faulkner's early treatment of racial problems between White and Negro,
and a more subtle example is his treatment of the female as character.
If the view of our modern American.culture which Faulkner presents is
to be taken at face value, then too many men and women are already
alienated from the good and the true, and therefore the apocalypse is,
in a sense, arrived.

Such an analysis, however, ignores the positive

side of Faulkner's characterization for the negative.
The world of Faulkner's characters is one which reflects
influences of the wilderness, of social custom, of puritanical and
classical traditions, and of delusions of grandeur and power upon the
minds of men.

Inevitably Faulkner's characters reveal some admirable

effects from such influences as well as many grotesque ones; even in
the midst of Faulkner's many grotesques, the reader will find some
beautifully sane and humorous character commenting upon, or living
congenially with the warped representatives of humanity whom he
encounters.

Characters such as Ratliff, the itinerant sewing machine

salesman whose travels give him access to the gossip and confidence of
many of his neighbors, or Hawkshaw, the barber who cuts their hair and
keeps his own counsel, or Gavin Stevens, the lawyer who tries their
cases in court, come closer than their strange book-fellows to

12
representing Faulkner1s viewpoint, which is a rather ambiguous one of a
simultaneously whimsical and stoical acceptance of man as he is, with
hopes for what he may become.

Although Faulkner may sometimes view

man's nisn condition with regret, and connect its degradation to the
errors of the past, nonetheless he vigourously advocates mankind's
possibilities for greatness in the future, assuming of course, that its
individual members will heed the recurrent Faulknerian warnings against
repeating the errors of the past. The entire scheme of the Yoknapatawpha County work, or "the Book" as Faulkner once called it
contributes to Faulkner's concerned analysis of man's nature, his past
errors, and his future probabilities.
For Faulkner modern man is the sum, both positive and negative,
of yesterday and now, working idealistically and with all compassion
possible for the immediate improvement of man's lot; the characters of
Ratliff, Hawkshaw, and Stevens are all exemplars of this more positive
approach to modern life.

Despite the almost overwhelming obstacles and

unethical opponents which these characters face, they still can triumph
with honor over their less admirable contemporaries. Many critics like
George M. O'Donnell have ignored the positive characters in Faulkner
to concentrate upon the negatives.

O'Donnell argues that Faulkner is a

traditionalist completely embittered by materialistic developments in
modern America, and that he embodies his criticism of such developments
11
Robert Goughian, The Private World of William Faulkner (New
York, 1954), p. 80.
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in his repugnant characters— the Snopes family:
, o o Mr. Faulkner is a traditional man in a modern South.
All around him the anti-traditional forces are at work; and
he lives among evidence of their past activity » „ . The
Unvanquished . . . /more/ than in any other of the books
• e . objectifies, in the essential terms of Mre Faulkner's
mythology, the central dramatic tension of his work *’ On one
side of the conflict there are the Sartorises, recognizable
human beings who act traditionally. Against them the
invading Northern armies, and their diversified allies in the
reconstruction era, wage open war, aiming to make the tradi
tional actions of the Sartorises impossible.
The invaders are unable to cope with the Sartorises; but
their invasion provides another antagonist with an occasion
within which his special anti-Sartoris talent makes him
singularly powerful. This antagonist is the landless poorwhite trader, Ab Snopes. . . . He acts without regard for the
legitimacy of his means; he has no ethical code
While O'Donnell's recognition of Snopesism, and his discussion of it as
being not amoralism but rather action for "self-interest" or "Naturalism
or animalism" is most valuable, he tends to over-interpret the two
viewpoints of "Sartoris" and "Snopes" as antipodal factions operating in
allegory.. While nobility of intention and selfishness are indeed
opposite, nonetheless they can reside in the same being; therein lies
the flaw of O'Donnell Vs interpretation. For as Faulkner makes clear in
his genealogy of the Compson family of The Sound and the Fury, the "fine
old families" of the South are but a generation or so away from their
own more humble and selfish beginnings» W . J. Cash allows the social
transition even less time than did Faulkner:
The nouveaux would not, in fact be content merely to
aspire, to struggle toward aristocracy through the long
reaches of time, but wherever there was a sufficient
property, they would themselves immediately set up for
12
George M* O'Donnell, "Faulkner's Mythology," William Faulkner:
Three Decades of Criticism (Michigan, i960), p. 83•
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aristocrats on their own account . «, • /on/ precisely the
assumption that every planter was in the most rigid sense
of the word a gentleman.13
So it is not that modern amoral or materialistic men have defeated in
open combat all of the traditional and noble men, but rather that the
two traits are battling constantly, in dull little daily ways, within
each human being. For to William Faulkner, the "bad.'man" of the
present is no different from that of the past, who somehow acquired the
idea of "Sartoris," and then unsuccessfully but gallantly tried to live
up to ito

There was evil in man in the past as in the present; it is

only that time has changed man’s circumstances and thereby multiplied
the temptations which his own "Snopesism" presents him in daily battle,
Faulkner regards the failings of the present much as he does the flaws
of the past, with equal outrage and condemnation, for he finds that they
grow from the same flaws in man’s character« In his creation of the
myth of Yoknapatawpha, he shows both virtues and vices present from the
beginning» In this regard his characters— Indian, White, and Negro—
appear in the wilderness much as did Adam and Eve, created in the image
of God, but tainted upon arrival. They may, by their inherent spiritual
rot, destroy the wilderness land and themselves as well, or they may
still be capable of salvation through the endurance of suffering and
sacrifice for one another. It is one of the sources of Faulkner’s
success in the stories that the characters can sometimes see the often
ironic gulf between their hopes and their probabilities with some humor
rather than with a despair brought about through over-weening pride.
13W. I.. Cash, The Mind of the South (New York, 1941), pp. 62-63 •

y
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That is not to say that the characters of the stories do not suffer
tragedies, but rather that they often seem to have a steadier sense of
themselves in time than do their protagonist-neighbors in the novels«
Perhaps this effect is due to Faulkner*s selection of story order in the
Collected Stories, or perhaps to the inherently more compressed disci
plines of the short story form itself« Whatever the cause, the
characters of Faulkner *s stories provide the reader with strong and
sometimes humorous illustrations of the common man who inherited the
American Dream** and all its nightmares.
Because Faulkner*s sense of characters in time allows him to
contrast the old and the young, social customs, social classes, and
historical periods as cyclical illustrations of the power struggle
between men of honor and men of no values, it is important to know his
views on the problems of modern America in order to understand the
juxtapositions which his stories often establish*

Faulkner is well

aware of the tensions created in man by an industrialized society which
thinks less often of individuals, honor, and artistry than it does of
atom bombs:
Our tragedy today is a general and universal fear so long
sustained by now that we can even bear it* There are no
longer problems of the spirit. There is only the question:
When will I be blown up. /sic/ Because of this, the young
man or woman writing today has forgotten the problems of the
human heart in conflict with itself«, . « * He must learn them
again. He must teach himself that the basest" of all things
is to be afraid; and, teaching himself that, forget it forever,
leaving no room in his workshop for anything but the old
verities and truths of the heart, the old universal truths
lacking which any story is ephemeral and doomed— love and

16
honor and pity and pride and compassion and sacrifice.
Until he does so, he labors under a curse
The Nobel speech is memorable not only in terms of its affirmation of
life, and the acceptance of life's challenges by Faulkner, the author
whom so many critics insist on calling a "cosmic pessimist," but also
because of its acknowledgment of an important motif in Faulkner*s
stories: the emotional focus of our modern society upon fear.

The

fears of modern man are of physical rather than spiritual annihilation,
for "he: has abdicated his spirit with his sense of responsibility; he
is taken care of by the machine-like creations of science and government
institutionsa Faulkner does not always treat the emotion of fear as an
immediate emotional mutation of the bomb, however; in his stories the
fear-motif is generally associated with the inability of a human being
to accept the challenges, or the consequences of acceptance, presented
to him in life.

Man's power as a spiritual force lies in his ability

to make affirmative choices in the confrontations of good and evil in
his life. Faulkner sees modern man as having allowed the choices to be
made for him in exchange for a life securely void of challenges. Such
life is peaceful, but stagnant and meaningless.

Faulkner has commented:

0 o . Maybe there's no such thing as peace, that it is a
negative quality . . „ I'm-inclined to think that the only
peace man knows is— he says, Why good gracious, yesterday
1 was happy. That at the moment he's too busy. That maybe
peace is only a condition in retrospect," when the sub
conscious has got rid of the gnats and the tacks and the
broken glass, in experience and has left only the peaceful

14

William Faulkner, Essays, Speeches, and Public Letters, James
Meriwether, ed. (New York, 1965)3 pp. 119-120«,

1.7
pleasant things— that was peace.
but WAS.15

Maybe peace is not IS,

For Faulkner life is constant motion, an endlessly repeating cycle in
which each generation can leave an honorable heritage of courageous
coping, or can vacillate in cowardice, or can retreat into the memory
of past happinesses, thereby leaving nothing but a dead pride„ When
the generations fear the choices given them, or cannot seem to find
them, or feel that the choices no longer matter, then the cycle curves
into a. new phase which is merely another part of the circle of man1s
struggle.

Faulkner has added, nAs to whether he will stay on earth

long enough to obtain ultimate goodness,'nobody knows. But he does
improve, since the only alternative to progress is d e a t h . T h e
contrasts of ftSartoris!! and "Snopes11 (to be discussed further' in
Chapter V) well illustrate the application of Faulkner’s philosophy,
both as images and as historical symbols, for they mark not only the
possibility of moral choice, but a war and aftermath situation in which
the idealistic values of the Sartorises undergo the three phases of
choice just mentioned.
It is worthy of note that in many of his stories Faulkner deals
with the fear.-power relationship in the context of a war or post-war
situation, and often adds to the tension by including a love-conflict
in that context. (See the discussion of ’’Mountain Victory, ”• in Chapter
-I.V, or of ’’All the Dead Pilots” in Chapter VI.)

It would seem that in

both the lost lands of love and war, wherein according to the old
15
'
Faulkner in the University, p. 6?.
l6T, _
Ibid., p. 5*
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cliche"-all's fair," Faulkner is able to show the direct effects man's
fears may have upon his rationality.

If "all," and therefore "any and

everything" is fair, then traditional ethical patterns may seem
irrelevant, and the fear of creating new patterns may simply create
an ethical void, where nothing of equal value replaces the traditions
of the past.

Faulkner, however, believes that "there's no such thing

as WAS,". and that there are universal truths forever present in time'scontinuum. Thus his literary topic is intricately intertwined with the
cyclical repetition of the verities versus the void.

Faulkner has

spoken of his intent as a writer, and his comment is particularly
appropriate for his role as a writer of the Southern tradition:
o . o What the writer's asking is compassion, understanding,
that change must alter, must happen, and change is going to
alter what was. That no matter how fine anything seems, it
can't endure5 because once it stops, abandons motion, it is
dead. . «, e It's not to choose sides at all— just to compas
sionate the good splendid'things which are a part of man's
past too9 part of man's heritage too, but they were obsolete
and had to go..17
Faulkner mourns the lovely legend of the South as obsolete, but he does
not so regard its ideals, as is shown by his comment that "Change if it
is not controlled by wise people destroys sometimes more than it

18
bringsFaulkner

is far from the romantic mourner of the past that

many critics would have him

be; he may seem, however, to be superficially

old fashioned in his emphasis on the necessity for individual responsi
bility in maintaining the "good, splendid things" in life's motion
17
Faulkner in the University, p. 277•
l8Ibid.
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toward the future» In a speech delivered to a high school graduating
class he warned:
What threatens us today is fear. Not the atom bomb, nor
even fear of it, because if the bomb fell on Oxford tonight,
all it could do would be to kill us, which is nothing, since
in doing that, it will have robbed itself of its only power
over us: which is fear of it. . . „ Our danger is not that.
Our danger is the forces in the world today which are trying
to use man1s fear to rob him of his individuality, his soul,
trying to reduce him to an unthinking mass by fear and
bribery— giving him free food which he has not earned, easy
and valueless money which he has not worked for;— the
economics or ideologies or political systems « • o who would
reduce man to one obedient mass for their own aggrandizement
and power, or because they themselves are baffled and
afraid, afraid of, or incapable of, believing in man's
capacity for courage and endurance and sacrifice.19
Here, in non-symbolic terms, have appeared the threatening "Snopeses”
and Faulkner is again sounding the alarm in case the ,!SartorisesM might
again be confused.

Martin Green comments upon Faulkner's outlook:

It is . . . values of a very simple, horsy kind we find
in Faulkner; but they are also highly sophisticated, by their
awareness of their own simplicity. This does not make them
ambiguous or self-destructive, like the more romantic values;
. on the contrary, it makes them highly truculent and aggressive.
For they bring with them also a corrosive skepticism about
every other attitude toward life. . . .20
It is Faulkner's quality of skepticism, and his refusal to
"choose sides" as he considers the various spans or cycle of cultures
in America as the characters within them struggle for power that creates
a seeming ambiguity of theme which has kept many critics from recognizing
Faulkner's aggressively humanistic attitude toward man.

A. skeptic who

constantly criticizes both past and present, who illustrates, hope through
"^Essays, Speeches, and Public Letters, pp. 122-123•
20
Martin Green, Re-appraisals: Some Common sense Readings in
American Literature (London, 1963), p« 1.88.
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negative grotesques, and whose style is furthermore intricate and
complex is bound to confuse» It is no wonder that critics have with
some degree of relief come to view the Snopes and Sartoris characters
as simple and allegorical oppositions, with the Snopeses as materialism
and the Sartorises as idealism.

Such a stability of judgment is

dangerous, however, in regard to a. Faulknerian character, since
Faulknerfs dislike of taking sides leads him to switch the roles of the
Snopes and Sartoris symbols so that the poor white becomes the true
aristocrat, and the superficially aristocratic gentleman becomes the
common and greedy materialist.
Faulkner1s manipulation of character function is made even more
complicated by his apparent awareness of the psychological impact in
certain archetypal images when applied to characterization * According
to Maiin, Faulkner was well aware of the symbolic value of such "loaded11
symbols as the four elements, the fish, and animals such as the cow and
horse.

Furthermore, according to Malin:

Both Faulkner and Jung believe that man can learn the
nature of his own psyche by use of an opposing principle in
the "individuation process." Jung is convinced the hero in
quest of his identity frequently meets beings who embody
certain principles. . Some of these beings are the shadow,
who symbolizes our other aspect . . . the Old Wise Man, the
personification of the spiritual nature in the male, and
MAGNA MATER, the great earth-mother. Some of these
archetypes are In Faulkner . . e the meeting of father and
son in Faulkner is symbolic of the confrontation with the
other aspect. . o e21
Since Malin attributes a conscious use of these archetypal figures to
Faulkner, it is interesting to note that Faulkner1s stories and novels
21
Irving Malin, William Faulkner: An Introduction (Stanford
University Press, 1957)? p. 90.
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certainly do employ such confrontations within the plot structures.
Thus the overly simplified analogies drawn between Sartoris and Snopes
characters can"be greatly expanded and infinitely complicated.
While each of the archetypes mentioned above may be found in
more than one Yoknapatawpha story, the most prevalent is the image of
the woman as a part of the natural, fecund cycle of life*

Equal in

importance, however, is the father ■
‘-son relationship which is often
reflected into a mentor-student analogy whereby important abstract
values are revealed through daily inquiry about life. It is significant
that Faulkner varies these two patterns from positive to negative
applications throughout his stories.

The father image might be that of

Gavin Stevens as he.speculates with his nephew, Chick, on ways to
combat Snopesism, or Colonel Sartoris as he tells his son of his
decision to face his future without violence, or Ab Snopes, the
conniving horse trader who fails to rule his young son, Colonel
Sartoris Snopes, or even perhaps the supreme affirmation of materialism,
Flem Snopes, as he manipulates the lives and inheritances of his poorer
cousins for his own advantage. In whatever form it may appear, this
motif is perhaps an echo of Faulkner1s adopted role as "unacknowledged
legislator of the-world."

The critic Thompson is a proponent of the

theory that Faulkner is like Shelley in his belief that "artists may
serve as 1the mirrors of the gigantic shadows which futurity casts upon
22
the present =1"
Faulkner himself has said that it may be that

^^Lawrance Thompson, William Faulkner: An Introduction and
Interpretation (New York, 1963)9 p» 176.
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the artist
.
o has a hope that what he does may improve man in the
sense that it will give man some instance of man!s finest
. record, being fragile and frail and not his own boss by any
manner of means, yet out of that he has managed somehow to
endure, to have accomplished a few things which have lasted.
Maybe in that sense, the writer has got to work for man's
betterment, even if he's not deliberately trying to.23
Although in his stories .Faulkner remains apart, never entering
into the omniscient commentator, in his speeches he is unabashedly
serving as resident lecturer to the country, and many of his ideas in
story and speech are the same.
Because of his awareness in his later years of the public role
of a writer as both social critic and social inspiration, Faulkner is
now sometimes compared to the artists of the 1920's and 1930's who were
concerned with social criticism and reform.

On occasion critics extend

this somewhat tenuous connection by juxtaposing Faulkner with the
writers of the "lost generation" era, whose attitude of bleak dis
illusionment he seems to share in his novels Mosquitoes, Pylon, and
Sartoris, as well as in his war stories.

William Peden, for example,

names Faulkner and .■.Hemingway as the "greatest American short story
writers of the twentieth century"

24

and Maxwell Geismar establishes the

importance of the disillusionment of the writers of the 19301s in terms
of social cycles:
Making the writers of the thirties aware of the transience
of our materialistic power which they had felt so inimical
■to creative values, the crisis gave them new directions.
23
Faulkner in the University, p. 2.
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Like Hemingway they were willing to return to a. society in
chaos, where, in one form or another, they had fled from its
aspect of permanenceo For chaos implied transition. And
the transition held in it the hope, at least, of a new system
of social values less rigid and less empty than that of the
twenties. . . .25.
But he adds:
With John Dos Passos and William Faulkner we have both
an apparent exception to the rule and a real one. . . . For
in William Faulkner there is no such conversion . . . no
effort however imperfect at the integration of artist and
society, or indeed of artist and modern life itself. With
Faulkner the descending spiral of isolation, rebellion, and
denial, the heritage of American negation, reaches its
final emphasis *26
In that Geismar notes that Faulkner does not regard chaos as necessarily
leading to a better world he is correct; in that he regards Faulkner as
a totally negative artist, alienated from the modern world, he is
incorrect, as is readily shown through the characters of Faulkner’s
stories who battle to maintain themselves by means of and for the sake
of Faulkner’s verities.
The stories of these characters might be divided in arbitrary
fashion into two categories: those dealing with situations in which
the traditional virtues remained valid although in clear conflict with
an attacking amorality, and those which show the emptiness of life
without the traditions when only the amorality remains. In either case,
the stories reflect the concept of the author that life can be improved
or degraded by man’s efforts.

While some of the stories are included

as parts of published novels, nonetheless as separate units they
25

Maxwell Geismar, Writers in Crisis (Boston, 1942), pp. 84-85.
z*
Ibid., p. 144.
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contribute their portions of the Yoknapatawpha myth and illustrate the
author* s humanistic belief in the importance of each man’s **enduring**
and **prevailing** in his lifetime» Even though not all Faulkner’s
characters have the obsessed grandeur of his Sutpen, Compson* or
Sartoris families, but more often are simple country folk, humble in
social or economic status, nevertheless their skirmishes with the
varied faces of the enemy are equally valid and generally more successful
than those of the grander men,

Faulkner says of these more humble yet

spirited people:
They are the men that can cope with the new industrial
age, but there will be something left , * „ of the old
cavalier spirit that will appear, that does appear . . .
honor for the sake of honor, and honesty for the sake of
honesty,2?
In regard to his simple country men, who remain close to the soil,
28
Faulkner is accused of lapsing into primitivism; Campbell and Foster
comment:
. o . the saga of Yoknapatawpha County— is one of regression:
Faulkner turns back to childhood, .
„ to the Negro . » 0 to
the Indian . . . to idiots , » , to peasants or poor white
o o. o to sadism and violence . . . to the mystical role of
sex , o , to the occult , . . to myth and legend
. 0 and to
the subconscious *29
Such criticism may be upheld on the basis that often the nearer the
country boy goes to the city the more susceptible he is to evil; it may
also be denied on the basis of some of his more famous
27
Faulkner in the University, p, 80.
28
Harry Campbell and Fuel Foster, William Faulkner: A Critical
Appraisal. (Oklahoma, 1951)? p. 140,
29Ibid.
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characterizations: Flem Sriopes9 who symbolizes the evils of the "new
industrial age,"- originates as a native of the countryside.

The degree

of his amorality does not increase in the city, but merely extends to
the greater number of victims which are available there. In contrast,
the traveling peddler, Ratliff, is equally fine and just in country as
in city; it is one of Faulkner* s theories that the true aristocrat is at
ease in any situation or social level» It thereby follows that for
Faulkner the man of quality can be found in any social class, or in
grotesque situations; nonetheless he can be identified by his constant
efforts to preserve the "good splendid things." Thus for Faulkner the
importance of each man?s individual gesture and of the irreplaceable
value of even the least man cannot be over-emphasized; in his stories
the individual triumphs of the little heroes affirm the author*s
humanistic belief in the dignity and value of humanity* s battle to
30
endure.
In summary, since Faulkner *s stories are in many cases inter
woven in characterization and plot with his novels, they are difficult
to discuss without alluding to the greater bodies of plot and historical
reference of the novels, but, taken separately or as a whole, the
Yoknapatawpha works span in-time the history of America from the days of
wilderness frontier through the civil war conflict to the arrival of
the machine age.

Thus the Collected Stories offer clear insights to

Faulkner* s world of Yoknapa tawpha traditions and the extensions thereof
^ Faulkner in the University, p. 80: "They won* t band together.
I doubt if people accomplish very much by banding together. People
accomplish things by individual protest."

into modern American realities.

To Faulkner, who sees the present in

terms of a cycle of repetitive moral conflict, the flaws of modern life
are not to be blamed upon the machine which has become modernity's
symbol, but rather on the faults of mankind's moral and ethical inherit
ance from the past.

The modern age is one which appears to catch

individual identity in worship of the sleekness and speed of the machine,
without worry about the machine's destination or purpose; the same sort
of errors in worship were made by men in the past, but at different
shrines which are symbolized by Faulkner in the varied father-son, war,
fear, horse, and female images he utilizes * If the modern age seems one
of materialistic and loveless people who hurry toward a fearful rejec
tion of individual responsibility, of sympathy for one another, and of
respect for one another's powers in the world about them, it is merely
another repetition the conflict between the verities and the void*
Thus,, through Faulkner's cyclical sense of the repetitions in time and
history, his world not only portrays the American past and present, but
warns as to its future. Fortunately for one who can see Faulkner's
world as constructed cyclically, time does go on, and with it go not
only the "fine things" that became obsolete— like the Sartorises, who
stopped progressing to admire themselves— , but also the foolish things
which live only for material gratification— like the Snopeses, who also
change with time— , as well as the frenzied ones like Sutpen, who
destroys himself with his own false values and pride. • Meanwhile the
more ordinary people of Faulkner's stories keep patiently plodding
along, sacrificing for the fine and enduring the foolish, and
eventually, Faulkner suggests, these ordinary people will prevail in
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their long battle through time in reality as well as in the world of
his fiction«

CHAPTER III

CYCLICAL MOTIFS IN FAHLKNEPJS WORK
Besides Faulkner1s interest in the father-son relationship, war,
and fear as sources of power, he consistently utilizes three major
cyclical symbols of power; in the historical context of his stories
which range from early frontier days in Yoknapatawpha through Civil War
and the World Wars to Hollywood of the 1940's and 1950's, these three
major symbols appear as is appropriate to the era of the particular
story.

It is interesting to note their repetition.when one understands

the cyclical overtones each symbol carries in relation to the other two *
The three important Faulknerian symbols to be discussed in his Collected
Stories are (l) the horse, which stands for courageously graceful, but
brute power; (2) the virgin, who represents the concept of honor
extended into both physical and mental social patterns; and (3) the
machine (dynamo), usually presented by Faulkner in terms of the
automobile or airplane, which stand for a dual concept of man's
surrender of himself to a rigid, non-thinking formula or pattern and
also the modern-day, frenetic craze for speed, without any consideration
of the purpose of speed other than brute power * It is particularly
notable that the three symbols operate cyclically in relation to one
another:

both, the power represented by the horse and the virgin were

strong in Southern tradition, in which the South is the land of
beautiful, horses and of beautifully and fragilely virtuous women. Both
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those symbols have been devastated in spiritual and physical powers
alike by the advent of the modern era, in which neither women nor men
seem very concerned with the loss of virginity as a representation of
family honor, and in which the machine goes both faster and further
than the horse, without requiring any empathy for or from its master.
It is typical of Faulknerfs unwillingness to "take sides" in a time
less struggle that he uses the three symbols not only in chronological
and historical contexts, but in ironic commentary as well*

For

example, his consciousness of time as the sort of continuum discussed
previously, leads him to occasionally add to his image of the man on
horseback the complications connoted by describing the figure as a
"centaur," thus contributing not only to a mythological approach but
also introducing the irony of another now-lost civilization appearing
in the present world*

Through such images Faulkner the author is able

to do what Faulkner the critic felt all writers should do— to recognize
the nature of and the need for change, yet to feel compassion for the
glories that have become obsolete.

His desire for objectivity appears

in the irony which juxtaposes the fleeting present with the fascinations
of the past.
Faulkner!s use of the female as symbol is also ironic; he deals
with women as both a physical and spiritual power over man*

Faulkner

seems to find the female as part of the endless reproductive cycle
overwhelmingly powerful, as is shown through the reactions of his
various male characters who are defeated by women.

In the story "Mule

in the Yard" even a Snopes is out-"chiseled" by an aging widow, Mrs.
Hait, whose reproductive functions in life had been cancelled when her
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husband was killed while smuggling mules with Abe Snopes * Now warped
into masculine attire and behavior? Mrs. Hait■finally avenges her
husband. Another example of the power of the female is shown in the
story nThe Brooch,n in the triangle formed by Howard Boyd, his mother,
and his wife Amy.

The mother uses her physical inabilities to keep

her son reminded of the duties owed in payment for his birth, while the
wife uses her physical appeal to try to escape from the atmosphere of
static decay with which the mother has surrounded the young couple.
The end result of the tension is Howard's suicide. A third example is
the slavish devotion shown to Eula Varner Snopes by Gavin Stevens in
the Snopes Trilogy; Eula is presented as a modern-day Venus, and as
such is only one of the female characters which Faulkner has raised to
the "earth-mother*' or "earth-goddess" archetype.

The spiritual

influence of woman is more complex, however, if not more important in
Faulkner's work.

Women in the world of Yoknapatawpha and its modern

extensions are ironically shown as having little sense

of the value of

physical honor or chastity; virginity is totally unimportant in the
.scheme of things to the Faulknerian female:
The woman as earth mother has an important place in
Faulkner's myth of rigidity because she is separated from
the conflict between the father and the son. She does not
seem to exist in the male world which is disturbed bythe
need for the rigidity of personal design or by the
rebellion against rigidity. But it is clear . . . that
she is close to the world of nature. . . . The actions of
the woman are therefore seen as spontaneous and reflexive
by Faulkner, and they are not motivated by the abstract
notions which perplex the daily routines of men. It is
clear that she would recognize her function as the
progenitor of children. She does not have to assert her
individuality in any calculated or violent way . . .
because the very acceptance of her feminity implies an
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acceptance of the orderly nature, of the universe and her
place in it.31
This unconcern of the woman is played against the frenzied concern of
the men, who must in the Southern tradition, not only defend the
"honor" of their ladies, but indeed and ironically, must first create
ite

So the physical force of woman creates its spiritual counterpart

in the mind of man, who must, it seems, then try to control.the direc
tion of both for the good of his own mental well-being.

Thus the

woman*s physical force creates indirectly and inadvertently a spiritual
force of the "Woman as Innocent, Woman as Inspiration" to man.
The second aspect of woman* s spiritual power is the undeviating
strength of will in most of Faulkner* s female characters.

Maiin

comments:
Here we can find traditional images of the mother, and
the grandmother (or old spinster), both of whom
have lost
their active association with EROS. It is obvious that
Faulkner has respect for these women, knowing they cannot
use their beauty or repression to destroy man.32
Malin* s theory that the older woman does not destroy the man is totally
incorrect in terms of several of Faulkner *s stories; again, Faulkner
will not "take sides" in favor of the virtue or evil of any age human„
It is merely that for Faulkner *s women characters, in youth being female
predominates, while in maturity it is power

of will which controls;.

Faulkner has said, "Oh, I think that women are
determined than men. . .

33

much stronger, muchmore

This determination not only controls the

^Malin, p. 43.
52itea., p. 38.

^Faulkner in the University, p. 46.
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female characters themselves, but the male-imposed social pattern which
they uphold, and which in turn is strengthened by the now truly
inspired view of their watching men» Faulknerfs stories often show the
conflict of the young woman versus the old, or of one version of the
female force against another; inevitably in such a conflict any man or
men involved become the victims. In playing one generation off against
another in this way, Faulkner also reflects the cyclical approach of
tradition versus change, always with the ironic overtone that women are
always the same; only the men in Faulkner are changing concepts.
The constant motion or change of the life-cycle in Faulkner1s
work is reinforced by .the men's abandonment of the horse for the
automobile and then for the plane, all of which are variations on a
motif of brute power.

In the novel Intruder in the Dust Faulkner has

Gavin Stevens comment on the modern man's love affair with his car:
The American really loves nothing but his automobile.
. . . Because the automobile has become our national sex
symbol. ... . As a result of which the American woman has
become cold and undersexed; she has projected her libido
onto the automobile not only because its glitter and
gadgets and mobility pander to her vanity and incapacity
. e o to walk but because it will not maul her and tousle
her, get her all sweaty and disarranged. So in order to
capture and master anything at all of her anymore the
American man has got to make that car his own .. . o he will
not only own. one but renew it each year in pristine
virginity. . . .34
Many critics have commented upon Faulkner's use of the automobile
as a symbol of the physical downfall of the South brought about by the .
invasion of the Industrial North; this sort of interpretation, is,
3A
William Faulkner, Intruder in the Dust (New York, 1958),
pp. 153-154.
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however5 the same overly-allegorical approach as shown in 0 1Donnell’s
work*

Another proponent of this approach is Nilon, who says that:

The machine itself is an incarnation of the evil
influences of materialism, scientific methodology, utility
divorced from function, that has descended upon the
South. » o .33
Gold, however, comments more realistically:
Eaulkner did not decide that automobiles were a
destructive force in human affairs or an economic factor
or a social, graceless irritation; he simply disliked them,
he decided that they were anti-human. Faulkner, did not in
the first place speculate about avarice, materialism,
rapacity, hypocrisy, cowardice, or urbanization--he saw
them in concrete influence and felt hostile.36
The view that Faulkner is hostile toward automobiles and what they may
symbolize is valid; his antipathy, such as it is, extends even to the
airplane. Although he was fascinated by flight, and dealt thoughtfully
with its appeal in several of his stories, Faulkner is nonetheless aware
of

the destructive capacities of such machines, and therefore inhis

stories both the automobile and the airplane are generally presented as
instruments of death or destruction.

The obvious lack of life or

vitality of any metal surface enabled Faulkner to extend this death
motif to any description of metallic surfaces or objects as symbolic
voiders of life's better traditions.

The important point overlooked by

many critics is that both machines and metals are controlled by man and
used to fulfill his desires. If death results from a machine it is
directly attributable to the carelessness or the death-wish of the
35
Charles Nilon, Faulkner and the Negro (New York, 1963), p. 23.
^Joseph Gold, William Faulkner: a Study in Humanism, from
Metaphor to Discourse (Oklahoma, 1966), p. 189. -
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controllero

In Faulkner’s stories that death-wish might he either an

affirmation or a negation of life’s challenge« The danger of machines
in Faulkner’s stories and novels is not their capacity for danger, but
rather their capacity to seduce the mind of man into danger and thus
into a death-wishAs an example, in the story "Death Drag" the pilot
Jock constantly flirts with death as a -means of tifiliation into life,
and in the novel Sartoris young Bayard first kills his grandfather
through reckless speeding, and then similarly indulges himself by means
of an airplane crash; the key to the latter example is that Old Bayard,
despite warnings from his sister and doctor, and his own good sense,
consciously chose to continue riding with young Bayard» It is in the
sense of the power of speed that man is seduced by the machine,
therefore, more than in a transference of female attraction to the
automobile*

Faulkner discussed his concept of the modern craze for

speed in a review of the book Test Pilot:
I was disappointed in this book . . . I had expected, hoped,
that it would be a kind of new trend, a literature . „ <>-not of
a man, but of this whole new business of speed just to be
moving fast»
I had hoped to find a kind of embryo, a still formless
forerunner of a folklore of speed, the high speed of today
which I believe stands a good deal nearer to the end of the
limits which human beings and material were capable . . .. they
will still have to do something about a pilot’s, blood vessels
and guts« Perhaps they will contrive to create a kind of
species or race, as they used to create and nurture races of
singers and eunuchs. .
. They will be neither stalled ox
nor game chicken but capons: children culled by rules or
even by machines from each generation and cloistered and in
a sense emasculated and trained to conduct the vehicles in
which the rest of.us will hurtle from place to place. . . ,
These would be a species and in time a race and in time they
would even produce a folklore. But by then the rest of us
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could not decipher it, perhaps not even hear it since already
we have objects which can out-pace their own sound and so
their very singers would travel in what to us would be a
sound-proof vacuum.37
It is apparent that even in his sardonic consideration of the manifesta
tions of a new era, Faulkner maintains his sense of time-continuum, of
the cycle of things.

If the age of speed will in time develop its own

folklore, the cycle goes on.

The questions Faulkner asks of his reader,

- however, remain: How can man expect the vacuum left by inadequate
traditions to be filled by a machine, when he is the machine’s master?
Surely he cannot trust machine-organizations to carry the best of the
past into the present and the probabilities of the future.
While it is obvious that to Faulkner the potentialities of the
machine and man far surpass those of the horse and man, still for
Faulkner the horse, symbolic of the older time and traditions, is a far
more appealing image:
.
o the horse is economically obsolete. Yet it still
endures. . . . What the horse supplies to man is something
deep and profound in his emotional nature and need . . . it
is not just betting . . . that draws people to horse races»
It is much deeper than that. It is a sublimation, a
transference; man, with his admiration for speed and
strength, physical power far beyond what he himself is
capable of, projects his own desire for physical supremacy,
victory, onto the agent. . . .38
Still, all the points Faulkner makes about the horse may just as easily
be said of the American man's relationship to his car today.

It is

their cyclical similarity as symbols of power and speed that make the
37Essays, Speeches, and Public Letters, pp. 189-192.
58rbid., pp. 56-59•
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horse and the machine in FaulknerTs stories stand for traditional and
modern conflicts, and for tempting men into courage and foolhardy
bravado..
A. more striking inter-relationship of all three symbols of
power can be seen in the analysis by Henry Adams, nThe Dynamo and the
Virgin,in which his comments on the woman as symbol sound amazingly
like descriptions of Faulkner's earth-goddess characters:
She was goddess because of her force; she was the
animated dynamo; she was reproduction— the greatest and.
most mysterious of all energies; all she needed was to
be fecundo39
He adds of the religious manifestations of the Virgin concept:
The symbol was force. . .. . Symbol of energy, the
Virgin had acted as the greatest force the Western world
ever felt, and had drawn man's activities to herself more
strongly than any other power, natural or supernatural,
had ever done. . . .40
While the religious appeal of the Biblical Virgin was hardly adopted in
the Protestant-American South, nonetheless the mystical appeal of "pure
womanhood," or sentimentalized feminity was strong.

In his essay Adams

commented that in general the American puritanical inheritance did not
allow the consideration of woman as fecundity:
. o e in America neither Venus nor Virgin ever had value
as force--at most as sentiment. No American had ever been
truly afraid of either. ... . ,4l
39
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yet Adams spoke as New Englanders rather than as Southern aristocrat•
¥. J . Gash writes of the importance which was placed upon the delicate
sensibilities of the Southern lady:
She was the South's Palladium, this Southern woman— the
shield-bearing Athena gleaming whitely in the clouds, the
standard for its rallying, the mystic symbol of its
nationality in face of the foe. She was the lily-pure maid
of Astolat and the hunting goddess of the Boeotian hill.
And— she was the pitiful Mother of God. Merely to mention
her was to send strong men into tears— or shouts. . . . At
the last, I verily believe, the ranks of the Confederacy
went rolling into battle in the misty conviction that it
was wholly for her that they fought.^2
Had Adams been a Southerner, he might have felt differently about the
power of woman as symbol in America.

Obviously Faulkner, as Southerner,

is well aware of the force of his motifs.
Further parallels between Adams' theories and Faulkner's later
work may be seen in Adams' mentioning through his friend, St. Gaudens,
that the machine could never bring to art the power of image ofthe
horse or of the Virgin.

Adams disagreed, for after study of the dynamo

he said:
Before the end,
instinct taught the
silent and infinite
of ultimate energy,
but it was the most

one began to pray to it; inherited
natural expression of man before
force. Among the thousand symbols
the dynamo was not so human as some,
expressive A3

It is perhaps an ironic irrelevancy that the one "pot-boiler" Faulkner
wrote, supposedly catering to his need for cash and to the taste of his
modern American reading public presents the image of Popeye, the
"mechanical" man, who seems to be cut out of metal and who acts with
Zip
Cash, pp. 88-89.
Zf3
Adams, p . 380„

the insensitivity of a robot as he rapes and then debauches !fTemplet!
Brake, the modern young virgin of the South.
hardly human, but they were expressive.

Faulkner*s symbols were

Before releasing that novel,

Sanctuary, Faulkner felt the need to re-write it to please himself, and
did so at night while he worked in the local power plant:
I had invented a table out of a wheelbarrow in the
coal bunker just beyond a wall from where a dynamo ran.
It made a deep, constant humming noise
In his thesis on sound-imagery in Faulkner* s work, Leacox maintained:
- o o Sound images of machinery provide a contrast with
the soft sounds of nature. Machines reveal the harsh,
empty world of man; the sounds of machinery are used to
reinforce the confusion or hysteria of a person or
event.^5
Thus, Faulkner *s novels as well as his stories reveal his awareness of
the sounds of the modern American shrine of the machine, just as his
female characters reflect Adams * idea of the woman-force and the horseimage as symbols of power. The three symbols together constantly
reappear in Faulkner *s work so steadily as to be called motif s of
Faulkner* s cyclical approach to man* s search for power.
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Essays, Speeches, and Public Letters, p. 177«
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Robert Leacox, Relation between Sound Imagery and Fundamental
Themes in Four Novels by William Faulkner (University of Arizona
Master* s Thesis, no. 187, 1963)9 P° 97•

CHAPTER IV
SOCIETIES IN OPPOSITION
Since Faulkner1s sense of a time-continuum, and of cycles of
society within that continuum is shown through the generations of the
people of Yoknapatawpha in his Collected Stories, as- well as through
the motifs and symbols therein, it is worth noting that while the major
focus of his stories is on the Yoknapatawpha County area, many of the
characters may wander away from that area to various new places»
Furthermore, many of the protagonists of the war stories, for example,
are not even residents of Jefferson, but rather are acquaintances of
the Sartoris brothers in the First World War; even that small connection
makes them part of the American expansion which is part of the cycle of
Yoknapatawphae

In the same regard the dare-devil pilots who land to

give a show near Jefferson are not actual natives of that area, yet
they are part of the area-experience. And although in the story, "The
Golden Land," set in California, no one is directly aware of Jefferson
or Yoknapatawpha, the values which are presented and contrasted therein
are the logical culmination of the cyclical power theme with which the
Yoknapatawpha stories and the war stories deal, thus making even that
story important in terms of its symbolic value,
While many critics have discussed Faulkner as a "traditionalist"
critical of the modern age, and as a writer well aware of the natural
cycles of the land and its inhabitants, no critic I have read has taken
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the next logical step of showing the' inter-relationship of those two
aspects in Faulkner!s work.

In doing so I have limited the material to

his short stories, excluding those which seemed more of sketch length
and those dealing with obviously supernatural events or dream sequences„
The stories which are included are divided herein into five major
categories or illustrations of the cyclic approach, juxtaposing within
each category stories which deal with modern or historically past eras.
Such juxtaposition seems valid, considering Faulkner* s concept of time»
The categories thus established all reflect variations on the theme of
man's struggle for power:
1.

Societies in opposition (Chapter IV)

2

Sart oris vs. Snopes: traditional values vs. decadence (Chapter V)

3.

War as a warping of values=power (Chapter VI)

4.

Power struggles in the battlefields of Jefferson (Chapter VII)

The stories under each of the above categories provide many ironic
parallels to the story "Golden Land," which, since it deals with a more
modern era in Faulkner's time-continuum, may serve as the modern
constant in comparing the categories which blend modern stories with
those of primitive Yoknapatawpha and Mississippi past.
Since Faulkner's mythical world is centered in Mississippi, his
essay on that state offers some important cyclical insights to the
stories.

Faulkner wrote:
In the beginning it was virgin *

o - in the beginning the predecessors crept with their
simple artifacts, and built the mounds and vanished,
bequeathing only the mounds.
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o o o In the beginning, the obsolescent, dispossessed
tomorrow by the already obsolete; the wild Algonquian
o o . looking down from the tall Mississippi bluffs at a
Chippeway canoe containing three Frenchmen— and had
barely time to whirl and look behind him at a thousand
Spaniards come overland from the Atlantic Ocean, and for
a.little while longer had the privilege of watching an
ebb-flux-eb'b-flux of alien nationalities as rapid as the
magician's spill and evanishment of inconstant cards
o e » before the Anglo-Saxon, who would come tostay, to
endure: the tall man roaring with Protestant scripture
and boiled whiskey, Bible and jug in one hand and like
as not an Indian tomahawk in the other, brawling,
turbulent, uxorious, and polygamous * <
, . <,
He endured, even after he too was obsolete, the
younger sons of Virginia and Carolina planters coming
to replace him in wagons laden with slaves and indigo
seedlings. - . «, But he remained, hung on still. . . „
To Faulkner that figure of the Protestant Anglo-Saxon, half scripture
and half whiskey in his motives, is the ancestor ofthe dignified poor
farmers such as the Griers and'the McCaslins and ofthe lessadmirable
Snopeses as well, That original Southerner enters, however, a
wilderness which is no longer virgin and where greed and pride and
wha/t O'Donnell called "animalism" were already natives if one is to
judge by the plots of Faulkner's wilderness stories, all of which
emphasize the constant flux or cycles of civilization and nature.
The beginning of the cycle, is therefore, the wilderness
stories which deal with the physical frontier wilderness.

The themes

therein established, however, directly parallel and even connect through
characterization the days of the "Old People" to the modern spiritual
wilderness of the people in the nineteen-hundreds, as in the story
"Golden Band."

The stories of.the early wilderness which are included

are : "Lo!," "A Courtship," "Red Leaves," "A Justice," "Mountain
Essays, Speeches, and Public Letters, pp. 10-1$.
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Victory,n nLion,n and nA Bear Hunt-n Stories used to illustrate the
modern parallels are:
Astrao"

"Golden Band," "That Evening Sun," and "Ad

47
In all of the stories to be discussed a power struggle between

societies is clearly presented as subject to the time-continuum
approach used by Faulkner.

The beginning society is of course the

Indian tribes that are caught up by the ways of the white men.who bring
the burden of Negro slaves into the already decaying Indian culture.
The gradual decadence of the Indiansf own traditions and values is
intensified by the double conflicts introduced through the white men
and the Negro. The white men introduce new vices, and the use of Negro
labor makes the Indians more lazy and self-indulgent.

The inability

of the three societies or cultures to understand the ways of the others
reminds the reader of Faulkner's comments about the citizens of the
future "folklore of speed" singing, in a vacuum to the ears of Faulkner's
generation.

The ultimate triumph of the ignorant white man over the

ignorant savage introduces another cyclical theme in Faulkner: the
philosophical value of defeat over victory.

The white men win the land,

and thus the responsibility for it which they misuse, and which the
Indians never wanted to begin with.

Man's relationship,to the land is

an important theme in Faulkner's writing, and the "Indian" concept that
the land must be treated with respect and honor by man if he wishes to
survive thereon is certainly carried through Faulkner's time-continuum
47
William Faulkner, The Collected Stories (New York, 1953)9
Chapters 3-5» Hereafter citations to The Collected Stories will be
given in the text with "CS" and the page number in parentheses.
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into the Hollywood world of "Golden Land," where the land has become
only a parcel to be bought and sold by the protagonist, a real-estate
6)
dealer. In that story even the natural scene seems to have an
illusive quality of artifice and negation about it:
The sun, strained by the vague high soft almost nebulous
California haze, fell upon the terrace with a kind of
treacherous uprightness« The terrace, the sundrenched
terra cotta tiles, 'butted into a rough and savage shear of
canyon wall bare yet without dust, on or against which a
solid mat of flowers bloomed in fierce lush myriad-colored
paradox as though in place of being rooted into and drawing
•from the soil they lived upon.air alone and had been merelyleaned intact against the sustenanceless lavawall by someone
who would later return and take them away (CS, 707)•
Not only has the land become "sustenanceless,V- but the ability of man to
regenerate .himself through it is symbolized by an ironically mechanical
advertisement of death:
. . o a cul-de-sac of pepper trees and flowering shrubs and
vines which the Japanese tended, backed into a barren
foothill combed and curried into a cypress-and-marble
cemetery dramatic as a stage set and topped by an electric
sign in red bulbs, which, in the San Fernando valley fog,
glared in broad sourceless ruby as
though just beyondthe
crest lay hot heaven but hell (CS, 711)„
Just as the ironic title refers to the

degradation of the land which was

one of America's last frontiers, populated both by

the farmersand by

the gold-crazed, so does it refer to the cycle of Faulkner's AngloSaxon generations, who at the beginning had hoped that America would be
The Dream, the Golden Land.

That Ewing, the regl-estate dealer is of

that heritage, is shown through his mother as she reminds her son of
the family beginnings on the frontier of the Southern states:
"That's it," she said. "You make money too easy. This
whole country is too easy for us Ewings. It may be all right
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for them that have been born here for generations; I don't
know about that. But not for us."
"But these children were born here."
"Just one generation. The generation before that they
were born in a sod-roofed dugout on the Nebraska wheat
frontier. And the one before that in a log house in
Missouri. And the one before that in a Kentucky blockhouse
with Indians around it. This world has never been easy for
Ewings. Maybe the Lord never intended it to be."
"But it is from now on,", he said; he spoke with a kint
d
of triumph. "For you and me too. But mostly for them"
(cs, 724).
The irony here is that the father's dream of his children in the golden
land is spoiled by their reality; his son is a homosexual and his
daughter is involved in a public scandal. The teacher-student relation
ship of Mr. Ewing and his son, who is allegorically named Voyd, has been
unfortunate, for all the father could teach was the importance of money,
and when the child could not get money from his overly-indulgent mother,
he stole it from his grandmother. The mother-child relationship is
first presented as unnatural, and artificial through the use of
"metallic" imagery in her description:
. o . the meticulous platinum hair which looked as though it
had been transferred toher skull with a brush from a book
of silver leaf such as window painters use (CS, 70?)•
Faulkner makes clear that the decay of a loving marital relationship is,
in the wife's opinion, caused by her husband's constant drinking, yet
the picture drawn of her isso harsh that the reader may feel Ewing is
not to blame for turning toliquor and a mistress for consolation.

The

mistress operates as the female force within the story, but here again
it is commercialized. Ewing pays her rent and the school bills for her
daughter; she gives him compassionate understanding and attention, to
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which he responds' with a surge of loving gallantry long denied his
wife:
. . o as far up and down the beach as they could see, the
. .
bathers passed— young people, . . „ with bronzed, unself
conscious bodies. Lying so, they seemed to him to walk
along the rim of the world as though they and their kind alone inhabited it, and he with his forty-eight years were
the forgotten last survivor of another race and kind, and
they in turn precursors of a new race not yet seen on the
earth; of men and women without age, beautiful as gods and
goddesses, and with the minds of infants. He turned
quickly and looked at the woman beside him— at the quiet
•face, the wise, smiling eyes, the grained skin and temples,
the hair-roots showing where the dye had grown out, the
legs veined faint and blue and myriad beneath the skin»
t!You look better than any of them!" he cried (CS, 721) .
Another variation of the female-force commercialized is Ewing's
daughter, whose physical appeal and mental determination are directed
toward becoming a star, by whatever means possible.

In trying to

explain the sensational newspaper reports of his daughter's behavior to
his mother, Ewing says:
her up:

"She has made her bed; all I can do is help

I. can't wash the sheets.

Nobody can" (CS, ?l4). While the

female-force may have often placed fathers with even more concern for
family honor in similar situations, nonetheless this modern father
illustrates the changing times; he makes a special trip to appear at
the courthouse, supposedly in his daughter's behalf, but actually so
that he can pose for publicity photographs arranged by his secretary,
who assures him that the free advertising thus gained will be profitable.
Thus, both the daughter's behavior and the son's reflect the
lesson taught by their father— anything is permissible if it is
personally profitable.
indeed "voids."

These symbolic children of the.golden land are

The only strong figure in the story, the grandmother,
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hopes to leave the emptiness of her surroundings and family by returning
to Nebraska, but her son devastates her hopes:
"Ah,11 he said. "You want to go away. You want to run
from it. So do I!" He cried, before he could catch himself
this time; "so do I! But you did not choose me when you
elected a child; neither did I choose my two« But I shall
have to bear them and you will have to bear all of us.
There is no help for it" (CS, 714).
Her son ignores the fact that he has helped create his own reality; his
mother faces that knowledge, and even resigns herself to living and
dying in the comfortable but meaningless void:
It /the sun/7 was still high, still afternoon; the
mountains stood serene and drab against it; the city, the
land, lay sprawled and myriad beneath it--the land, the
earth which spawned a thousand new faiths, nostrums and
cures each year but no disease to even disprove them on—
beneath the golden days unmarred by rain or weather, the
changeless monotonous beautiful days without end and
countless out of the halcyon past and endless into the
halcyon future.
"I will stay here and live forever," she said to
herself (CS, ?26).
Obviously Faulkner1s inhabitants of the "golden land" of security, freed
from responsibility, are hardly freed from life's pains and ironies;
they, like the original intruders into Faulkner's virgin wilderness,
carry the seeds of their own downfall within them * Yet even as the
elder Mrs. Ewing contemplates the empty, "halcyon" days of her children,
her thoughts echo the cycle of time, of the earth which gives birth to
"cures" each year, yet still has not found the "disease."
the disease is much the same as it was in the beginning:

To Faulkner,
men behaving

"without compassion or forethought" allow themselves to be ruled by
avaricious self-interest rather than the best of their human heritage.
The modern grandchildren of Mrs. Ewing in "Golden Land" have inherited

only the bad examples of their weak parents, and having to face a
frontier of the spirit rather than one of geography, they are unable to
see any other way as preferable or even possible« The boy wishes to be
strong as the women seemed who raised him, and the girl uses her
femininity as merchandise= The traditional social patterns are again
being warped in a different time setting; nonetheless, the motives
behind the changes are the same in this modern wilderness, as they were
in the. earlier one:

the desire for strength and power over others.

The first of the early wilderness stories, ftLo!n opens in
Washington, D » -CU, in the White House as an unnamed President
(presumably Jackson) peers with irritation down the hallway by means
of an imported French lady!s hand mirror, at the Indians sitting there,
gnawing on bones and wearing loincloths rather than the government's
gift of long trousers, although they do carry the trousers, neatly
folded, in order not to offend the "Great White Father."

The conflict

of a primitive civilization versus the cultural traditions of the
western world is immediately established, only to be twisted from
stereotypes by Faulkner as he shows the cunning of the Indian chief,
Francois Weddel (Vidal, or Ikkemotubbe, or The Man, or Doom) who
juggles innuendo as skillfully as any European diplomat.

Ikkemotubbe

supposedly has come to Washington as a dutiful admirer of the Great
White Father, the highest instrument of white man's justicethe case
to be tried is the punishment of the murderer of a white man who has
purchased from the Indian tribe the only ford of the river in three
hundred miles, then set up a toll gate, and charged them for passage.
Ikkemotubbe's actual purpose is his hope that the President will make a
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severe example of the murderer, who happens to be his own overlyambitious nephew.

Ikkemotubbe is merely maintaining by craft his own

position of power as The Man, the title which he had gained years before
by the judicious administering of poison to the other Indian heirs.
Having killed his own blood before in rising to power, Ikkemotubbe is
not above killing his nephew in maintaining that power; this time,
however, he craftily hopes to trick the white man's justice into doing
his murdering for hirrio .Faulkner describes this "noble savage" as:
. . . the soft paunchy man facing them with his soft, bland,
inscrutable face. . . . Yet somewhere behind the face's
■ expression of flaccid and weary disillusion, as behind the
bland voice and the almost feminine mannerisms, there lurked
something else: something sinful, shrewd, unpredictable,
and despotic (CS, 395)•
The President, concerned only with getting the Indians out of
Washington, pardons the nephew, to the great surprise of the uncle.
Ikkemotubbe's subtle revenge reinforces the established theme of
power-struggle; he threatens the President with an extended stay, until
the nephew's trial can be properly held in the "big white council house
beneath the golden eagle" (CS, 397), and refuses to accept the
President's evasion that it is "being used by a council of chiefs who
are more powerful there than I am" (CS, 397)»

It is only after

Ikkemotubbe and his nephew stand in the chamber of the House of
Representatives, and listen to the President of the United States
ceremoniously read aloud ten of Petrarch's sonnets, before announcing
again the pardon of the nephew, that Ikkemotubbe will condescend to
speak to the white "father" about the problem which caused the murder
in the beginning:

the sale of the land, by one who knew he could not
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own it9 to a fool who thought he could-

Thus Faulkner introduces the

important theme of the land and man9s relationship to it.

Despite the

obvious guilt of the nephew, the principle of ownership which
capitalized on the needs of helpless people was also symbolically
"drowned" in the person of the white man e Ikkemotubbe then returns to
"his" land, the matter of the ford is supposedly settled, and the .
President is left in peace, until a letter arrives telling of a second
murder, over the same land, which Ikkemotubbe has sold again to another
unsuspecting, naive white man with ulterior motives, In his letter to
the President, Ikkemotubbe states Faulkner1s recurrent attitude toward
the land:

it can only be held in trust, not owned, and it is meant for

all equally-

There is obvious irony in the very insincerity of the

speaker:
It is this cursed ford again- Another white man came • ■
among us, to hunt in peace we thought, since God's forest and
the deer which He put in it belong to alio' But he too became
obsessed with the idea of owning this ford. - - -So the
affair was arranged as this white man desired it. Perhaps I
did wrong, you will say- But— do I need to tell you?— I am
a simple man and some day I shall be old, I trust, and the
continuous interruption of these white men who wish to cross
and the collecting and care of the coins of money is only a
nuisance - For what can money be to me, whose destiny it
apparently is to spend my declining years beneath the shade
of familiar trees from whose peaceful shade my great white
friend and chief has removed the face of every enemy save"
death? That was my thought, but- -. - . Once more it is
this rash and heedless boy (CS, 401).
Clearly, Ikkemotubbe is neither simple nor naive in his communications
with Washington nor in his trust of his nephew. The result, an out
growth of the inability of the leaders of the two societies to under
stand one another's desires, is that the President grants Ikkemotubbe
and his heirs the right to his traditional lands in perpetuity,
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providing that none of them ever cross the river, on their way to
Washington, again.

Ikkemotubbe1s cunning has given him permanent

power, under United States' protection, in his own land; compared to
that coup, the presence of the nephew must have been a minor irritation.
The themes of the use of the land, the opposition of two societies upon
it, and of a man who uses "ethics" rather than practicing them are all
established in a historical setting.
The nature of Ikkemotubbe's relationship to that nephew is
interesting; there is present the idea of the man's psychological need
for a design, or an order in his affairs, and the need of the younger
man to rebel against the design of the elder, mentioned previously by
Malin, is implied.

However, there is an alternative interpretation also

implied, in the perhaps ironically protective attitude of the chief
toward his nephew:
.. * o he had entered, holding his nephew by the hand like an
uncle conducting for the first, time a youthful provincial
kinsman into a metropolitan museum of wax figures (CS, 39^) •
As they ride through Washington in a carriage, the uncle rests his
ringed hand on the nephew's knee, whether as a constant reminder of
affection or danger is never made clear.

Of course, in any father-son

relationship there are elements of both.

A further parody of this

relationship is constant throughout the story, as the President is
referred to as the "father" of the Indian tribes, and Ikkemotubbe
consistently plays upon the theme of the ignorance of his followers and
the necessity for setting them a proper example»
Another cyclical aspect of this story is the emphasis on the
succession of generations upon the land®

Ikkemotubbe is to be
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succeeded^ as he "succeeded” his uncle and cousin, and the president is
shown riding:

'

. o . at a canter «
, .• «, toward the gates which gave upon
"that Avenue in embryo yet but which in time would be the
stage upon which each four years would parade.the proud
panoply of the young Nation's lusty man's estate for the .
admiration and envy and astonishment of the weary world
(cs, 385).
Thus the story "bo!" established the American historical
chronology, as well as other cyclical motifs, and a humorously skeptical
attitude toward the "noble savage," Ikkemotubbe, whose concern for his
own power and. for the retention of his land foreshadow the sins of the
father in the later "Golden Land."

Both men, as father-images, are

drawn as weak in virtue though strong in vindictive reaction to their
"children,"■ and both

ambiguously cling to the father-image for their

own selfish material purposes. In each story, furthermore, there is
one strong character who does accept and bear responsibility for
others: in "Lo!," the "president, and in "Golden Land," the grandmother,
each of whom is out of place and uncomfortable in his surroundings. ■The
president was happier in' his former role of general, and the grandmother
longs for her past life in Nebraska; for each of them, those days are
gone«
The second story under the Wilderness category apparently gives
the early days of Ikkemotubbe's life. In "A Courtship," Ikkemotubbe is
placed as old Issetibbeha's nephew, and Issetibbeha is the chief who
met a general and "burned sticks and signed a paper, and now a line ran
through the woods, although you could not see it" (CS, 361)0

Since

this treaty was with a general rather than a "president, it can be

assumed that Issetibbeha is the uncle whom the Ikkemotubbe of nLo!ft
poisonedo

Irony is intensified, in terms of the cycle of generations,

in that the dreams which Ikkemotubbe expressed for the peace of his old
age, in his letter to the President, are in the second story attributed
to old Issetibbeha, the eventually murdered uncle« It is one of
Faulkner's most subtle ironies, and indeed one of the fundamentals of
his cyclical structure, that a good generation may create decadent
heirs, and that an evil generation may obversely create repugnance in
its heirs so that a finer generation will appear.

This pattern, though

not rigid, is traceable in many of Faulkner's stories, and certainly is
obvious in the cycle of leaders of the Indian tribes in Faulkner's
wilderness stories.

It is also true, however, that the splendid men of

a society may eventually go down in defeat to those of another, and
stronger culture, if the "sins of the fathers" are allowed to continue
or to become the will of the majority.

It is that latter truth which

makes many critics consider Faulkner a "cosmic pessim ist it is the
former truth,, or hope,, grown from Faulkner's cyclical concept, which
makes him a humanist, and creates the humor which he utilizes in such
stories as "A Courtship."
The story, "A Courtship," deals with a serious situation that
contains a double problem, but the tone of the story is light and even
satiric.

The situation is the first love of a young man, and the double

problem becomes the winning of the girl by competitions of manly honor.
Ikkemotubbe, the would-be lover, is at this time quite young, still
innocent of the ways of the white man's world and its poisons, and still
in status merely old Issetibbeha's sister's son.

He has yet to leave
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Yoknapatawpha to travel and return home to murder the other contenders
for tribal power.

48

As

an innocent he insists upon contests involving

both valor and honor of the participants, yet his inability to
reconcile himself to losing foreshadows his later behavior..
The girl with whom Ikkemotubbe falls in love, along with.all
the other young men of the area, is Herman Basket's beautiful sister,
who is described by Faulkner in terms of the female earth-goddess force.
She does not work like other women:
. . o she walked in beauty. Or she sat in it, that is,
because she did not walk unless she had to . . she did not
go to the river with the other girls and women to wash,
which she did not do very often either. But she did not
need to. Anyone who looks as Herman Basket's sister did at
seventeen and eighteen and nineteen does not need to wash
(cs, 362).
Another symbolic use of the female-force appears in the story when
Ikkemotubbe, in his efforts to win the girl, sends his new racing pony
to the girl's aunt. The pony, of course, represents Ikkemotubbe's
strength and power being surrendered to the irresistible female, but
ironically it must, for tradition and propriety, be given to the aunt;
it is made clear that the pony is the only sort of material possession
which the aunt does not already own.

As the typical Faulknerian older

woman, the aunt is clever and determined, not only in getting the pony,
but in keeping it when Ikkemotubbe. tries to take it back temporarily.
48
In this story, however, old Issetibbeha dies of natural causes
before Doom's return; it is the child of Issetibbeha's son Moketubbe
that is murdered by Doom. The names are recurrent with every other
generation.
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And finally:
Besides, she was the second cousin by marriage to the
5 grand-niece of old David Colbert, the chief Man of all the
Chickasaws in our section, and she looked upon Issetibbeha1s
whole family and line as mushrooms (CS, 365)
So

does Faulkner make it clear that the false pride of family

superiority is established in the wilderness long before the arrival of
the legendary "Southern aristocrat"^ it is historically appropriate that
the matriarch of the family is the bearer of such pride, for later the
Southern "ladies" were the ones too proud to lose the civil war, just as
the aunt was too proud for Ikkemotubbe.

It is partially her social

superiority that goads him, in turn, to the rejection of the value of
any contest which he loses.

Nonetheless, at this stage in his life,

Ikkemotubbe is a true "natural aristocrat" in terms of his culture; he
is the best of the young men:
• o . who rode the hardest and fastest and danced the
longest and got the drunkest and was loved the best, by
the young men and the girls and the older women too who
should have had other things to think about (08, 363)As such a figure he is perhaps a foreshadowing of the young Bayard
8artoris in 8artoris or even, in a finer fashion, of the worthless
brother Maury of Mrs. Compson.

At any rate, in this story he has only

one worthy rival— the white steamboat pilot, David Hoganbeck, and one
unworthy and unknown rival,--the unmanly Indian, Log-in-the-Creek.
Through David Hoganbeck the recurrent themes of societies in poweropposition, and of cyclical social patterns are both reinforced.

When

Hoganbeck is fired by his captain for not taking the boat down-river on
schedule, he is established as a permanent rival; undefeated by the
rigid designs and machine of his own society, and enamonedt: of the girl,
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he is a worthy opponent for contests of. honor.

The competitions evolve

into a series of physical endurance tests and races.

In a sense, the

two most worthy are. running in honor of a ,tgoddessIT; it becomes a
subtle satire of the ancient OlympicsBesides the many races, the two
young men try to out-eat and out-drink one another, only to reach an
impasse.

By the time of the last trial, the two rivals are more

entranced by each other and friendship than by their original motive;
when the last race is finished by a dangerous cave-in at the Indians!
sacred cavern, each man saves the other's life.

The contest remains an

amicable draw, even when they returnto the tribe and discover that in
their absence Herman Basket's sister has married Log-in-the-Creek.

Such

an irony is particularly appropriate for Faulkner, who often has his
male characters discuss the fact that young women seldom know what they
are doing, or why:

As the.story ends, the two rivals bolster their

mutual self-esteem with the consoling thought that:
There was a wise man of ours who said once how a woman's
fancy is like a butterfly which, hovering from flower to
flower, pauses at the last as like as not where a horse has
stood (CS, 379),
The sentiment, however,.is the view of the man whose design did not
succeed because a woman did not consider it valuable. Actually, the two
rivals were courting one another's honor and admiration more than the
girl's.

Both men were essentially egotists, conscious only of the male

viewpoint of what was desirable; in true earth-goddess fashion, Herman
Basket's sister chose what best pleased her, and not what pleased her
suitors, who in their own ways, were as foolish as Log-in-the-Creek was
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unmanly. Longley comments:
Whenever Faulkner has shown us the young -man in love, he
is usually the lover as clown— "horribly in love*"” No lover
escapes this comic agony entirely. .. . . In this attitude
Faulkner is much nearer that of the Greeks, who saw a violent
attachment which overwhelms balance and reason as a terrible
affliction rather.than something to be sentimentalized.^9
In "A Courtship" the satire is light, and love's wounds quickly heal.
Such light love is, unfortunately, not true of all Faulkner's young men,.
some of whom cannot let go of their design of love, and are destroyed by
it. Ikkemotubbe, is of course, true to his later characterization, in
this story, for he loves his reputation and status far more than the
girl. He and David Hoganbeck leave together, similarly disillusioned,
on the white man's steamboat which has once again intruded into the
wilderness and the lives of the two rivals„ So the honorable opposition
of two equally matched rivals of two different cultures, in battle
because of the female-force and honor, leads by implication in time
cycle, to the further education of Ikkemotubbe in the ways of less
admirable white men.
According to the story "A Justice," Doom is gone from his people
for seven years, and upon his return he brings with him a pregnant
mulatto woman, supposedly of a well-to-do West Indian Family whose male
relatives go hunting Doom through New Orleans in order to avenge the
dishonoring of their sister and their name.

She, as female force,

survives the long journey to Doom's wilderness; the defenders of the
abstract ideal go only as far as New Orleans. Doom also brings two
i+o
John L. Longley, Jr., The Tragic Mask: A Study of Faulkner's
Heroes (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1963), p . 29.

!?poisonsn with him: the powdered one which he uses to win the title,
nThe Man,n and the black one of six Negro slaves, which contributes to
the future decay of his tribe.

In !!A Justice11 there are supposedly

already so many slaves on the plantation that the Indians amuse them
selves by running the men "with dogs, like you would a fox or a cat or
a coon11 (CS, 3^5) • But in the story t!Red Leavesn the slave population
of the tribe is said to be gradually increased by Doom, who begins to
cultivate some of his land in the manner of the white man. In any case,
the necessity to do something with the slaves becomes a burden on the
tribe, and their problem is further complicated by the fact that the
female force loses nothing of its attraction or indifference to
propriety when encased in an attractive black skin,

-A.symbolic conflict

between the Indian Craw(fish)ford, and the husband of a Negro woman is
begun with the arrival of Doom when he tells his two friends, Herman
Basket and Craw-ford to divide between them the six slaves which
accompanied him.

After Herman Basket, sensing a lure, wisely insists

that he doesn't want any slaves, Doom comments that if he were "The
Man," he would give Herman six horses, the obvious value of horses as
•power symbol being highly superior to that of slaves in this primitive
culture o Although Craw-ford is eager to own the beautiful Negro woman.
Doom does not give the slaves to Craw-ford, having learned the craft and
values of the white man in his seven year absence« Doom chooses instead
to.use those slaves, plus another, four, as trade for a steamboat broken
down in the river. The agreement for the boat is reached with some
white men who merely happen to be camping on the boat and who are most
probably not the owners; while the Indians recognize the possibility of

a fraud, Doom has maintained a semblance of honor, and also disposed of
the troublesome slaves in a manner which is profitable to him®

When

Craw-ford, unable to face the loss of the Negro woman, decides to murder
the white men, he discovers that the violence has brought him nothing,
for he is challenged by her husband: tTThere are two of you, and nine of
ust! (CS, 352) . The position of ownership is maintained through physical
power, or acquired through physical violence in this primitive society;
in later days the battle becomes one. of wits,, as in the real-estate
deals of Mr. Ewing in f1Golden Land.,? Furthermore, in this story the
problems of ownership are created by the attraction of the female force.
When Doom discovers the conflict between the two men, he suggests that
they settle it by an honorable contest of some sort.

While the battle

of honor in this time takes the form of a gory cock-fight, nonetheless
it is identical to the same fatalistic principles of the legendary
^gentleman1s duel of honor’1”in the later years of the South.

The

husband’s bird wins, but the triumphant man is to be outraged later in
the year, when the woman gives birth to a mulatto baby. The cycle of
victory and defeat is balanced.

Doom'gazes at the new-born child and

comments: ’’You should be proud of a fine yellow man like this o . . I
don’t see that justice can darken him any”' (CS, 357) « As chief, Doom
names the child ”Had-two-fathers,”*a name which has varied ironic
connotations in terms of the cycle of civilizations.
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Both
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According to another Wilderness version of the story, Doom
himself is the father of Sam Fathers, and even sells his own son to
neighboring white men; thus, ironically, San Father’s Indian name stands
not only for his blood lines, but for his representation of the old,
’’royal” heritage of the wilderness in the world of modern confusions.

symbolically and chronologically, that child becomes the last tangible
link between the time of the primitive wilderness prior to the 1830fs
and the time of the Compson family in the 19301s*

Through Had-two-

fathers, or Sam Fathers, a parallel between the problems of both
"worlds11 in Yoknapatawpha is drawn, One of the most irritating
questions of the modern racial confusion, "Would you want your daughter
to marry one?" is reflected by the story "A Justice,"• when the black man
demands the right of protection of his woman from the white man.
Faulkner as skeptic examines such views and presents them in similar
ironic twists in several stories which further develop the social/racial
conflict of "A Justice."Repetition of the theme of the inequality of bi-racial justice,
which was first established in "Lol" is obvious also between the
stories "A Justice" and "That Evening Sun."

The latter presents the .

same problem of the Negro husband cuckolded by his wife and by the
stronger powers of the other race they live among; the only variation in
setting is in a time-advancement from the 1830's period to that of the
1930's, for location remains the same.

The husband, Jesus, and his

wife, Nancy, are shown as less innocently simple types than were drawn
before, but the husband's problem has not changed:
"I cant /sic/ hang around white man's kitchen," Jesus
said. "But white man can hang around mine. White mancan
come in my house, but I cant stop him.. When white man
want to come in my house, I aint got no house (OS, 292)»
Another strong connection between these two stories is that they are
both related from the viewpoint of the non-comprehending boy, Quentin

Compson9 who as a young man looks back fifteen years to what he did not
understand as a child, and later, in The Sound and the Fury, and
Absalom! Absalom! would understand entirely too well.

In nA Justice"

Quentin merely recalls the story of how Sam Fathers got his name, as
the old man himself had told it, but the story structure is a flashback
in Quentin* s memory to how life

used to be "until Grandfather died"'1

(CS, 3^3); Quentin is reliving the days when the Compson family used to
visit their own progenitor on the farm which he had established but Sam
51
Fathers kept whole.
The juxtaposition of the decay of the Indian
culture cycle and that represented by the once "aristocratic" Compson
family seems obvious: Quentin*s flashback in "A Justice" gives way to
that of Sam Fathers, who retells the story of his birth as foe must have
uncpmprehendingly first heard it years before; thus through the genera
tions the patterns of the uncomprehending child and his inheritance of
the decay of a once-unified and socially symbolic group are both
reiterated, along with the theme of races in opposition to one another„
The cycles are clearly linked together by Faulkner* s story structures.
Probably the best known story in the Wilderness category is "Red
Leaves," which tells of the death of Loom* s son, Issetibbeha, and the
traditional funeral rites which must honor him.

The first section is

narrated from the viewpoint of two Indians that are appointed to search
for the personal slave of Issetibbeha, who must be killed so that he may
serve the ghost of his master, just as the master* s other live
%

"properties" were also killed.

The Indians do not expect to find the
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Another cyclical irony of these family visits to the farm is
shown by the story, "Won* t That Be Fine,"* discussed on page 103.

6l
slave in his quarters, for one states, "It happened like this when the
father of him who is now The Man,‘died."

His companion answers, "You

mean, of him who was The Man" (CS, 313)•

Thus the cycle of inheritance

is completed once more; now the title goes to Moketubbe, the flabby and
impassive son of Issetibbeha, born of a Negro slave woman, and capable
only of a lust for the symbols of power belonging to The Man:

a pair of

French slippers with red heels, and in which Moketubbe1s fat feet cannot
comfortably fit.

The cycle of the son rebelling against the rule of the

father, and the recurring pattern of power-lust again appear.
The Parisian slippers which Issetibbeha brought back from his
own youthful travels, along with a fancy gilt bed, are symbolic'
impositions of the western tradition upon the primitive culture. In the
wilderness, shoes are unnecessary, and the bed proves uncomfortable
compared to the more traditional pallete upon which the chief1s youngest
wife prefers to sleep.

The.other status-symbols of the chief are a now

broken-down barouche, and the hulk of Doom1s steamboat which had been
attached to the main-house for its decorative values.

All decaying in

the wilderness,each item, like the slippers, has never truly "fit"
anyone there; all are symbols of the attempted but unsuccessful
assimilation of another, more powerful culture. They are acquired, but
then allowed to decay, since they are inappropriate to the older,
weakening culture, or are misused, since the Indians cannot comprehend
their actual purpose.

Even the slave-tracking Indian wears an enameled

snuffbox as a decorative earring.
The Indians who must track the runaway slave clearly blame the
Negroes for the decay which the tribe has suffered, although
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acknowledging that the Negroes do have some value since nthe white man
will give, horses for themn (08, Jl^-f) ® Again, corruption grows from
man's desire to own material symbols of power®

One of theIndians

complains that the Negroes sweat so much that it

has ruined their flesh,

giving it a bitter taste®. So it is to prove, in less literal terms,
equally bitter to the conquering Anglo-Saxon cycle to society.

The

Indians solve their slave problem by raising them like cattle, to be
sold to the whites at so much per head, but even this responsibility of
ownership is too much for the tribe:
This world is going to the dogs• • ® .It is being ruined
by white men. We got along fine for yearsand years, before
the white men foisted their Negroes upon us. In the old days
the old men sat in the shade and ate stewed deer's flesh and
corn and smoked tobacco and talked of honor and grave affairs;
now whatdo we do? Even the old wear themselves into the
grave taking care of them that like sweating (CS, 323)•
Despite the changes brought into their lives, the Indians want to
satisfy the tribal customs by finding the troublesome slave. Unfortu
nately Moketubbe must be coerced into hunting for his father's servant;
the son

is apoor parody of "The Man"— he goes hunting in a palanquin so

that hecan wear the slippers even though

he has no right to them until

his father is honorably buried.
The degeneracy and problems of the Indian tribe are in direct
contrast to the strength of the run-away Negroslave, whose escapelasts
for three days.

He runs wearing a lucky amulet, made up of one part of

a pair of Parisian eye-glasses, and the skull of a cotton-mouth
moccasin. Ironically, his luck charm symbolizes the two forces which
kill him: the Western civilization and an alien wilderness. The slave
was captured as a boy of fourteen and brought to America by a "drunken
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New England Captain /who intoned on deck/ aloud from a book which he did
not recognize for ten years af terward to be the Biblef? (CS, 330) . The
boy ends his journey as person servant to the Coca taw/mulatto chief*

He

ends his fight for life only after he is struck by a moccasin on the
arm:. HIt struck me here, raking me across this arm:
times. I said, Ole, Grandfather” (CS, 3^0).

once, twice, three

The major irony of this

story is based on the lack of comprehension and of assimilation among
the Indian, Negro, and White cultures; their natural opposition
seemingly cannot be overcome*

Only at the end of the slave's flight do

the two groups show a comprehension of each other, and that under
standing is illuminated by the gleam of compassion of one of the Indians
for the slave, as he says comfortingly:
ashamed" (CS, 338).

"Come, you ran well.

Do not be

This unexpected recognition of the Negro as man,

rather than as stock to be disposed of, hinges on the concepts of manly
honor and man's ability to make the finest effort even though it may be
doomed to failure. Thus Faulkner implies that men may achieve brother
hood through their ideals, rather than through their sharing of material
possessions.

The slave's valiant effort is in direct contrast, to the

"effort" of the flaccid Moketubbe, of whom one of his own people says,
"That man whose body has been dead for fifteen years . * *" (CS, 33^*) •
Again the father-son conflict, the battle of societies or races, the
battle of power of the degenerate over the rights of the helpless, and
the sense of cyclical continuity of generations and of moral inheritance
all reappear ironically in the weak character Moketubbe, as he becomes
"The Man."
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It is desirable for purposes of chronology to fill in the gap of
years between the primitive Indian culture of the early wilderness
stories and the later eras of American life, as in "Golden Land.11 For
that purpose, one need only consider the story "Mountain Victory," which
tells the story of the last male Vidal, and thus the end of the early
Wilderness cycle.

Ironically, it is in the wilderness setting where

Vidal dies, rather than on the battlefields of the Civil War, from which
he is returning to his home.
The story begins with the arrival of Saucier Weddel and his
Negro servant, both much the worse for war, at the isolated cabin of a
family of poor whites.

Weddel asks for lodging for the night, unaware

that he is walking into a nest of Yankee sympathizers.

This conflict of

two separate but powerful social theories is further complicated by the
immediate physical attraction felt for Weddel by the only daughter of
the family, whom Faulkner describes as:
"soft," and "mammalian":
appeal Weddel has

for her

"motionless, static," "big,"

she is the personified female force.

The

is that of a different world and life:

She could see him
at full length, in his stained and
patched and brushed cloak, with his head lifted a little and
his face worn, almost gaunt, stamped with a kind of
indomitable weariness and yet arrogant too, like a creature
from another world with other air to breathe and another
kind of blood to warm the veins. "Soshay Weddel," she
breathed (CS, 7^9).
The contrast of their
two life patterns

two

different social levels is a

and a conflict which can only end in

battlegroundof
the deathofone.

Unfortunately, as Faulkner commented, change does not always bring
improvement.. While Weddel is at first totally unconscious of the girl's
unreasoning, female force which will so complicate his life, he

immediately senses the hostility of the son Vatch, who soon challenges
the traveler with his every comment, hut who is held in check by the
Father's disciplined courtesy.

Weddel replies to the father with a

similar gallantry, even helping the man apologize for the unseemly
behavior of his eldest son. Weddel patiently copes with Vatch1s
accusation that he has Negro blood by telling the story of the Vidal
family and the history of their "plantation," now called Contalmaison,
until the listening girl unconsciously reveals her attraction to Weddel.
Vatch then directly defies his father's power by threatening Weddel, so
that the father has to warn Weddel to leave and feels further obligated
to go to whip some sense of class propriety into his daughter.

While

these patterns of the female-force and father-son relationship are
emerging, the Negro servant sits in the kitchen happily losing his own
battle with corn liquor, babbling of returning to "his" home ,and
mistress, seemingly unaware that his new freedom has also supposedly
made him independent of that family and its protection. His relation
ship to Weddel has thus established the problems of "ownership" and of
the man of mixed blood.

The naivete" of the young Negro boy is

reinforced by the presence of the equally naive but passionate desire
of the young white boy, Hule, to escape the world of his family by
convincing Weddel to take him and his sister along.

Like his sister,

Hule senses a "finer" pattern or life design through Weddel, but his
desire to be part of it is all spirit, while hers is physical.

Hule

also intertwines the'Faulknerian, themes of responsibility, fear, and
war-devastation when he reveals that his brother Vatch still has night
mares about the confederate troops he met in battle.

While Vatch's
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nsiden emerged as victor, it also has to bear the responsibility of
victory; a burden which is too much for Vatch, who cannot even face his
own memories*

When Weddel refuses to leave his drunken servant behind

and run from danger, he tells the father, t!The war is over*. Vatchfs
victory is not my problem11 (CS, 770) « That,- unfortunately, does not
prove true. From the conflict with Vatch, Weddel finds that he is.once
again able to value life and loyalty to the verities of his own truth,
family, patriotism, and honor:
"And so I am running away," Weddel said, "When I get
home I shall not be very proud of this. Yes, I will?. It
means that I am still alive, Still alive, since I still
know fear and desire. Since life is an affirmation of the
past, and a promise to the future, So I am still alive
. . . (CS, 773).
But life, as seen by Faulkner, demands fromits finer men

the practice

of honor, not just its recognition; therefore Weddel cannot run.
WeddelTs speech also shows Faulkner* s interests in the cyclical timecontinuum and in the emotion of fear as a shaping force in life's power
struggles.
The eleventh and final section of the story reveals another
application of cyclical structuring.

As the boy Hule leads Weddel and

his servant to a supposed "short cut" to the valley, he is faced with a
moral choice:

he can follow his instincts of admiration to Weddel, or

he can revert to his brother's code and let the travelers ride directly
into the ambush waiting for them.

He chooses to sacrifice himself to

his own sense of honor, for as they approach the ambush area the boy
leaps onto the servant's horse and charges ahead, yelling at Weddel to
"Git outen the path!" (CS, 776).

His courage shows that it is possible

to create new and more worthy applications of the old traditions;
unfortunately, because of his brother, Hule’s sacrifice is useless.

He

is shot, then Weddel, and then the uncomprehending nfreedn slave is
gunned down by Vatch, the Northern soldier.

So ends the history of the

Vidals, line of Ikkemotubbe, and the problems of the treatment of the
land and man's moral inheritance are transferred into a new era of
wilderness of the spirit, largely created by the shattering of man's
certainties by war.
"The Bear," which deals partly with the problems and responsi
bilities of land ownership in modern times has been rewritten and
published by Faulkner in several different forms.

The- original story,

"Lion," first published in Harpers in 1935? was combined with the
wilderness stories and germinated in the subsequent and superior
versions of "The Bear," Big Woods, and Go Down, Moses. Out of the
basic plot of "Lion" grows a land and nature focused, sequence which
presents the cyclical conflicts of Yoknapatawpha generations and
cultures on the lande Faulkner has commented:
"The Bear" was.part of a novel. That novel was—
happened to be composed of more or less incomplete stories,
but it was held together by one family, the Negro and the
white phase of the same family, same people. "The Bear"
was just a part of that--of a novel.52
Faulkner's sense of the continuity of generations, no matter how the
blood lines are confused, is again cyclical in attitude and contributes
to the humanistic theme of this unit of work, which presents a concept
of atonement through a life of simplicity and compassion for the sins of
^^Faulkner in the University, p. 4.

one's fathers and even one's children * The devastation of the physical
wilderness is contrasted to the spiritual wilderness in materialistic
man9 who destroys what he cannot possess.

The spiritual aridity of

characters such as Boon and Roth Edmonds in these works is akin to that
of the family in "Golden Land."
•A further cyclical aspect of the early wilderness still
operating in the 1900's is seen through the mood of timelessness, of
natural "being," sensed by Faulkner's boy initiates into the mysteries
of the hunt:
Faulkner feels man acting in an eternity, in a timeless
confusion of past and future, action not as a rational
Deweyan creature, but as a natural, unthinking (but always
moral) animal.53
Ghmpbell and Foster also emphasize the mystical recognition of the blend
of past and present within.the gradually disappearing wilderness as
perceived by young Isaac McCaslin:
. o o There he has a. clairvoyant vision of the mystical
"Oneness" of life— a Oneness that springs from the
primitive fertility of the woods, of nature. . . . Here
in the woods Ike has the sudden realization that there
is no death.54
While the timelessness of the-land, and the importance of tradition and
responsibility in the role of man's place on the land are most carefully
and intricately worked out in the three longer volumes as lessons to be
applied by the McCaslin boy in his own life, the critics' emphasis,
equally carefully and intricately worked out, has been on the moral
53John Lyndenberg, "Nature Myth in Faulkner's 'The Bear,'" Bear,
Man, and God, F . Utely, ed. (New York, 1964), p. 28l.
54
Ho Campbell and R. Foster, William Faulkner (Oklahoma, 1951),
p. 156.

significance of Ike1s later renunciation of title to the ancestral land»
Yet even in the germinal story,. nLionM other important cyclical aspects
appear.
The plot of ,!LionTt is essentially the unadorned plot of the
later work, nThe Bear,n but as the titles would indicate, Faulkner
changed the focus of the story in the later work from Lion, the wild,
mongrel hunting dog to the legendary object of the hunt, the bear known
as Old Ben.

The characters remain generally the same in both versions,

since they are always operating symbolically in terms of the "hunt"
structure of the story; which applies not only to the hunting of the
animals, but also to the search for truth:
o o . the hunt portion of the story shows many parallels to
motifs of primitive religion .. <, . Old Ben assumes the
character of a fetish-figure in the primitive cult and Sam
Fathers (along with Baker in "the Old People") that of the
high priest, with Boon ‘Hqganbeck the acolyte and Ike
McCaslin the novice.55
Boon is, however, both more and less than acolyte in the story.

Gold

notes that in "Lion" the physical description of Boon echoes that of the
dog which he comes to admire and love so intensely:
Lion is . . o a mixture of many breeds. . . . His
color is frequently emphasized: "and all over that
strange color like a blued gun barrel." It is also the
color of Boon's beard. The dog, too, is completely
without sentiment. It appears only as a relentless force
o o o this absence of feeling, of attachment, of "meanness
or generosity or gentleness or viciousness," is replaced
by a fixed purposefulness that is derived from nothing.
It is merely a major element in the natural phenomenon
which is the dog. .. . . Boon's eyes, too, are devoid of
"meanness or generosity or gentleness or viciousness"

55Campbell and Foster, p. l48.
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•
• /yet/ Boon, in the course of the story, proves that
he has limitless b ra v e ry »56
The use of metallic imagery in describing Lion and Boon physically,
might extend symbolically to their natures:
undeviciting in their pursuit of Old Ben,

both are strongv and

The metallic images contrast,

moreover, with the timelessness, the unity of past and present, which
the boy feels as he first sees the bear.
He acts in relentless pursuit, never gives ground, is
unresponsive to affection. He is, in fact, nothing
recognizable at all, except that because of his function
and with his gun-barrel-blue color and his brute strength,
he seems to symbolize the undeviating force of destructive
change. The mixture of breeds . . . further indicates the
complexities and divisions of progress and makes more rigid
the creature's allegorical nature, since it thus becomes
less recognizable as a dog. It is mechanical in its
characteristics, thus emphasizing the relentless, inevitable
and automatic nature of change. The bear must die, the dog
must kill— this is as much a part of the order of things as
the rising and setting of the sun.57
If Lion is to be an.allegorical symbol of the mechanical progress of the
world, however, it is important to note that the battle with Old Ben
leaves the "mechanical" daath-instrument, Lion, with its guts torn out,
although the bear still lives.

Old Ben dies only when attacked by a man

whose mad revenge is motivated by love for another suffering creature.
Such a death is not an unworthy one; the evil innocence of the bear's
actions is balanced by the innocent evil of Boon's action.
Boon is part white and part Indian,a blend of the

Ironically,

sins of the past,

the mongrel heir of the wilderness for which the bear standsAnother
obvious irony of the relentless cycle of time is that the taming of Lion

J

Gold, pp. 5^-55

57Ibid., p. 57.

\
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is first assigned to Sam Fathers, who at that time foresees the
inevitable death, of Old Ben and the- early wilderness.

When the actual

killing occurs, so does the death of Sam, or "Had-two-fathers," who has
realized that his time in the world is over. Gold interprets Sam1s
death: T!Sam, the good and innocent, the *taintless* man, is destroyed
58
by the surviving incompetent side of man■r?: Gold's interpretation
•

seems misleading.

Sam uses Boon for his own death instrument just as

consciously as he trains Lion to kill Old Ben.

S.am Fathers recognizes

the end of his own era, and then chooses to exit with dignity before
others also see that he is an anachronism in a new world where logging'
companies and locomotives rule the wilderness

Faulkner describes the

forest at this time in the story "Lion" as 2 "* . . the black trees
standing in the rain like a picture in ink beginning to dissolve." 59
Yet, in the cyclical sense, even Old Ben's determination is compared to
the relentless onslaught of the machine; Old Ben is described in the
Big Woods anthology as appearing in.
o
. a corridor of wreckage and destruction beginning back
before he /Isaac/ was born, through which sped, not fast
but with the ruthless and irresistible deliberation of a
locomotive, the shaggy tremendous shape.60
Thus, the destruction of the wilderness began before its symbol
appeared, or in the days of the "Old People," led by Doom.

Paradox

ically, both the symbols of the wilderness age and the modern age seem
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Gold, p. 57 -

^William Faulkner, "Lion," Harpers, CLXXII (December, 1955),
p. 145.“
^William Faulkner, Big Woods (New York, 1955)9 P® 13°

relentless9 uncheckable; Old Ben inspired awe only- through his amazing
endurance of the destructive foibles of men« It took a dog that behaved
like a machine, and a dull-witted half-white, half-Indian man who loved
the dog so much that he could ignore the fascination of the past to
destroy its symbol— Old Ben.

According to Gold, Faulkner has explained

Old Ben as n. . .. the incarnation of innocence; he is incapable of evil,
killing as he does out of pure need or pure anger, but incapable of
6l
violating his natural integrity.”'
old

Old Ben represents one of the fine

splendid things” of the past which Faulkner felt the writer must

mourn compassionately; he does not represent a way of.life which
Faulkner sees as perfect.

Perfect innocence is callous, unfeeling;

the fall from innocence may be fortunate in Faulkner's world, for it
gives the character his place in humanity. Boon kills the innocence of
the past, out of a hate born of love.
that love with the female-force motif:
progress, neither can he resist it.

Gold unintentionally connects
"Although Boon cannot cope with

What other meaning is there in his
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love, almost sexual, of the dog Lion?”
•

So Boon, in falling from his

own callous innocence, destroys the past and creates a chain of future
events which are beyond his comprehension or control. Hopefully, they
will not seem so alien to the McCaslin boy who comprehends and ponders
their significance.
Thus the cycle of the wilderness ends, leaving the future with
an inheritance of moral decay, a choice of the callous versus the
6lGoia, p. 11.
62Ibid.,. p. 59-
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compassionate life, and the question of the future of the land, while
the problems of those who try to possess, rather than to hold in trust
what they are given by the land, are shown as growing from the days of
the n01d People” to the 1900fs . Faulkner consciously used the wilder
ness chronology as a symbol of man's most constant problem and
challenge— spiritual progress.

As Faulkner explained:

Well of course the destruction of the wilderness is not
a phenomenon of the South, you know. -That is a change that's
going on everywhere, and I think that man progresses
mechanically and technically much faster than he does
spiritually, that there may be something he could substitute
for the ruined wilderness, but he hasn't found that. He
spends more time ruining the wilderness than he does finding
something to replace it, just like he spends more time
producing more people than something good to do with the
people or to make better people out of them. That to me is
a sad and tragic thing for the old days, the old times to
go . . o but then that's true of everyone as he grows old.
He thinks that the old times were the best times, and he
don't want it to change.&3
For a man "growing old" Faulkner is much concerned with the lessons
needed by children to comprehend the old-fashioned world.

He says of

"The Bear"':
The hunt was simply a symbol of pursuit. Most of
anyone's life is a pursuit of something. That is, the
only alternative to life is immobility, which.is death.
. . . I was simply telling something which was in this case
the child— the need, the compulsion of the child to adjust
to the adult world. It's how he does it, how he survives
it, whether he is destroyed by trying to adjust withinhis
capacity. And always to learn something, to .. « not only
to pursue but to overtake and then have the compassion not
to destroy, to catch, to touch, and then let go because then
tomorrow you can pursue again *6,^63
Faulkner in the University, pp. 67-68.
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Ibid., p. 271.

Thus9 the father/-son or mentor-novice relationship is again established,
and perhaps the general lesson to be taught through such characteriza
tions in Faulkner is to nnot destroy,n but to cherish the good of the
past, and to make the unselfish moral choice which may only possibly
create future good.

This rather quixotically gallant defense of the

future is much like Faulkner's description of President Jackson's ■
defense of honor: "and above them all set not his wife's honor but the
principle that honor must be defended whether it was or not because
65
defended it was whether or n o t I f

one were to substitute Faulkner's

concept of the "verities" for the word honor, then we would have a
concise summary of his philosophy or approach as literary father.- mentor«
Quite apparently, one of the most important allegories of the
Lion/Bear narratives is the father son relationship of Sam Fathers and
the McCaslin boy.

In life Sam introduces his charge to the point of

view which Faulkner described as "Is," or to the true meaning of time,
and in■death he shows the boy the inevitability of change. Even more
important, because of Sam's training the boy is able to discover for
himself that the mechanical appurtenances of his own time are of merely
superficial value, for as the boy tracks Old Ben,.the symbolic innocence
of the past, he finds that he must spiritually and ritualistically
discard the "taints" of mechanical aids such as his gun, his watch, and
his compass.

When he stands independently, acknowledging to himself

man's part in the world of nature as both precarious and frighteningly
glorious, then the wilderness seems to "coalesce," and the bear appears.
65
William Faulkner, "Appendix," The Sound and the Fury (New
York, 1964), p. ?4.
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Sam indeed "fathers” the boy, and perhaps, through their sharing of the
same blood-mixtures, he represents Boon* s symbolic father as well, How
ever, the child-man Boon fails his training in that he is not wise
enough to cope with the changing world; he would still possess nature,
symbolized at the end of "The Bear” by the squirrels, which he
hysterically hopes to shoot once he gets his gun to work.
kill what he can never truly possess.

He would

The second "child” of the

narrative, Isaac, takes another extreme; as a man he renounces owner
ship and responsibility for his land to become a carpenter.

Boon cannot

comprehend the nuances of the new form of responsibilities, and Isaac
rejects them rather than compromise or change his vision of the "old"
wilderness.

Neither of Sam's "heirs" represent the admirable man of

Faulkner's stories, the one who bravely keeps on trying, as did Sam, to
remedy the sins of the past by working for the good in the present.
Not all Faulkner's triumphant characters have to make such
serious choices as Isaac's; many of the stories tell humorous incidents
which mask the serious themes they convey.

Oddly enough, it is in the

wilderness story with the weakest ties to the early days and with only
a superficial, repetitive use of the "bear-hunt" camp setting and the
Indian-culture cycle that Faulkner shows one of those quietly patient
and ultimately triumphant characters which reinforce the author's
optimism for the future. The story is "A Bear Hunt," and is little more
than an anecdotal recitation by Ratliff of the practical joke played
upon Lucius Provine by the inconspicuous Negro camp cook, Old Man Ash.
Ratliff describes Provine in youth as a local "hell-raiser," who rode
wildly through town on Sundays and earned himself local notoriety by

happening once upon a sedate Negro church picnic9 where he amused
himself by burning off the men's celluloid collars with his lighted
cigar. At the time of the story, the glories of Provine1s youth are
long gone, and he earns attention of,the other hunters at the camp only
because of a loud and prolonged case of hiccoughs which survive all
known cures to echo through the camp.

Finally Ratliff suggests blandly

that Provine brave the local superstitions about the nearby Indian
burial mounds, and ask the Indian John Basket for a remedy. .Old man
Ash, overhearing this plan, arranges his twenty-year-awaited revenge for
the burning of his fine celluloid collar. He is a man of simple
dignity, and defends his right to it:

the collar was the finest he

ever owned, bought with his own hard earned money and not a joke to be
destroyed by a fool who had no appreciation

or understanding of its

quality. Here again the gulf of understanding between the races, and
man's concepts of the right of ownership and possession are presented.
Along with the obvious racial contrast between Ash and Ludius,
there is another between Lucius and the Indians.

Lucius has been a

bootlegger, unsuccessfully; the Indians are most successful bootleggers,
and defend their business by terrifying any stranger who might be a
liquor inspector.

Obviously the tribe is not yet a part of the white

man's culture, although the Indians do cater to his.vices. Ratliff's
satirical speech to Provine establishes the gulf:
. . . the white folks have been so good to them— not only
letting them keep that ere hump of dirt that don't nobody
want noways, but letting them use names like ourn and
selling them flour and sugar and farm tools at not no more
than a fair profit above what they would cost a white man.
I hyear tell about how pretty soon they are even going to
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start letting them come to town once a week. Old Basket
would be glad to cure them hiccups for you (08, ?2).
While both minority groups, Indian and Negro, in a sense reap their
revenge on the white through the terrifying of Lucius by the Indians,
who have been told by Ash that the man is a government liquor agent, the
revenge of Ash is a finer and more subtle one. By using his wits he
makes that small but individually satisfying gesture of rebellion
against brute power which Faulkner insists is the only way to defeat it.
The remembrance of past evils, as well as glories, in the lives
of the characters who move from story to novel is one strong aspect of
the cyclical nature of Faulkner1s stories.

The problems of materialism

which were introduced into the wilderness by the white man who wanted to
own, and the Indian who pretended that the land was his to sell, and the
3

Negro who was owned by both, are all evils of the past which continue
into later periods of American life, such as in the story, ftAd Astra,n
set in the time of the First World War.

The social conflicts in this

story are both racial and economic, and the conflict between nations
reinforces the power-struggle theme. The setting opens with a car,
symbol of destruction in Faulkner's stories, speeding toward Amiens.
The occupants,, all allied soldiers of varying nationalities, are being
driven by the Southerner .Sartoris from the desolation of a physical
battlefront to a moral one in Amiens.

Also in the car is another

southerner, Bland, an Irishman-Comyn, and a scholarly sub-adar from
India, who represents a racial as well as international conflict, since
Bland comments about him:

"He can attend their schools among the

gentleborn, the bleach-skinned, . . . . But he cannot hold their
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commission, because gentility is a matter of color and not lineage or
behavior” (CS, 409)\

As the group drives through the French country

side, two topics emerge from the drunken conversation:

the "rightness”

versus the "pitiableness” of man and "little round white women parts
gleaming” (CS, 410)*
earth reappear:

Thus two essential patterns of man1s cycle on

man's desire to create an abstract plan or design, and

the female-force operating upon that design.

As the soldiers arrive in

town they meet Monaghan, an American "shanty-Irishman,” who has in tow
a German prisoner:
"I brought him down this morning .. ». ® I'm. going to
take him home with me.”
"Why?” Bland said. "What do you want with him?”
"Because he belongs to me,” Monaghan said (OS, 412).
Once in the bar the German begins to talk about his own background,
which clearly reflects the cyclical themes of the son in rebellion
against his father and thereby a symbolic cultural revolt, for he, like
Ike McCaslin of "The Bear,” renounces his birthright:
I return home; I say to my father . . . baron I will
not be. He cannot believe. He talks of Germany, the
fatherland; I., brotherland. I say, the word FATHER iss
that, barbarism which will be first swept away; it iss the
symbol of that hierarchy which hass stained the history
of man with injustice of arbitrary instead of moral; force
instead of love (CS, 417).
The historical irony involved herein is obvious; another level of irony
is introduced by the similar withdrawal of the sub-adar from India, who
says,

"Ah . . o I am like him; I too will not be baron.”
"So you clear out and let foreigners who will treat the
people like oxen or rabbits come in and take it.”
"By removing myself I undid in one day what it took two
thousand years to do. Is not that something? (CS, 427).

The answer which Faulkner does not give, but implies, as in nThe Bear,"
is that withdrawal from evil is something, but is not enough alone.
Modern man must face his responsibilities, fear or no. The anecdotes
of the sub-adar not only establish the cyclical themes of racial and
moral conflict, but also provide a variation on the situation of a
primitive society surrounded by a more powerful and progressive one.
He tells of the difficulties of his own people, who, when given rifles
by the English, could neither load nor fire them, and were therefore
cut down "like driven pheasant" (CS, 4-2$) as they bravely charged the
enemy.
In summary, man is seen by Faulkner as part of an endless
cycle; man1s problems remain the same, whether he finds himself in the
old natural wilderness or in the modern spiritual wilderness.

The

cyclical structure of the Faulknerian viewpoint is first established by
the chronological or historical approach to American development,
beginning with the wilderness stories, which illustrate the same moral
problems as do stories of the 19001s . In this category the cyclical
approach is strongly reinforced by the succession of generations, in a
sense, of "dynasties" upon the land:

the virtues and the gradual decay

of the Indian culture is shown, the establishment of the "fine old
families" of Anglo-Saxon heritage is indirectly implied, and their
downfall to the poor-white farmer after the civil war is shown,
simultaneously with the end of the Indian family line, in the story,
"Mountain Victory."-

In all the stories, the power symbols of horse, or

car, or female-force appear, often adjunct!vely to the father-son motif,
which re-inforces the "dynasty" cycle. Also common to all these

8o
stories, and to the modern "contrast" stories, are the themes of the
importance of maintaining a loyalty and closeness to the ever-enduring
land and the importance of making wise decisions as to the inheritance
of both good and evil in the American cultural tradition.

The negative,

or grotesque, result of failing in those choices is presented in the
ironic story, "Golden Land," which illustrates the modern life void of
all the traditional virtues» The power-struggle between good and evil,
begun in the wilderness battle-ground of Yoknapatawpha County in the
days of the "Old People" can result in the blasted modern spiritual
wilderness shown in "Golden Land," in which the world seems populated
by a "new race," which as yet has the "minds'of infants."' Yet since,
for Faulkner, life is constant motion, perhaps the new race is not so
unfortunate as it seems:

like all the old ones, it can choose between

the verities and the void, if it looks carefully to the past and to the
future.

CHAPTER V
SARTORIS VERSUS SNORES: VERITIES VERSUS DECADENCE
The basic conflict in all of Faulkner?s stories is the choice
man must make between what he regards as good and what he sees as evil,
and in many respects Faulkner seems to regard his characters1 choices
much as he described Old Ben; existing in all innocence, or perhaps
ignorance, they may be evil, and yet by the characters1' own codes, seem
not evil but rather nstrong and braven in following what appears as
truth. Yet many critics insist that Faulkner1s county and characteriza
tions are divided into the two ethical molds of Sartoris and Snopes.
Such allegorical division does have a certain validity, since it
separates the characters with a supposedly ethical design of a general
social scope from those of merely mercenary and personal designs, or to
quote 0!Donnell, nhumanismM from "naturalismd' Yet again the basic
rigidity of that allegory is belied by Faulkner!s cyclical representa
tion of generations and societal patterns; within the Sartoris family
there is a gradual decay or weakness which is magnified by war, and
within the Snopes clan there are characters with a sense of honor and a
love of truth.

Some such Snopeses are Ab!s boy, fittingly named

Colonel Sartoris Snopes, and Wall Street Panic Snopes of the Snopes
trilogy and The Reivers, who earns his living as a grocer and who will
have nothing to do with his disreputable relatives« The alternating
pattern of good and evil is not so pronounced as in the wilderness
81
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stories, where one strong generation was followed by a weak; nonethe
less, each side, although representing different aspects of humanity,
in some respects resembles the other,
The fundamental difference between the Sartorises1 life and that
of the Snopeses is that the Sartorises, Faulknerfs symbol for the T,fine
old Southern family,n consciously try to regulate their lives according
to Faulknerfs verities of loyalty to family, to community, to country,
to truth, and to honor? while the Snopeses recognize no validity other
than their own self interest.

As head of the Snopes family, Flem is the

symbol of pure amoral!ty; he will sell anything or anybody, if that sale
will insure his rise to power in the community. Faulkner never quite
makes clear whether Flem1s motives are pure avarice, like those of his
less talented relatives, or if he is also in search of respectability
and honor— the image of Sartoris— only to find it beyond his reach.
Ironically, it is also beyond the reach of its strongest proponent, John
Sartoris, not because he denies it, but because he pursues it with too
much pride.
Should the gaining of the stature of TTSartorisn be Flem’s
desire, then Snopesism destroys what it cannot possess, and another
motif of Faulkner1s cycle of the power-struggle of life again balances
out.

O'Donnell argues that the Snopes world weakens, and thereby brings

about the ruin of the Sartoris world by
. . o using them for its advantage; it has made them selfconscious, queer, psychologically tortured . .. . the strength
is so warped internally by the psychological effects of the
Snopes world upon it, and it is so alien to the habitual

actions of the world? that it can only manifest itself in
meaningless violence,, ending in self-destruction.66
O'Donnell further argues that the Sartorises are defeated because their
own code of honor denies them the deceptive, dishonest behavior which
the Snopes utilize; this theory is only part true. Ideally the
Sartorises might have been able to continue in their dream or design
in which the beautiful and fine women were squired and protected from
dishonor by the gallant, sometimes foolhardy but always idealistic (if
not totally honorable) dreamers whom they had married; unfortunately the
Civil War and the necessities of survival shattered the dream.

It is

not the Snopes who ruin the Sartorises; it is the Sartoris concept or
dream of grandeur that defeats the family, as is shown in the volume,
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The Unvanquished, which presents with novelistic unity the separate
Sartoris stories:

"Ambuscade,n "Retreat, " "Riposte in Tertio, "•

"Vendee," "Skirmish at Sartoris," and "An Odor of Verbena."

In

combination these stories create a serious presentation of the tradi
tional verities in opposition to amorality, through the superficial Rosa
Millard Sartoris versus Ab Snopes conflict.

A more perceptive limita

tion, however, might be the traditional verities versus internal
decadence; in other words, the moral questions of the cycle of the
Indian culture are again being posed, this time with a more hopeful
answer, since young Bayard Sartoris, in "An Odor of Verbena," is able
to utilize the traditional verities in a new pattern which fulfills the
^^0'Donnell, p. 84.
6?
'William Faulkner, The Unvanquished (New York, 1959)» Cita
tions from The Unvanquished will, hereafter be identified textually by
the initials "UV" and the page number in parentheses.
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good and rejects the evil of the olderformalized patterns which he
inheritede

Even so, Faulkner provides a balance to such a positive

interpretation for the future in his character Jason Compson, also the
last son of an old Southern family» Jason cannot build a better world
from his inheritance; young Bayard can; again Faulkner presents both
sides
The first of the Sartoris stories, nAmbuscade,n establishes the
cyclical structure inherent in Faulkner's work through the presentation
of young Bayard Sartoris and Bingo playing "war at Vicksburg"; from his
maturity Bayard comments that the two boys in their childhood innocence
were combined against a "common enemy, time" (UV, 13).
Their game was to:
o e . engender between us and hold intact the pattern of.
recapitulant mimic furious victory like a cloth, a shield
between ourselves and reality, between us and fact and
doom (UV, 13).
Here at the beginning o,f the cycle, victory.is balanced by defeat,
established in turn when Bingo's fellow slave, Loosh, destroys the
,boys' dirt city and their illusions of victory and grandeur for the
South and Sartoris.

It is significant that Loosh is described later in

terms of metallic imagery— -he appears in a doorway "like he had been cut
out of tin" (UV, 26)— for he is one of the Negroes deluded into
believing that with freedom would come opportunity and prosperity; he is
the sad symbol of the shallow reality of a modern dream.

In immediate-

contrast to his image is that of his master, Colonel John Sartoris, who
is always associated at the beginning of the story sequence.with his
stallion, Jupiter, which is stronger and faster than all other horses,
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and "from which the power-image is transferred to the Colonel:
He was not big; it was just the things he did * » « some
how he looked even smaller on the horse than off of him,
because Jupiter was big and when you thought of Father you
thought of him as being big too (TJV? 1?) • While the name of the stallion connotes power, it is also appropriately
the name of a god of a dead, but still powerful culture.

Symbolically

it is almost to be expected that the Colonel, by the end of the volume,
has abandoned his love for horses for aninfatuation with the railroad
and locomotive*

His fight for ownershipof that machine causes him to

be gunned down, in a duel of honor, by his partner in the business
venture.

Thus the evils inherited from the past are continued through

an inherited code of behavior, althoughby this time the Colonel is so
weary of killing that he faces the* duelistunarmed, defying both the man
and the tradition, but not abandoning honor.

His choice of death is a

changing of the pattern in time, but it is in "Ambuscade" that the
Colonel is first confronted with the changes the war is creating in his
home; when the boys tell him what Loosh, the slave, has said about the
Vicksburg battle, he finds the audacityof Loosh1s speaking the
unquestionable truth of defeat shockingproof that the old loyalty to
"family" is disintegrating. Such dissolution of old supposed ties' of
affection, even though between black property and white owner-, has
nothing to do with Snopesism.

It is the cyclical conflict of one

society's dream against another's.
Despite their knowledge of Colonel Sartoris's retreat, the boys
are still entranced with his status as warrior and power.

They wait for

the arrival of Yankee troops, hoping to emulate the Colonel's example by

shooting the first Yankee they see» Their hope is higher, however, than
their aim; they hit not the soldier5 but his horse.

The symbol of

power,, and of speed, and of the old days, is thus symbolically destroyed
by two ignorant boys playing at war for dreams of glory.

The boys race

for the house to hide under their Grandmotherfs skirts, who then allows
a Yankee officer to accept with gallantry befitting a Southern soldier,
her lie that there are no boys in her home. That lie is the beginning
of the decay of the Sartoris tradition as it has been taught to the
boys.

Although the lie is given for love, and because of necessity, it

indicates the beginning of the end of that old pattern which forces even
the old lady into offering the Yankee officer refreshment, to which he
replies:

"No, no. . . . I thank you.

mere politeness into bravado" (UV,

You are taxing yourself beyond

j k ).

It is the Sartoris daring, the

foolhardiness, which caused Bayard and Ringo to shoot in the first
place, and their grandmother echo.es it in the extent of her lie.

The

Sartorises must be finer and keener than others; in their attempts for
"excellence".they easily rush into foolishness.

Such a weakness is

inherent in their dream, yet as Faulkner, the humanist presents it, the
dream of a life of true honor is no less grand and no less desirable, so
that even the succeeding generations also try to emulate it, and also
unsuccessfully.

The final action of Granny Millard in "Ambuscade" is to

redeem her sin by immediate prayer, and then to wash the boys' mouths
with soap since they have both yelled:

"We shot the bastud!" (UV, $0).

It is typical of the already war-weakened moral code that their punish
ment is not for attempted murder at the age of thirteen, but for
swearing, and that the soap, symbolic of the gentleman's code of

behavior9 is ineffective:

. . but it was gone now— the suds, the

glassy weightless ir'ridescent bubbles; even the taste of it" (UV, 3-6).
The natural weakness of the family, its pride, is particularly
susceptible to the dreams of glory proffered by the war; it is also
susceptible to the blandishments of Snopesism which only begin to
appeal later, when the decay is already begun and sustained again by
•chance in the stories, "Retreat"-and "Raid*"
"Retreat" is notable primarily because it establishes the true
role of Colonel John Sartoris at war through the comment of old Uncle
Buck McQaslin:

"He gets the horses; any fool can step out and get a

Yankee" (UV, 4.$), and because it re-emphasizes the boys1 desire to
emulate their hero o When Granny tries to take the boys to the safety
of Memphis and a group of Yankee scavengers steal her mule team en
route, the boys immediately react, in renewing cyclical pattern, by

"borrowing" an old decrepit horse nearby and charging off in ridiculous
pursuit, leaving the old lady alone in the wagon; the Sartoris dream of
glory triumphs over dreams of chivalry, and soon reality triumphs over
both.

The boys become lost, but then are found by the Colonel just in

time to accidentally and ludicrously enable him to capture a whole
Yankee camp, which he then allows to escape because they would be
unnecessary burdens on his own troop.

The glamour of war becomes inane

accident. Nonetheless they ride home in "victory," only to find Granny
already there; she too had "borrowed" a team.

All three generations

become thieves through what they consider necessity; they are already
Snopeses, if apologetic ones. Thus the cyclical pattern of the
continual moral choice between good and evil is again shown to be

applicable for all social classes.

Faulkner continues his cyclical

balance-wheel by having Yankees then surround Colonel Sartoris in his
own home; the great accidental victory is balanced by an accidental
near capture, from which Sartoris escapes by acting the part of a Mboon
loony11; again, a lie is the price of his freedom— there is no honorable
Southern gentleman's surrender here.

"All. is fair, in love, and

war. o o
Another interesting aspect of Faulkner's over-all cyclical
structure is apparent in "Retreat"' with the mentioning of Mrs. Compson
and the McCaslin brothers, both symbols of two families which, if one
is familiar with other Yoknapatawpha works, hold entirely different
concepts of the duties of the owner toward his land and his slaves. The
McCaslins are discussed at some length as gamblers, slave-owners who
demand that their slaves work out their freedom long before the Yankees
give it to them, and founders of an integrated country land-cooperative.
Their philosophy toward the land is exactly that which was pretended to
by Ikkemotubbe in the wilderness st ori e s T h e McCaslins, however, are
sincere, indicating Faulkner's hope that man can improve with each
cycle:
They believed that land did not belong to people but that
people belonged to land and that the earth would permit them
to live on and out of it and use it only so long as they
behaved and that if they did not behave right, it would
shake them off just like a dog getting rid of fleas (UV, 4$).
This intense feeling for the land is reinforced by Bayard and Ringo,
each of whom, as he leaves home for what he fears may be permanent
residence in Memphis, hides away a bit of land to carry with him; the
boys, however, end by using it as a trade item in their own private

struggle for power over one another. Faulkner*s mention of Mrs.
Compson in "Retreat" presents her only as the Southern lady who in the
interests of beauty is to care for the Sartoris rose-bushes during the
family?s absence, although in "Raid" she loans Granny the proper lady
like .appurtenances for a. trip— a mirror, a hat, and a. par aso lSuch
necessities must be borrowed, since the Yankees have burned the
Sartoris home.

It would seem that such superficialities might not make

much difference at this point, however, since Granny understandably
chose not to wash anyonefs mouth out after she saw their house burn:
"Then we were all three saying it-—Granny and me and Ringo, saying it
together: fThe bastuds!?" (UV, 64).
Nonetheless, a lady is a lady, even to a Yankee, and it is that
truth that helps Granny to acquire one-hundred-and-1en mules in place
of her lost team.

The bonanza is the result of Granny’s being rescued

by Yankees from near-drowning in an attempt to warn off the mobs.of
deluded Negroes who are marching iiito the river, believing that it is
the Jordan.

Actually, it is young Drusilla Hawk, the Sartorises*

cousin, who is truly concerned with the Negroes' plight; Granny goes to
the river with her because she intends to retrieve the family silver,
which was turned in to the Yankees by Loosh.

When their wagon is forced

into the water, "noble" Granny is kept busy "hitting at the screaming
faces with Mrs. Compson’s parasol" (UV, 8?).

Nonetheless, the guilt

felt by the Yankees, plus an overload of loot, added to Granny’s frail,
half-drowned appearance, end with her receiving, to her great surprise,
a signed requisition for ten chests of silver, the one-hundred-and-ten
mules, and the same number of Negroes.

She regards the new treasure as
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a sign from the "hand of God,"

But when, thanks to Ringo's quick wits,

they cheat the Yankees out of some extras, she does not object to his
remark, "Hah! „ • . Whose hand was that?" (UV, 91)•

Still, upon their

arrival home, her first action is to pray for forgiveness for her lying
to the Yankeeso

Although deteriorating in her immediate application of

ethics, Granny still believes in the essential values represented by the
aristocratic code; by this time about all that Bayard and Bingo believe
in is Granny and the Sartoris tradition*

To Rihgo honesty seems a bit

irrelevant and the hand of God a bit erratic.
It is also in the story "Raid" that a new symbol, one which
seems to fit the time more appropriately, is discovered by Bayard and
Ringo; it is the machine * Horses have become, items for plunder, and
they now lack, as symbols, the power and glory which the locomotive can
represent.

It is during their visit with BayardVs Aunt Louise and her

daughter Drusilla that the boys hear the story of the Yankees*
unsuccessful chase of the rebel locomotive. To each of the boys it
symbolizes a new and different dream:
It was as if Ringo felt it too and that the railroad,
the rushing locomotive which he hoped to see symbolized
it— the motion, the impulse to move which had already
seethed to a head, among his people e ... ® following and
seeking a delusion, a dream „ . . one of those impulses
inexplicable yet invincible which appear among races of
people at intervals and drive them . . * they don1t know
where . . , blind to everything but a hope and a doom

(uv, 68).
As Bayard and Bingo listen, Bayard speculates about the vision of the
engine; his imaginings are amazingly like Henry Adams’ descriptions of
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the worshiping of the power symbol of the new age, the dynamo:
.. . e we were of them who . . • would slip into the roundhouse
in the dark, to caress the wheels and pistons and iron flanks,
to whisper to it in the dark like lover to mistress or rider
to horse, cajoling ruthlessly of her or it one supreme effort
in return for making which she would receive annihilation (and
who would not pay the price?) • e „ (UV, 79)•
The chase between the Yankee and the Confederate engines is seen as:
It was like a meeting between two iron knights of the
old time, not for material gain but for principle— honor
denied with honor, courage denied with courage— the deed
done not for the end But for the sake of the doing— put to
the ultimate test and proving nothing save the finality of
death and the vanity of all endeavor (UV, 80).
So it is that the old days and patterns draw to a close with a final,
ironic blast of bravado through the symbol of the new age . Faulkner
here has redeemed the bravado of the past and put it in control of the
mechanisms of the future.

In the use of the locomotive for a final,

foolhardy blast of courage, the Southern generals seem to be behaving
much like Granny. Their courage has degenerated into bravado, yet they
have not abandoned the dream they held.
power beyond their time.

Like Old Ben, they have held

Nonetheless, the cycle of time is impartial,

good and evil opportunities are balanced,, and their luck is a temporary
illusion.
It is in the story, "Riposte in Tertie" that Granny’s luck runs
out and the Snopes1 luck begins.

The chance gift of the 110 mules

inspires Granny and Bingo to forge requisitions for Union mules, and
then to resell the animals to the Yankees . Granny’s larceny, in her
mind, is all for a good cause. She is supporting the general neighbor
hood with the sales proceeds and the left-over mules, which she doles
out to the community at church meeting.

The agent for the stolen mules
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is Ab Snopes, whom she distrusts, but she still insists he be respect
fully addressed by the boys, until she discovers that he has betrayed
her scheme to the Yankees for a final profit*

Still convinced that her

own motives wereppure, she confesses in church:
. * , I have caused these children to sin. I hereby take
their sins upon my conscience. . . . But I did not sin for
gain or for greed . . . I did not sin for revenge. I defy
You or anyone to say I did. I sinned first for justice; I
sinned for the sake of food and clothes for Your own
creatures who could not help themselves .. . .. (UV, 115) •
Even Granny?s humility is proud, and her definition of justice seems to
have become a bit expanded by the ten chests of silver and the 110
mules. Her physical downfall comes soon after, when Ab Snopes, symbol
of avarice, convinces her to try to ’’requisition*1 four horses from an
independent group of Confederate raiders.

Despite Ringo’s and Bayard’s

arguments that she not go, Granny insists that no one will hurt a lady.
She is shot, however, by Grumby, one of the renegades.

Thus cyclical

motifs begin and end the pattern of change in Bayard’s life which
started with the shooting of a horse and culminates with the shooting
of the one womanly inspiration in his life. Although Granny was tempted
into the last dishonesty by Ab Snopes, it was her desire to have some
money just for her own family and for the rebuilding of their home which
decided her; her choice was based on the tradition of maintaining the
Sartoris family pride, which in a sense, thus destroyed her.

One of her

last comments about Ab’s previous treachery, ”1 reckon he beat me, after
all. . o . Anyway, we did pretty well” (HV, 116) shows that her dis
honesty was in part competitive; yet in the next moment, she washed
Ringo’s mouth with soap for his mildly profane agreement to her
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accomplishment.

Either she does not see or does not care to acknowledge

as important her own downfall from purity•of motive.
The subsequent story, "Vendee,n tells of the drawn-out hunting
of Grumby by Bayard, Ringo, and old Buck McCaslin.

Their vendetta is in

the tradition of the Southern gentleman1s outrage at violence directed
toward Southern Womanhood more than it is shocked reaction and revenge
for the harming of an old lady.

Even their prey has some compunctions

about hurting the two avengers who are still children; killing is
acceptable, but it’s not fair to pick on women or children. The
determination with which they pursue Grumby is machine-like, unthinking;
the search is interrupted only for the revenge beating of Ab Snopes, who
as he shrinks from them, calls to them to remember the rules of fair
play: "Three on one!" and "I aint got no rights and justice here,, but
you can't keep me from protesting hit (UV, 135)• Ab’s concern with the
"rules" by which events should be ordered is reflected later in another
■story,, "Barn-Burning": when his demands that his dispute with the
DeSpain family be taken to court, Ab challenges the right of the
aristocrat over the poor white. Although Ab does not abide by legal
justice, his characterization does provide the means for the formation
of a new cycle even within the Snopes family.
The sixth story, "A Skirmish at Sartoris" presents in embryo the
formation of a new pattern of behavior for the female-force through the
character of Bayard’s young cousin Brasilia, who leaves home during the
war to ride with Sartoris’ men as a soldier.

At the opening of the

story, Eaulkner clearly sets the more traditional female force in

opposition to male ideas of order and design:
And so now Father’s troop and all the other men in
Jefferson, and Aunt Louisa and • * « all the women in
. Jefferson were actually enemies for the reason that the
men had given in and admitted that they belonged to the
United States but the women had never surrendered (UV, 144)•

This dogged determination of the ladies is brought to bear on the
debatable question of Brasilia* s respectability in living alone during
and after the- war with her "cousin11 John and his family. 'She has
further scandalized the ladies by foregoing the image of femininity; her
hair is chopped off, and she wears men’s clothing constantly as she does
farm chores.

Her mother accuses her of deliberately trying to "unsex

herself" (UV, l4$). The women of Jefferson band together with
Brasilia’s mother, and Brasilia is forced to put on a dress, and then
to marry Sartoris.

Her marriage ceremony is delayed by her participa

tion in the Colonel’s sudden-felt necessity to kill two Northerners who
attempt to elect a Negro marshal, for Negro authority can have no place
in the Sartoris concept of the proper order of things®

The now

masculinized Brasilia, who had previously felt such compassion for the
Negro, now assists the Colonel; her behavior in forgetting her own
wedding for politics reduces her mother to tears, while the Colonel’s

men react with cheers, not realizing perhaps that the female force might
already be powerful enough without becoming involved in politics.
Geismar comments that to Faulkner, "Woman’s emancipation is a euphemism
for iniquity$

Brasilia’s emancipation is caused by the war.

^Geismar, p • l4? •
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The final story9 written to complete the others in a novelstructure, is T!En Odor of Verbena,” which presents the newly
masculinized,Brasilia in two other aspects« In her attempt to entice
Bayard physically, despite the fact that she is technically his step
mother, and a blood-cousin, she is the ancient female-force in her
disregard of convention and even decency from Bayard's view*

He

describes her as the "ancient and eternal Snake” (UV, 173), from whom
the suggested sin is appealing, although no less a sin« After the death
of his father, Bayard sees her as an ancient Greek Priestess, serving at
the shrine of violent courage.

The relationships are reminiscent of the

Phaedra legend of Greece, even further echoing past time cycles.
Brasilia's hysterical rejection of Bayard when she realizes that he does
•not intend a violent revenge of his father is based on the old tradition
of the nature of courage and honor.

Bayard, however, has been given a

finer example from his last conversation with his father, in which the
Colonel spoke of the necessity of a "little moral house-cleaning.

I am

tired of killing men, no matter what the necessity or the end” (UV, 175)*
Like his father,, Bayard rejects the traditional yet meaningless violence
of the Sartoris tradition, and reaffirms his courage in the ritual
confrontation of the enemy, who, ironically,, is like Bayard's father an
old man worn out by the tension of a ridiculous social pattern which he
too finds archaic.

The days of simple duels of honor are ended; life

has become too complex, and its verities are to be discovered and
defended in new ways.
Faulkner's solemn treatment of the decline of the Sartoris cycle
significantly does not end on a totally pessimistic note, for the novel

Sartoris, which does end with the symbolic death of the now old Bayard
in an automobile crash and the death of his grandson in a plane crash9
was written and published before The Unvanquished series of stories• It
is nonetheless ironic that the heir involved in the first World War,
young Bayard of Sartoris, finds himself with the same desolate weariness
felt by his great-grandfather, and that he solves it in approximately
the same way:

he consciously invites his own death, leaving behind an

heir to cope with a world re-grouping after the devastation of war.

The

cycle of generations continues, and within it the same reactions to the
battle of life.
The story, TtThere Was a Queen,n which presents young Bayard's
heir, Bory Sartoris, is really the story of the further decay of
Sartoris womanhood which was begun with Brasilia. Young Bayard's wife,
Narcissa Benbow, is set in symbolic opposition to Miss Jenny, who, as
the young

sister of the firstColonel Sartoris, represents the last of

the true-born Sartoris women, and thereby the last link to the true
family pride of the Sartorises» In "There Was a Queen" Miss Jenny, now
ninety years old, is still anti-Yankee enough to leave the table upon
finding that Narcissa has invited a man who is not only a Northerner,
but also a Jew to their house for dinner« After Narcissa's subsequent
two day trip to Memphis, for which she leaves her ten-year-old son alone
for the first time, and then returns to sit fully clothed in the creek
with him, Miss Jenny waits for her explanation.

When Narcissa reveals

that she has traded her body for a group of anonymous obscene letters
which had

been written to heryears before by a Snopes who had worked in

the localbank-, Miss Jenny comments only:

"Well, my Lord.

Us poor,
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fool women . . » (CS, 7^1)? and soon thereafter puts on her hat, turns
her wheelchair toward the window, and dieso

With her dies the Sartoris

pride, except as it is kept alive in the form of their mulatto house
maid, Elnora, who

is the only oneleft to defend the Sartoris tradition;

she too is alone,

for her husbandis in jail and her son has run off to

Memphis„ Her scorn of Narcissa is unrelenting, and echoed by her fellow
servant, Isom who makes the prophetic comment:

nLook to me like Miss

Narcissa good quality as anybody else o * • I don!t see no difference"
(CS, 732)o

When Elnora answers eventually with "I knows trash» I knows

the way trash goes about working in with quality * Quality can't see
that, because it quality„ But I can,
must be trash too" (CS, 73^)•

Isom responds:

"Then Bory

Elnora is concerned only with Narcissa,

however, and without comprehension or even the knowledge that she herself
is Old Bayard's half-sisterc.omments, "I nigger and she white« But my
black children got more blood than she got.

More behavior" (CS, 732).

Thus, as judged by the comments of its servants, the. white branch of the
house of Sartoris

seems doomed toan inheritance of half Sartoris tradi

tion, and half Snopesism, unless the boy can rise above the hollow
example of his mother.

Narcissa1s first betrayal of her status as a lady

was her unnecessary obsession with, the obscene letters; she should
instead have reported them to the head of the family so that traditional
chivalric actions in defense of a lady could have been taken. She showed
only the typical female disregard of morality in her means of obtaining
them again.

What actually makes Miss Jenny decide that the end of her

era has come is Narcissa's placid belief that in so dishonoring herself
she has somehow retrieved the honor.of the Sartoris family.

The young

widow is well named; all she can see is her own shallow reflection of
what a Sartoris woman should be * To her, honor is only the maintenance
of the appearance of respectability, and not the virtues which made
respectability honorable„ To maintain that image she is quite ready to
deal with the sordid world as it requires:
I knew I couldn!"t buy them from him with money, you see «>
That's why I had to go to Memphis„ I had that much regard
for Bory and you, to go somewhere else. And that's all.
Men are all about the same, with their ideas of good and
bad. Fools (OS, 74l).
Through Narcissa, Snopesism is now inhabiting the Sartoris
tradition; self-interest lives in the shell of honor®

The cycle of'time

has brought the finest symbol of Sartoris pride, its woman, to the
selling of her body for some worthless letters about which no one but
she would truly care.

One of the ironies of this story is the critical

interpretation of O'Donnell:
Narcissa's yielding to the detective is the result of the
FORMALIZATION of one aspect of her traditional morality— her
pride— through the constant opposition of the Snopes world to
it; this formalization allows the Snopes world to betray her
into antitraditionalism by creating a situation in which she
must make a formalized response .^9
How Narcissars submission to the necessity of seduction makes her a
traditional Sartoris figure in "formalized response" is unclear.

It

does make her a traditional female-force figure, and one in symbolic
opposition to the will of an older generation, but it hardly places her
in the ranks of the traditional Sartoris woman.

She is instead one of

Faulkner's modern young females, behaving traditionally in a pattern
older than Sartoris»
^^0'Donnell, p, 84.

Faulknerfs other story of the Sartoris family, "My Grandmother
Millard and General Bedford Forrest and The Battle of Harrykin Creek,"
is less bitterly satirical, and-more romantically humorous in that it
presents the typical, legendary, proper young Southern belle, Cousin
Melisaridre, seen in the same setting of The Unvanquished by the
unromantic young Bayard who reports on the ridiculous but traditional
love-at-first-slght-affair between the young Confederate officer,
Philip St.-Just Backhouse and his cousin®

Unfortunately for Philip,

he first sees Melisandre sitting in the middle of the outhouse, or
backhouse, trying to hide the family silver from a group of Yankees„
Melisandre thereafter spends most of her time having hysterics over the
Yankees, and Philip*s

last name, or weeping and singing off-key to her

own incompetent playing of the dulcimer in the moonlight.

In typical

determined, older-woman fashion, Granny Millard orders the ex-slave
trader, General Forrest to her home, has him "kill off" Philip on paper
and then reincarnate him with a more suitable name in the same manner®
The entire story is a joyful satire on the topic of Southern pride and
its women:

Melisandre, the "fragile flower" and Granny Millard, the

dictator who tells generals what to do.

In a sense Melisandre is like

the later Narcissa, for she is incapable of going beyond the appearances
of things to their true values in reality; for her it is not the man who
cqunts, but the appearance of the name he will give her.
Like the Sartoris family, the Compsons of Yoknapatawpha also
fall victim to pride in and admiration of false glories of the past
rather than managing to retain its truths by their behavior in the
present. Only Quentin, who tries unsuccessfully in The Sound and the

Fury to maintain the flimsy tradition that Southern honor is symbolized
by the chastity of its daughters, tries to impose on the present the
out-moded traditions which perhaps held, the truer values of the past.
His sister Caddy is completely promiscuous, his mother is concerned only
with the need to still appear and be treated as a lady should, his
father can teach him only the. habits•of analysis and delicate despair
about life, and his younger brother, Jason, is concerned only with
money— a materialistic Snopes born into a decaying traditional family.
Quentin is the anguished and outmoded form of its past traditions, who
is afraid to create, new ones in the present.

The Comps on family

portrait is even less optimistic than that of the Sartorises, for the
heirs to the Compson line are Benjy— the idiot, and Jason— the
materialist— both of them are gelded by Jason's greed.

Possibly the

reason for the Compson's more rapid weakening to their innate Snopesism
over their idealism lies in the family's early background as related in
The Hnvanquished, or in the weakness of Mrs. Compson,. whose major
concerns seem to be social position and herself.

Yet, in "Skirmish at

Sartoris" the majority of weakness seems, in terms of heredity to belong
to the Compson line, as the old Colonel Compson is described as a land
owner who had been locked up as. crazy for shooting sweet potatoes off
the heads of Negro children from his quarters. His treatment of the
Negro is equal in callousness to that of the Indian culture which was in
power before him; the cycle of man may be said to have improved a bit
by his time, however, since he is punished by confinement from society.
The inheritance of his callous "madness," combined with the zealous
sense of community virtue which his wife exhibited in forcing Drusilla
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into respectability9 logically result later in the birth of three weak
sons to the whining Mrs. Compson, whose only heritage to her children is
a concern for nappearances11'that only her daughter can disregard as
empty.

The two stories dealing with the Compson family illustrate the
contrasting views of Quentin and Jason:

In !TThat Evening Sun" and "That

Will Be Fine" both boys report uncomprehendingly on the events in the
adult world about them, yet Quentin is motivated by his desire to under
stand the changing of his culture? while Jason typifies its weakness.
"That Evening Sun" opens with a contrast of the days of the
Negro washerwomen to the days of the modern laundry truck: "the soiled

wearing, of a whole week now flees apparitionlike behind alert and
irritable electric horns" (CS, 289)«

In the old days, "before the

electric companies started cutting down the shade trees" it was Nancy
who would come, if she felt like it, for the laundry. The gentle mood
of those "old days" is soon dissipated by the revelation of why Nancy
did not always appear— she was either drunk, or once even was in jail
for accusing Mr. Stovall, the cashier in the bank and a deacon in the
Baptist church, for cheating her out of the money he1s promised her.
When she was jailed that time it was for challenging the white man1s
morality as hypocritical, and. when she tried to hang herself in jail,
she was cut down and beaten by the jailor, whose comment was that she
had to be on drugs, "because no nigger would try to commit suicide
unless he was full of cocaine" (CS, 291).

The jailor1s lack of insight

into the emotions of another human being is like that of the Indians who
could not comprehend their slaves, and is further strengthened in the
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story by the selfish disregard of her servants1 problems by Mrs.
Compson, who should be, according to tradition, the strong center of
both her home and her community.

Instead of trying to help Nancy when

she is threatened with murder by Jesus, Mrs« Compson takes her own
husband to task for leaving his wife alone in the house 11while you take
a Negro woman home11 (08, 299) • The terror and tragedy of Nancy1s
situation escape Mrs. Compson, who sees Nancy only as a-miserable
and unworthy competitor for attention, or an unworthy version of the
female-forceo

The children,. however,., quickly sense the subtle

atmosphere of terror, even if they do not comprehend the reasons for
Nancy1s fear.

As their father walks them home from Nancy^s, where she

had taken them in a frantic effort to prolong her life by delaying
Jesus1 arrival, the three children1s comments reveal their personalities.
Caddy asks, nIf Jesus is here, he can see us, can11 he?,11 and although
she is speaking of the waiting murderer, and savoring the danger in
which she may be involved, the question becomes a. historically and
cyclically ironic comment on the girl1s future and her parents1 present,
due to Faulkner1s symbolic use of the name 11Jesus.11 Quentin is more
concerned with the changes which this event will bring about:

11Who will

do our washing now, Father?,11 and Jason, even though still almost a
baby, is gleefully consoling himself with the thought that 11I1m not a
nigger11 (CS , 309) •
Jason's childhood realization of privileged status is not based
upon any possession of virtue or excellence which proves him better; it
is, rather, the same unreasoning illogical pride or sense of superiority
shown by Faulkner's less illustrious poor-whites, such as Mink Snopes,
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or others of his clan.

It is a low form of consolation, but appropriate

to Jason, for he is truthfully worse than many Snopes.
While the story "That Will Be Fine" never names Jason as the
protagonist-narrator, the setting of the story is a family Christmas
reunion at the old Compson farm, which Quentin mentions visiting in the
story "A Justice"; furthermore, there is only one child in the Compson
family capable of the greed and conniving illustrated by the narrator,
who is seven years old at the time; Gold comments:
From the beginning we see that the child is obsessed by
money— all his' thinking is geared to the acquisition of
money, but unlike the "normal" child, he has no purpose in
mind behind his greed. He desires money for its own sake,
and he is willing, like a speculator, to spend a little to
make more„ The events take place at Christmas, which for
this child is a good time for obtaining money = "Jesus, I
can't hardly wait," he says. The concept of "suffer little
children" is thus ironically trampled underfoot by Faulkner's
characters, for we soon see that instead of aspiring to the
innocence of children, the adults in the story are responsible
for the material values that are at the heart of this child's
world.70
Thus the cycle of generations goes wrong when the parent fails his role,
as guide and mentor to the child0 The cyclical pattern of the father-son
relationship in "Golden Land" is here shown in an earlier time.
A further decay of family honor is illustrated by Mrs. Compson1s
brother Rodney, who embezzles a company's funds, next signs for them
with a check with the forged signature of the grandfather, and then tries
to elope with the wife, of the president of the company. The women of
the family are concerned only, with covering up the crime and retaining
the family's good name; their loyalty to Rodney is prompted not
70Gold., p. 25.
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necessarily by affection, but rather by the desire for the family to
appear respectable.

The actual lack of love among the family is further

emphasized by the fact that no one.gives Grandfather presents any more,
and that the presents which are given have become a matter of debate
because of the money they represento

The young narrator's response is

to debate whether, if he did give the old man a present, he would be
given more money in return: thus derives the title, "That Will Be
F i n e ' The boy's only interests in contact with other human beings are
those relationships which bring possibilities of profito

And in later

life, Jason even keeps his susceptibility to the female-force well in
line, by occasionally subsidizing the visits of a companionable prosti
tute to Jefferson; the old tradition of respect for women as ideal is
completely destroyed, and replaced by woman as product. Nonetheless,
unlike Flem Snopes, Jason Compson is still susceptible to the female
force.
The third family, briefly mentioned in The Unvanquished, is the
McCaslin line, previously discussed, and the fourth family is that of
Sutpen, whose design in life is set in clear contrast to that of John
Sartoris in The Unvanquished. Sutpen, the protagonist of Absalom!
Absalom!, a novel also highly dependent on the cyclical conflict of
father and son, represents the rising poor-white who envies and then
imitates and then defies the established aristocracy.

It is Sutpen in

The Unvanquished, who is elected to Sartoris's position after the
-Colonel is voted out of his first regiment, and it is. Sutpen who later
stands against the Colonel's organization of "nightriders" to keep out
carpetbaggers from the North» He bases his rejection of such activities
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on:

"I'm for my lan.do

If every man of you would rehabilitate his own

land3 the country will take care of itself" (UV, 189), and the rejection
causes Sartoris to challenge him to a duel, which he refuses« In
Bayard1s eyes Sutpen's behavior has a certain grandeur, because it is
directed solely toward rebuilding the man's dream.
grandeur, however, for she says that:
John's is not®

Brasilia denies that

"His dream is just Sutpen.

He is thinking of the whole country which he is trying

to raise by its bootstraps «,. ... ." (UV, I.69)« Thus the contrast between
private ambition and community responsibility is clearly brought into
focus.

Hunt comments:

Where the tradition actually exhibited the humanity for
which it stood, its Stoic strategy for investing experience
with meaning was successful. But it did not sustain its own
moral vision because it could not; it became, in effect,
though not in essence, what Sutpen had never ceased to be.
The tradition lost its wisdom, whereas Sutpen simply kept
his innocence. Looked at in one way, the tradition's failure
was the more serious, for the tradition could not plead
ignorance. It failed on its own moral terms*71 •

However the Sartoris tradition might be criticized, it was still
Sutpen's dream to achieve the social stature by which he had been
shamed as a boy.

He is nonetheless accepted as the Colonel image only

in war time, and by those of the poor-whites from which he rose.

When

he betrays to them the falsity of the dream to which he has risen, one

of his former admirers murders him„ The story "Wash" tells of Sutpen's
death at the hands of his former handyman and sycophant; the mur.der is

caused by Wash's sudden realization that Sutpen is more interested in
the colt foaled by his prize mare than in the daughter to whom Wash's

71John W . Hunt, William Faulkner: Art in Theological Tension
(Syracuse University Press, 1965), p. 125 •

fifteen year old granddaughter gives birth that same morning.
comment is: "Well, ’Milly, too bad you're not a mare.
you a decent stall in the stable" (CS, 535)•

Sutpen's

Then I could give

This callous behavior of

the man whom Wash had worshipped as the god-like member of the glorious
aristocracy which defended the South and its women shatters the poor
handyman's remaining illusions:

the past is dead, and the aristocracy

never was. The spirit which Sutpen represented was false, and his
material power is so diminished that only his physical presence remains
to give voice to his dream.

Sutpen's interest in horses rather than in

women is appropriate for the man who is always associated in Wash's
memories with a galloping horse, the symbol of the power of the past;
but humans are not horses, and with humans it is the males, not the
mares, which will carry on a man's name in the land for him,.. With the
death of Wash's illusions comes a meaningless future existence, for he
can no longer live vicariously through the glory of the "Kernel."* When
Sutpen's lack of compassion destroy's Wash's vision, all that is left
for him to do, in his mind, is to kill the girls, and then to finally
attack the sheriff's posse with the same scythe which he had used to cut
down Sutpen.

His choice of the farming tool as a death weapon is

logical., and symbolic as well,, for he becomes in the last moments of the
story the image of time, the apocalypse of an era:
With the scythe lifted, it bore down, upon them, upon the
wild glaring eyes of the horses and the swinging glints of
the gun barrels, without any cry, any sound (CS, 550).
Thus, through his stories Faulkner's presentation of the rise and the
decay of each of the grand families is carried out through cyclical
symbols of time, of the use of the machine as a death-instrument -
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controlled by man’s will, of the loss of moral integrity to artificial
respectability demanded by vanity.

The great families of Yoknapatawpha

join the Indian leaders, who made the same errors before them.

The

cycle repeats, in time-continuum.
The end of the cycle of power of the grand families coincides
with the rise of the Snopes cycle.

It is not necessarily true that the

power of the Snopes is the cause of the decay of the Sartoris ideals;
they are merely one form of the replacements possible.

Aforementioned

examples of the adaptation of Snopesism to the conditions of the
Sartoris and Compson family are clear; still they are not so blatant as
the completely amoral behavior of Flem Snopes, as shown in the story
nCentaur in Brass” which relates the man’s arrival and rise into
Jefferson society.

The various social or class-level conflicts of this

story range from the Negro society against whites, to the poor-white
against the wealthy aristocracy.

The setting of the story is the town’s

power-plant, of which Flem has become superintendent as a bribe for not
acknowledging his wife’s adultery with the mayor. Eula Varner Snopes,
in this story, is portrayed as having the ’’vast, serene, impervious
beauty of a snow clad virgin mountain flank” rather than the inescapably
fecund appeal with which d'he appears in The Hamlet. Flem utilizes his
wife’s female-force for his own material advancement; her impervious
disregard for the tradition of wifely chastity protects him in his rise
to power.

Flem’s pattern is to commercialize everything, yet remain

within the perimeter of respectability because of its ’’connections” to
the moral weaknesses of Els' neighbors, who profess one life and lead
another.
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While at the power-plant Flem supplements his income by stealing
all the salable brass from the machinery, intending to place the blame
on one of the two Negroes employed there.

To complete the ruse he

manages to start an affair between Tom Tom's young wife and his fellow
worker Turl*

However, the traditional battle of the cuckolded husband

and the surprised lover does not follow the old formula on which Flem
relies: the two strong men, who in their first moments of fighting' are
described in terms of the power image of t!an inverted centaur,n abandon
the physical conflict quickly to place the blame back on Flem, where it
belongs.

Having broken one tradition on which Flem has counted, that of

primitive jealousy versus the honorable necessity to defend a wife's
reputation, the two Negroes proceed to break another pattern by defying
Flem by their own wit, which he did not recognize. His failure to
correctly judge the two men again underlines the lack of understanding
between two social groups.

Tom Tom and Turl outwit Flem by placing the

stolen brass into the water tower, where it rusts, eventually contami
nating the town’s drinking supply®

Flem, in order to preserve the

semblance of respectability which he must maintain in order to deal in
Jefferson, and to avoid the discovery of the location of the stolen
brass, is forced to pay the auditors for the missing parts, and for the
rest of his life- in Jefferson, to face daily from his front steps his
own "private monument" looming above the trees.

Apparently the tower

incident hurts more than Flem1s pocketbo.ok; the narrator of the story
mentions that once an anonymous offer to purchase and dispose of the
tower has been received and refused by the city fathers; the implication
is that, it comes from Flem who hopes to remove the daily reminder of
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his failure:
o o e they didn’t know that he was contemplating his monument;
that shaft taller than anything in sight and filled with
transient and symbolical liquid that was not even fit to
drink, but which, for the very reason of its impermanence,
was more enduring through its fluidity and blind renewal than
the brass which poisoned it » « „ (08, 168).
The use of the metallic brass imagery symbolizes Flem’s avarice, and
thus his whole personality, which in contrast to the continually flowing
and ever-renewing waters of the land, is impermanent, and doomed also,
like the Sartoris cycle, in its own time o Flem is also the ’’centaur, ”
the power symbol, created in metal because he is void of human' emotions.
It is finally noteworthy that in terms of Greek mythology, the age of
brass was the last group of men created by the gods, and thus Faulkner’s
fear that America might mistakenly give in to Snopesism is thereby
reflected, although generally Faulkner’s use of Greek mythology relates
to the more common power symbols of horse, woman, and machine*
Another example of the possibility of the defeat of Snopesism
by forces which are underestimated comes from the story, ’’Mule in the
Yard.”- Here again a Snopes is involved in defrauding a large organiza
tion, and again, like Ab, uses mules, but this time the method is more
modern:

I. 0. Snopes ties the mules together, leads them to the rail

road tracks, and then collects insurance from the rail company.

This

same -sort of larceny is shown, on a much more petty scale, in the story
’’Knight’s Gambit, ” wherein the country folk constantly dun the rich
bootlegger’s household for ’’lost pig or chicken” money in payment for
the animal lost under the speeding wheels of his guests’ cars. In both
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situations the instrument of destruction is the machine9 which operates
as a voider of life, and as a symbol of the modern lack of compassion.
The story "Mule in the Yard" tells of the death of Mrs. Halt* s
husband with a group of Snopes* mules3 and her legitimate collection of
$8,$00 from the insurance company». Seen after his death, the forty year
old Mrs o Halt is a woman who wears ments shoes and her dead husband1s
old felt hat; she is no erotic force, but definitely a determined one
who not only looks like a man, but swears and thinks like one too, as
she suddenly finds herself, with the aid of Old Set, chasing one of
Snopes's mules out of and around her house.

Snopes appears just as the

mule kicks over some coals which promptly burn down Mrs. Bait's house,
and he promptly begins to worry that she might justifiably sue him for
damages. When she appears asking only to buy the mule that caused all
the trouble, Snopes is much relieved, until he learns that she has no
intention of paying him the $1$0 he asks for the mule. She offers ten
dollars, allotting as the rest of the payment the money he collected
years ago for the mules that were killed along with her husband. Snopes
finds himself in a position where he can either lose his money on the
mule, or his reputation as an honest man with the insurance company.

By

what he considers tricky logic, he convinces Mrs. Bait to let him return
the ten dollars she has paid him, and to allow him to take back the
mule. Be is unaware that she has shot the mule, thereby causing him
both a financial and a social status loss.

Old Bet happily comments:

"De mule burnt de house and you shot de mule. Dats what I calls
justice" (CS, 264).

Mrs. Bait has managed a bit of justice for Snopes

too, by allowing him to defeat himself through his own avarice.

Ill

The character of the mule-dealing Snopes occurs again in the
story nBarn Burning,n "but it is the Ab Snopes of The Unvanquished,
easily recognized by the two features of his former life that are
retained:

his role as a nhorse-~procurern for Colonel Sart oris during

the Civil War, and his insistence upon the rules of fair play being
followed by others even though he himself may ignore these rules„ In
!tBarn Burning” Ab Snopes is presented as a man of such rigid pride that
he is incapable of recognizing true justice, even though he can still
admire its defenders 6- He is a man who moves with "clocklike finality”
(CS, 11) and who is consumed by a "ravening and jealous rage which
• . e walked in the ironlike black coat * . .” (CS, 11)e Ironically,
this man who deliberately pushes past a Negro servant to wipe his
manure-soiled boot on a rug at the DeSpain mansion is the same man who
names his youngest son "Colonel Sartoris Snopes" in honor of the glory
of the past; he seemingly has "immortalized" the symbol, yet wishes to
ruin the tangible reality which remains ;fco mock him as a poor white»
Milligate comments:
In the story "Barn Burning," Colonel Sartoris Snopes
and his father, Ab, represent the same equation of ego and
super-egoo Faulkner shows that the boy can lie in a court
room to save his father from being called a "barn^burner."
The submission, however loyal it may be, cannot last because
Cole Sartoris Snopes learns about higher things than corruption:
truth and justice ® „ * the boy wants to fight back; to call
his father evil*72
The decision of Ab's boy to go against his father's will by warning the
DeSpains that their barn will be burnt proves to be a terrifying
experience for him; his decision makes him a pawn caught between two
^Milligate, p - 8l »
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powers— the machine-like deliberate fuby of his father as he readies the
weapon of fire against the upper classes, versus the powerful horse and
gun image which the boy calls in against the fire, and which nearly
runs him down in the road as a reward.

Nonetheless, the boy's moral

choice has created a new and more optimistic future for him.

Even

though in order to affirm the verities of truth and justice he has been
forced to abandon the form of loyalty to family, and thus no.longer has
a home, he does have a future free from his father's revenge, and the
story ends with his waking at dawn, to walk into "the dark woods within
which the liquid silver voices of the birds called unceasing . . . he
did not look back" (CS, 25)*

Thus a Snopes, like a Sartoris, may be

forced to break the social involvements which have imprisoned the
verities; the important thing, to Faulkner, is the choice involved:
is it for a good or for an evil? .
And as always, in Faulkner, the crisis of choice is shown as
irrelevant to the already ordered will of the female force, for in this
story also the woman is shown as a passive presence, and as such
contributes again to the cyclical motifs of Faulkner. The boy's sister
reacts to his crisis:
. o . her head, face, alone merely turned, presenting to him
in the flying instant an astounding expanse of young female
features untroubled by any surprise, even, wearing only an
expression of bovine interest (08, 23)•
As usual, Faulkner's interpretation of the ancient female force is that
of its typical disinterest in the idealistic and foolish designs of men.
The repeated affirmation of the cyclical, or time-true aspects
of Faulkner's stories seem to outweigh the few protagonists born to
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"Snopesism,n.such as Jason Comps on or the two Ewing children in rrGolden
Land.!? Generally the new generations of Faulkner^ s county are both
ready and willing to identify with the verities— excluding, of course,
the young women, who represent another problem just- by being female»
The recurrent optimism of the young for the future may explain
Faulkner's fondness for using the character of.the naive boy-initiate
to reflect the realities of society and then to make a choice which may
change the pattern of that reality in the future. Such choice has
already appeared in the wilderness cycle both through Quentin Compson
and Isaac McCaslin in the wilderness cycle, and Rule, the boy in
"fountain Victory” ties that cycle together with the later Southern
families, both rich and poor.

But an interesting point is that the

moral choice, painful though it may be/ is more often successful for
the boy who comes from a poor country background than one of an
aristocratic home.
Several examples of the affirmative nature of the poor-white
level of Yoknapatawpha society provide another social cycle or phase in
time to contrast with those established previously.

The stories of the

Grier boys, who practice in the present the undefiled verities of the
Sartoris tradition, illustrate their opposing of virtue to a form of
evil which is not theirs by natural heredity.

The "decadence” which

confronts the Griers is imposed by the devastations of war.

In "Two

Soldiers” the oldest boy, Pete, feels obligated to go to war after
hearing of the bombing of Pearl Harbor.

His eight-year-old brother

cannot understand why he cannot go with Pete, and therefore makes a
totally unexpected foray from his quiet farm life into the city of
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Memphis• The farm life leaves him unprepared for the noise of the city:
"Then I was there, and I was durn glad to git out of all them rushing
cars and shoving folks and all that racket for a spell" (CS, 93)•
arrived, he discovers that Pete is not there.

Once

By this time he is ready

to do violence to find his brother, and when told to leave by a soldier,
he pulls his knife» As in the Indian stories, and in the Sartoris
cycle, the breaking from peace to violence is often the result of a
simple misunderstanding rather than a gulf of total disagreement between
groups; in this case, the conflict of generations is in part the cause,
as well as the callous disinterest of the soldier.

After Pete arrives

to tell the boy that he must take over the family responsibilities and
the care of Pete?s land, the boy is willing to return home:
I thought about me riding up to Frenchman1s Bend in this
big car with a soldier running it, and all of a sudden I.
begun to cry. I never knowed I was fixing to, and I couldn1t
stop it. I set there by that soldier, crying. We was going
fast (CS, 99).
It is significant that the last words of the story refer to speed— the
entire world of the boy is suddenly going fast, since its peace was
broken by the mechanized voice of his neighbor's radio®

Although

surprised by the speed and the haste to cope with new problems, so that
the previously admired" verities may be upheld, each Grier boy makes a
positive choice predicated, upon his love for his family and his land.
- The second Grier story, "Shall Not Perish" tells of the behavior
of the Grier family upon learning of Pete's death in the war®

When news

announcements make them aware that others share their grief of a lost
son, the Griers are able to expand their private grief to a general
compassion, so that when the announcement of the death of Major
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DeSpain’s son, the aviator, arrives, they feel it is only natural to
pay a courtesy call on the bereaved father, who is filled with bitter
ness against the government that took his son.

He is mourning his boy

through symbols of past glory— a photograph, a medal, and a confederate
flag— and through wild denunciation:
For his country! He had no country: this one I too
repudiate. His country and mine was ravaged and polluted
and destroyed eighty years ago, before even I was born.
His forefathers fought and died for it then, even though
- what they fought and lost for was a dream. He didn’t even
have a.dream. He died for an illusion (CS, 108).
Despite the near-maudlin nature of Mrs. Grier’s subsequent dialogue with
DeSpain, her faith in the possibilities for good in humanity triumphs
■over the old man’s despair, and in so doing establishes the truly
American mood of the Faulknerian cyclical structure. Inspired by his
mother’s belief that ”all men are capable of shame .
are capable of courage and honor and sacrifice*

. just as all men

And grief too” (CS,

108), as well as by his grandfather’s comically pathetic reaction to a
movie illusion of battle which the old man relives as the Civil War, the
boy is able to visualize the American, nation as centered in the microcosm
of his world, Yoknapatawpha:
It was like the wheel, like the sunset itself, hubbed
. . .at Frenchman’s Bend •. .. . and spoking out in all the
directions and touching them all .... I knew
. . the
men and women still powerful seventy-five years and twice
that and twice that again afterward, still powerful and
still dangerous and still coming » . „ until the name of
what they did and what they died for became just one single
word, louder than any thunder. It was America, and it
covered all the western earth (CS, 114-115)•
The boy’s vision is amazingly similar in its cyclical concept to the
vision which Colonel Sartoris shares with his son Bayard in the story,
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nMy Grandmother Millard and General Bedford Forrest and the Battle of
Harrykin Creek11:
I won1t see it but you will. There will be men from
the South in the forefront of all the battles, even leading
some of them, helping those who conquered us defend that
same freedom which they believed they had taken from us
(cs, 672).
The ability of the poor-white, hard-working Grier family to understand
the new cycle of national honor and their place in it contrasts to the
limited vision of the grief-stricken father, who still mourns the past
days of glory symbolized by the Confederate flag, and who associates the
rest of America with stereotypes of rapacious politicians and organized
labor.
The attitude of Major DeSpain does have a further implication,
however, in regard to Faulkner1s stories.

As Colonel Sartoris

established, the defeat of the South, to Faulkner, became more of a
victory than a loss in that it turned the men back onto the land and
pride in it rather than in themselves.

That pride in the land can

become the unifying value of our nation, and can regenerate the need
to protect man1s rights and responsibilities upon it from federal or
other institutionalized interests.

Faulkner continues the suspicion of

"organizations" in the story, "The Tall Men," which shows through the
young men of the McCallum family the affirmation of traditional American
self-reliance of an economically humble but land-proud people; the
McCallums are similarly mentioned in Sartoris. Their story opens with
the arrival of a draft investigator, accompanied by the local deputy
marshal, at the McCallum farm just as a doctor is about to amputate the
leg of Buddy McCallum, the father, who has lost it to one of the new
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farming machines

which his sonsare trained to use, but he is not.

Buddy hears thatthe investigator is after his

When

two. sons for not

registering for the draft, he launches into a reminiscence of his own
services as an American soldier in France, and simultaneously manages to
lecture his boys

about behaviorin the service and his doctor about the

proper methods of amputation, while the city draft-investigator stands
by in near shock.

In order to relax the ncity feller,n the deputy

explains the McCallumrs past battles with the United States Government
over their land:
It was when the Government first begun to interfere with
how a man farmed his own land. . = Stabilizing the price,
using up the surplus, they called it, giving a man advice
and help, whether he wanted it or not * . * (CS, 55)•
After the McCallum1s rejected such advice, consistently refusing to
plant their own land according

to government subsidy, andtaking the

subsequent crop-loss as the result of their free choice, they felt
justified, until their shocked discovery that the government was even
willing to pay them for not planting anything.

They then switched to

cattle, sending the young sons off to learn the new technique by which
they could still retain both livelihood and self-respect.

The inability

of the inspector from the city

to

understand the McCallumway oflife

since he has prejudged the men

as leeches upon governmentbounty serves

to reiterate the cycle of the misunderstanding of one group by another;
in this case the conflict is both city against country, and federal
against local government.

The quiet country life is contrasted to:

. . . the rest of the world all full of pretty neon lights
burning night and day both, and easy, quick money scattering
itself around everywhere for any man to grab a little, and
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every man with a shiny new automobile already wore out and
throwed away and the new one delivered before the first one
was even paid for, and everywhere a fine loud grabble and
snatch of AAA
and WPA and a dozen other three-letter reasons
for a man not
to work (CS958).
Obviously in Faulkner's world the Civil War. threat of the Yankee has
been replaced by the modern threat of Big Government, which he feels
is taking away the individual’s responsibilities and replacing them
with the empty, ^security” void of the children in the story ’’Golden
Land,” for whom life is too easy and too fast» The deputy’s comments
in’’Tall Men” about the nature of the new American generations might
also apply to

the

character ofthe father

in ’’Golden Land” :

We have come to be like critters doctor folks have
created in laboratories, that have learned how to slip off
their bones and guts and still live, still be kept alive
indefinite and forever maybe .» .
(CS, 59) •
His comment is even an ironic reiteration of the despairing thoughts of
Grandmother Ewing as she faces her own dreaded ’’forever” of ’’halcyon”
days in California.
Faulkner’s dislike for government programs and subsidies is
repeated in the comic story, ’’Shingles for the Lord,” which again
presents the poor-white farmer, Res Grier, and his young son, as they
arrive late to help re-shingle the church roof, only to find that their
fellow-workers are demanding that Res make up to them the ’’six-manhour-work units” of time which his lateness caused.

The idea of work-

units is directly borrowed from the WPA, and in this story represents
the attempt of two lazy men to load their work onto another. Grier
tries to outwit his fellow volunteers in church repair by trading them
his one-half interest in a hunting dog, although unknown to them, he
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has also acquired the other one-half interest to the dog for an earlier
trade of six hours work upon the church.

In order to pay his six-hours

of debt, when he actually should be working twelve, Grier and his son
begin working on the church at night, only to burn it accidentally to
the ground.

Grier*s day is most unlucky, and he becomes more bitter

when the minister Whitfield calls him an !1arsonist,ft and then forbids
him to work on the church until he can prove that his chicanery in
time-juggling is ended. Thus a modern attitude toward time and honor
is opposed to a traditional one, and is thereby defeated.
The cyclical motifs are further reinforced by the father/son
relationship, despite the father1s example of poor conduct within a
respectable pattern of church work.

His behavior reflects that of Ab

Snopes in 11Barn Burning,11 for each man, in insisting upon his own
special pattern of justice, manages to burn down a building, and each
man has the same stubborn quality of endurance within his nature. Res
Grier, however, is a man with a sincere interest in his church, and his
boy is one who is able, through the unfortunate accident, to recognize
the eternal verity of faith which motivates such otherwise weak men as
his father and his friends:
But there was something that even that fire hadn1t even
touched. Maybe that1s all it was— jest indestructibility,
-endurability— that old man that could plan to build it back
while its walls was still fire-fierce . . « (CS, k z ).
Grier1s determination to maintain his right to responsibilities through
the rebuilding of the symbol of faith which his own carelessness
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destroyed is shown as he grumbles:
f!I Godfrey, if him and all of them put together think they
can keep me ffom working on my own church like ary other
man, he better be a good man to try itn (CS, 43).
Although Res Grier is more concerned with maintaining equal status among
his companions, and thus typifies a social power-struggle, the lessons
he gives to his son are the affirmative ones of faith and determination•
While the poor-white protagonists of Faulkner1s stories may
generally be said to provide affirmative views of life, sometimes the
situations in which Faulkner places those men seem to be ironic
contradictions of their optimism, making them seem foolishly naive
rather than‘strongly courageous. Such a story is "Pennsylvania
Station,n which presents the pitiful story of an old vagrant as he
wanders from the warmth of one railway station to another, trying to
avoid the police, and passing the time with his memories.

He tells how

he and his sister were both deceived by her son Danny, who extorted
their hard-earned money from them by playing upon their love for him.
Danny even forges his mother1s name to regain his mother!s precious
coffin-money from the mortician to whom she has been paying fifty cents
a week for years so that in death she may lie in the luxury which is
denied to her in life*

The mother1s loyalty to her criminal son is

misguided, and her naivete is echoed by that of her brother, who still
does not comprehend .the nature of Danny1s "good job" in Chicago nor why
the boy cannot return for his mother1s funeral. The expense of the
elaborate floral wreath Danny sends to adorn his mother1s now plain
coffin, is a touch of irony, first in terms of the mother1s wishes for
her funeral, and second in that it is admiringly mentioned by the uncle
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who has used up his own capital on family problems, only to grow old in
New York as a vagrant with no family.

A third twist is that the old man

tells his story to a disinterested, younger bum who listens without
sympathy, only to pass the time before they are kicked out of the
temporary refuge they have found.

Still the old man remains ridiculously

cheerful about life; about to move on to the Grand Central lobby, he
hopefully counts the hours of night remaining:
He looked up at the clock with pleased surprise„ nHalf past
one already. And a half an hour to get there. And if we 1re
lucky,, we'll have two hours before he comes along. Maybe
three. That'll be five o'clock. Then it will be only two
hours more until daylight (CS, 625)*
The uncle's never-ending cheerful dream 'of reality is belied by the life '
of his sister, who upon paying the mortician her first coffin-money,
asks:
"If I was paying the insurance companies to bury me
instead of you, I. would have to live three years and eightyfive days more before I could die?" (CS, 6l5).
Again, the dreaming man is contrasted to the determined woman, and
again, "their" child betrays and abandons both of them for a more
materially profitable and dangerous life. The woman recognizes the
betrayal, and her death soon follows, but the old man lives on, not
comprehending. The life-patterns of the younger and older generation
are in obvious conflict, and in this story the young man, the criminal,
seems to be better off than the traditional man. Ironically, both of
them are now pursued by the law; times are changing, but the uncle
remains undefeated in his hopes.

Thus man's simple folly and his simple

faith, inherited from the past, continue into each dull, daily exercise
in life*

To the grand ideals of the Sartorises and the exalted and
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false vision of the past glories of the Compsons, and the subsequent
driving urge of the Sutpens and the Snopes to be equal or better than
those earlier traditions irregardless of the means, are added the honest
optimism and practicing of FaulknerTs verities by the ulittle men,"
whose "individual gestures" form the "hub of the wheel" of America t.
Nonetheless a wheel is meant to roll somewhere, and Faulkner’s view of
the path of that wheel is not childishly optimistic.

The "wheel" must

be guarded carefully, and not permitted to roll back in muddied ruts of
custom.

Keeping it on the proper road often may occasion a battle

between the old and the young— but such is the cycle of time,

CHAPTER VI
WAR AS A WARPING POWER
The changes of values which seem so marked between the younger
and the older generations in Faulkner are often created by the devasta
tion of war, as in the story !Mountain Victory,,? and in the Sartoris
cycle.

T.o Faulkner life always involves a battle for power, but the

most confusing environment for that battle, and the most warping, is
that of actual war-time combat, not because of its physical dangers, but
because of the moral conflicts which it introduces to the individual.
In his group of war stories Faulkner establishes primarily the danger
of young men's search for glory in battle— again, it is not so much
physical as emotional danger: in constantly facing and conquering fear,
they endure a tension and achieve an exaltation of spirit which they may
never find again.
valueless.

Consequently, the remainder of their lives may seem

When asked if the characters in "All the Dead Pilots," and

in "Honor," would be spiritually dead for the remainder of their lives,
Faulkner replied:
Well, in a way they were* That the ones that even
continued to live very long were the exceptions, and the
ones among them that coped with the change of time » . .
you can count them on your thumbs almost. . . * In a way
they were dead, . . . they were unfitted for the world.
that they found afterward. Not that they rejected, they
simply were unfitted, they had worn themselves out *73

73Faulkner in the University, p. 23123
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Such dedication to battle and its glories is similar to the Sartoris1
urge to live on the keen edge of what O'Donnell called "meaningless
violence" and is caused by the recognition that traditional verities
other than courage and the will to endure seem to lose their validity
during waro

The story "Ad Astra"- establishes the sense of disorienta

tion of traditional values in the opening descriptions of the soldiers
as "bugs in the surface of the water

. flotsam"; they are minutiae

in the flood of time; what they believe in is irrelevant to the power of
the waters sweeping the earth» The sub-adar says of that flood, "But
soon it will clear away „ . „ the effluvium of hatred and of words',"‘
(OS, 40?), yet warns that he and the others will not fit easily into the
ensuing era, having been immersed in that previous intensity and depth of
hatred.

„
The story "Victory" presents the same idea through a British

soldier of a fine but poor Scotch family,

Alec Gray, named for his

grandfather, is sent off to war much as the McCallum boys are; in his
ears are the tales of family courage and loyalty to country, and in his
hands is. the New Testament.

Alec betrays his background through his

intense admiration of the glory of the Commonwealth.

By the time he has

advanced to Captain through the murder of his commanding officer and
hard work thereafter, Alec finds himself in combat not only with the
national enemy, but with his own father-as well. His father warns him
that social levels do not mix, and therefore that he should keep to his
proper place. Thus Faulkner sets in opposition a man who earns his
livelihood by the work of his own hands to another, his son, who earns
his livelihood in service to an institution; the question of national
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loyalty seems to be equal between the two vocations, to judge his
father*s letter:
You can come on home now. It will not be too soon now.
They will need ships worse than ever now, that the pride
and the vain glory have worn themselves out (CS, 455)•
Alec, however, will do anything which will support his illusion of the
status of an officer of the Queen.

Long after the end of the war, and

the loss of his office job, when he is selling pencils on a street
corner, he still keeps up appearances— the stiff moustache, the creased
trousers, the rigid bearing.

He would rather beg than return to his

family tradition of ship building. Alec Gray, like other"of Faulkner*s
soldiers, is a man pulled from his normal environment and social
station to be corrupted by a false dream of glory which makes him too
proud to acknowledge his ties to humanity. Once the war is ended, so is
his dream. He even attempts to re-live the war by returning to France,
only to find that even there the cycle of time has erased the past as
he saw it:
So now the car jounced and crept on out of the ruin.
The muddy and unpaved street entered a village of harsh
new brick and sheet iron and tarredpaper roofs made in
. America . . .(CS, 452).
The title

of this story carries

the ironic

truththat for

Faulkner, victory implies a responsibility that defeat does?not, and
that often the victors are not equipped to accept that responsibility,
or they have been ruined for it by the psychological effects of war.
Another irony is that Gray* s own family background of strict ScotchPresbyterianism helps lead him from the warmth of his family. Their
custom of looking to the Bible for guidance on important decisions twice
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changes GrayTs life; his two guiding phrases are:

!f» . » and the

captains of thousands and the captains of ten thousands" and n. . „ a
voice said, Peter, raise thyself; kill—

He looks no further than

those quotations, for they satisfy his pride, and to his mother's
queries about his Bible reading Faulkner shows him answering, "I am
well. .Yes I still have the Book." (not telling them that his platoon
was using it to light tobacco with and that they were now well beyond
Lamentations) (CS, 444).

Gray, a British soldier in a later war, is

like the Sartorises using only half of his inheritance in his life:
the religious custom is meaningless ritual to him, still it changes
his life since it seems to agree with the selfish advancement which
actually motivates him.

His code is like their code, bereft of meaning

through misapplication.
Faulkner deals with the same warping effect of war upon the
American John Sartoris,.whose won great pride also responds to the
appeals of battle in "All the Dead Pilots."' The narrator of this story

recalls Sartoris's competition with his superior officer for a French
girl whose sense of fidelity hardly matches that of the Southerner
Sartoris, who in typically gallant fashion,, does not blame the girl but
his rival, Spoomer. Because of the airforce's power hierarchy, Sartoris
cannot fight his rival, so he resorts to drunken mock battles, or to
releasing Spoomer's pet dog into the garbage, dump from the enlisted
men's mess-hall.
In the atmosphere of war, the affair of the girl and Spoomer
becomes deadly serious to Sartoris, so that his revenge of stealing the
officer's clothes from the girl's room is not enough; he then reacts
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against the war that places him in a world without social honor by
strafing the troops below his plane so closely that he can see their
faces:

"He said he didn't know what troops they were, theirs or ours,

but that he strafed them anyway" (CS, 526).

Before he crash-lands the

plane at his base, his final gesture is.to dive-bomb Spoomer's dog, and
then perform several aerial stunts which end the scene: "upside down
Sartoris cut the tops out of the only two poplar trees they had left"
(CS, 527)•

Thus the heir of tradition, psychologically disoriented,

comes to lack compassion and good sense, and the result is the destruc
tion of nature. Eventually the man himself is destroyed by his
recklessness, for he pursues the enemy as he pursues his lost vision—
relentlessly.

He, like the other pilots, is a man from another time:

Lean, hard, in their brass-and-leather martial harness
o . o they too have an esoteric look; a look not exactly
human, like that of some dim and threatful apotheosis of
the race seen for an instant in the glare of a thunderclap
and then forever gone (CS, 511).
His death brings forth an explanation of what caused that look:
And that's all. That's it. The courage, the reckless
ness, call it what you will, is the. flash, the instant of
sublimation; then flick! the old darkness again* That's why.
It's too strong for a steady diet. And if it were a steady
diet, it would not be a flash, a glare. And so, being
momentary, it can be preserved and prolonged only on paper
. . . (CS, 531).
Faulkner is intrigued with that "instant of sublimation": in times
other than war it creates the progress of mankind in which he so
fervently believes, but in war-time it is consumed in killing, and ends
in spiritual death. The reason that "all" these pilots are dead is
that their era is over, and their modern reality seems artificial to
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those accustomed to constant tension of life and death:
In this saxophone age of flying they look as out of place
as . . . they would look among the saxophones and miniature .
brass bowlers of a night club orchestra (CS, 511).
In the brief glory of John Sartoris1s career as a pilot he undergoes a
similar loss of reason as did the Scot, Alec Gray.

The difference is

that Sartoris mourns the loss, and the mourning drives him to reckless
ness, while Alec sacrifices the values to personal advancement, and ends
with neither.

The old conflict of community versus selfish materialism

begun in the wilderness cycle, and carried through The Unvanquished
stories, is reestablished through a modern Sartoris and Snopes in World
War I.

The Inability of Sartoris to cope with the war results in his

eventual death by machine— symbol of the modern age, while Gray's
inability to comprehend the inevitable cycle of time in relation to the
verities causes him to be outmoded in time.
In the story, "Turnabout" the same pattern of behavior is
repeated by the two British boys, Claude and Ronnie, who man one of the
torpedo-launches against the Germans * They spend their nights drunk in
the streets, because they spend their days in calmly pitting their lives
against the torpedo they carry for the Germans.

The younger boy,

Claude, is intrigued by all aspects of danger, and amuses himself when
drunk by challenging the disciplinary forces of the military, and of the
machine, by sleeping calmly in the middle of a street which he announces
is his: "He said that the trucks could turn back and go around by
another street., but that he couldn't use any other street, because this
street was his" (CS, 479)»

Conflict is the core of his life; it has

become normality, and to it he responds with quiet curiosity and humor *
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His death brings a Sartoris-like response against the idiocy of war from
the narrator9 who remembering, the boy, dive-bombs a German target,
thinking, "God!

Godt

If they were all there— all the generals, the

admirals, the presidents and the kings— theirs, ours— all of them"
(CS, 509)•

Unfortunately, as Faulkner1s cyclical structures show, the

deaths of the men in power do not necessarily guarantee the discontinua
tion of their foolishness by the next generation.
The story "Crevasse,?" which even more obviously than the other
war stories illustrates the bleak desolation of land and of spirit by
war, echoes the theme of recurrent foolishness blended with heroism in
the cycle of time» The plot is simple: as a war party returns with its
wounded from the battlefront, the men cross through a ravine where
"grass bayonets saber their legs dryly," and where the tops of skulls
show through &he ground.

The threatening mood of death builds as the

men walk, their fear also increasing with their machine-like movement
across the expanse of earth and skulls: "The head of the line stops;
the men jolt prodding into one another like a train of freight cars:
stopping" (CS, 46y). . Their fear is justified when the spongy ground
collapses beneath them half-burying them with a group of mummified
soldiers from.an earlier battle*

After a frantic struggle to escape,

the captain emerges to find his men::
At the foot of the sLope the fourteen men kneel. The one
in the center has a Bible-, in his hand, from which he is
intoning monotonously. Above his voice the wounded man's
gibberish rises, meaningless and unemphatic and sustained
(CS, 4?4).
The crevasse into which men fall in war is truly not a physical, but a '
spiritual one, for here, as in the story, "Victory,", traditional.
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religion has become a palliative unequal to the whimperings of wounded
man who will no longer attend.
The problems of the man who survives such experiences are
introduced by Faulkner in his stories which deal with the "folk-lore of
speed," or the appeal of danger which the returned soldiers and pilots
now expect in their lives.

Such a story is "Honor," which opens with

Monaghan, the shanty-1rishman of "Ad Astra," resigning with disgust from
his job as a car salesman.

He is unable to endure the nagging women who

ask for a trial ride in the car, and then criticize his driving: the
two symbols of power are combining to prove the ex-pilot ineffectual.
After the war Monaghan had been a test pilot, "that was. when I took up
wing-walking, to relieve the monotony" (CS, 552), and the wing-walking
led him into a triangle of the desirable and willing wife, and the
husband Rogers, who has become his good friend.

He .describes the woman

as:
. o o- a woman to you just part of the time and the rest of
the time she is just a person that don't look at things the
same way a man has learned to. Don't have the same ideas
about what is decent and what is not (CS,•558).
But despite the wife's lack of "morality," the lover's sense of"guilt
goads him into a reckless display of acrobatics while on the wing during
a performance; in a sense his behavior becomes a contest of power against
Rogers, who as pilot must compensate for the walker's movements or
become an accessory to suicide * Monaghan's contortions result in
Rogers's rescuing him from death.

The end result of the contest is that

Rogers and his wife are reunited, and Monaghan is made godfather of
their son, to his bemusement:

"Funny to have a godfather that's never
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seen you and that you111 never see, isn't it?"

The traditional pattern

and purpose of the godfather relationship has been abandoned for a
symbolic indication of long-distance fatherhood and brotherhood.

A

further connection to the warping of a once religious influence is
described in Monaghan's manner:.
There was something of the crucified about Monaghan, too;
furious, inarticulate not with stupidity but at it, like into
him more than any of us had. distilled the ceased drums of the
old lust and greed waking at last aghast at their own
impotence and accrued despair (CS, 4l6).
The description is even more appropriate for his civilian life and its
failures» He has become the loser of the female-force, because his
reliance upon the old tradition of the husband's rights' of jealousy made
him weaker than they did the husband, and because it is his own sense of
honor and logic that his behavior outrages, rather than the woman's®

He

is furthermore the loser of life because the disillusionment of the
supposed glory of war was not enough to dull the daily appeal of danger;
the longest he has held a job has been three weeks.

The only danger

which he is now able to resist is that of the female,, and through such
resistance, he loses all claim to continuity in time.

He is made

impotent in the dull daily battles,, his time is over, like that of all
the other "dead pilots," -whose own time had a. brief flash of honor
totally unlike that now needed in the new age of speed.

Monaghan is a

repetition of the Sartoris brothers; the days for which they longed
proved to be gone and emptied of power, and they could not see or create
any new choices for the future other than living out their empty shell.

CHAPTER VII

THE BATTLEFIELD OF JEFFERSON
The characters of Faulkner?s war stories lose sight of the
"verities" because the traditions which impart them seem to have little
strength as a positive force in opposition to the negative destruction
of war and death; nonetheless they mourn what they feel can no longer
survive.

In a sense they could be classified in the first of Thompson’s

categories:
Within the Faulknerian vision human beings express their
reactionary protests against whatever falsehoods or evils
injure "truth," by making innumerable kinds of response
which may be arranged within three categories. One category
includes any courageous yet mistaken form of protest which
asserts that life has been made unbearable by man’s
inhumanity to man, and that death is therefore preferable to
life„ . . . A second category includes any well-intentioned
attempt to honor "truth" through the performance of some
compassionately self-sacrificial act of protesting withdrawal
from an immediately perceived falsehood or evil. . „ . A
third category includes any attempt to remove, or to correct,
or to defend someone from any immediate manifestation of
falsehood or evil, be it large or small. . . .7^
The importance of the protest, no matter how or in what warped form it
may appear, is that it is an action of affirmation of the good in man’s
history, and a rejection of the evil. Nonetheless, many critics see
only the misery which causes the protest, mnd thereby derive the
interpretation of "cosmic pessimism" rather than "humanism" from
Faulkner’s work.

Also within Thompson’s first group are the pitiful

ni±
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characters who" cannot separate the verities which last in time, from the
decaying traditional patterns; thus they cannot see the possibilities of
redeeming the virtues of the past and abandoning the evils. For them
life seems to offer no change in the decaying pattern.

Finally, there

is a fourth group which recognizes the possibility of choice, but is so
afraid of the responsibilities inherent in abandoning the tradition that
it clings to the tradition at the same time it would destroy its
falsities.

The pathos in all these characters might provide more

appropriate proof for the theory of "cosmic pessimism" than do the
Snopes characters, of whom Faulkner has said:
. o . there's probably no tribe of Snopes in Mississippi or
anywhere else outside of my own apocrypha„ They were simply
an invention of mine to tell a story of man in his struggle
o o o they were simply overemphasized, burlesqued if you
like. . . . 7 5
The common critical concept of "Snopesism" as being the pure symbol of
modern decadence, or Faulkner's apocalyptic vision of the future needs
to be reversed; it is his symbolic representation of the partial truth
of the past, as it might affect the future.

The stories of this

"Battlegrounds of Jefferson" section are not variations on Snopesism,
although in many cases they are grotesque; daily life in Jefferson is
a battle between the verities and the materialism of the past operating
through the present, and the characters who must cope with both are
often wounded and deformed in the battle.

Faulkner writes of such

characters far more than he does of the Snopes:
. . o the rapacious people . . . nobody seems to be brave
enough to be an out-and-out blackguard . . . its the curse

75

Faulkner in the University, p. 282„ "
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of the times maybe « . » there's so much pressure to
conform9 to be respectable. » , <, In the Victorian /era/
they tried to force you to be respectable to save your
soulo Now they compel you to be respectable to be rich.
Even the legitimate blackguard, Elem Snopes, is eventually a victim of
respectability rather than of virtue.

Yet many of the characters in

these stories are failures at both materialism and respectability, and
some even serve as negative illustrations of man's strength and courage
which can be wasted and misdirected by circumstance.

Even so, such

rebellion against their circumstance can call forth Faulkner's humanistic
admiration.
While most of these stories are either set in Yoknapatawpha or
have characters who

represent the Southerner in another setting, they

all reflect the daily power struggles between man and the female-force,
man and stultifying social or. economic traditions, man and the
symbolically illustrated natural cycle of time, and man's illusions
against his reality.
In the story "Death Drag," which tells of the arrival of a twoman barnstorming aerial act in Jefferson, the frightening effects of
war, of materialism, of racial stereotypes, and of the speed craze are
all balanced against a warped but strong insistence upon justice and
individual responsibility.

Faulkner plays strongly on the stereotype

of the avaricious Jew at the beginning of. the story in order to
emphasize later the ironic fury of Ginsfarh,, the wing-walker, when he
discovers that his partner has lied to him about the amount to be paid
for his performance„ Ginsfarb is avaricious to the point of being a
^ Faulkner in the University, p. 23*
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grotesque9 as shown when he is concerned only with the money represented
by the extra gasoline which was required in his partner's attempt to
save his life, yet he is also a man with a fine sense of his own value
and the honor and justice due him.

He endangers his life at the

Jefferson show by refusing to do the act, superficially because the
money was inadequate, actually because to him it is a symbol of the
worth of his life.

The sum should not be reduced for expediency; he

has an enduring value and the will to proclaim it, even to the point of
foolhardy fury.

His partner, on the other hand, is an ex-pilot whose

only possible enduring joy is flying; although he has lost his license,
and is reduced to the tawdry and illegal performances with Ginsfarb,
and despite the degrading circumstances and the empty life, both he and
Ginsfarb share a lust for danger provided by their life« They appear
to the townspeople as men of another time:
. . « we (groundlings, dwellers in and backbone of a small
. town interchangeable with and duplicate of ten thousand little
dead clottings of human life about the land) saw, refined
and clarified by the expert, the man who had himself seen his
own lonely and scudding shadow upon the face of the puny and
remote earth (CS, 19?)•
This description not only carries cyclical tones of man as "a scudding
shadow" on an earth "puny" in the immensity of time, but it also recalls
another era when the occasions.of grander men were played upon life's
stages for other "groundlings," whose lives seemed dull once the show
was over. The barn-stormers make the people of Jefferson ponder their
own realities, and wonder which way of life is more of a delusion.

When

Captain Warren of Jefferson recognizes Jock as one of his war comrades,
and offers him a chance at a more normal life, the pilot who can no
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longer eat because of nerves refuses the offer:
nYou come■on home with me/* he said.
**Who* d take care of that bastard?**
**Who wants to?** (CS, 204) .
One of Faulkner*s major points about the moral choices offered modern
man is that he must feel compassion and responsibility, unlike those
men who callously disregarded others in the previous cycles of man,
Jock may not **want** to care for Ginsfarb either, but he still feels that
he must«, It would seem to be the only courageous moral choice of which
he might be capable; despite the .fact that he thereby becomes even more
self-destructive,.he also thereby prolongs both his agony and his joy
which centers in flight. The possibilities of the plane as a device for
destruction are emphasized through its description:
- e o resting there, empty and dead, patched and shabby and
painted awkwardly with a single thin coat of dead black,
it gave again that illusion of ghostliness, .as:; though it
might have flown there and made that loop and landed by
itself (CS, 185).
A similar opportunity for self-destruction and affirmation is
offered the protagonist in **Uncle Willy.**

Willy Christian is introduced

through his young friend who remembers when he first knew Uncle Willy
as the sixty-year-old druggist who dispensed ice cream to the baseball
team, and then entertained them by injecting the narcotics, which kept
him in a constant quiet and content, into his arm. The boy then relates
the attempted reformation of Uncle Willy by the "good women of
Jefferson, ** headed by Mrs. Meridew, whose determined efforts to save
his body and soul begin by taking him from his weekly meeting with the
boys* Sunday School class.

As a father symbol, Willy proves to be more

hedonistic than puritanical in his guidance, for although Mrs. Meridew

and the Reverend have managed to withdraw him from drugs through
constant vigilance, to which Willy submits with the comment:
and get it over with.

ncome on

Cut my damn throat and go away and let me lay

quiet in the fire" (CS, 231), they have also withdrawn him from his
Edenic peace„ Willy discovers other vices and pleasures with which to
pass his time. He buys a car, and hires the Negro boy, Secretary to
drive it to Memphis, from which he returns with a prostitute/bride "with
hair the color of a brand new brass hydrant."
meet his new wife, the conflict is begun.

When the "good women"

The wife proves willing to be

bought off by Mrs. Meridew who moves in to care for and watch Uncle
Willy with the permission of his rich sister in Texas, who allows'Mrs.
Meridew to have Willy declared incompetent and then commits him to an
institution in Memphis.' The determination of the Faulknerian femaleforce is obvious in both the prostitute and the church woman, both of
whom are really more interested- in his possessions than his personality,
and both of whom base their claims on the rights of respectability.
Despite his imprisonment, Willy still has three friends: his
handyman from the years at the drugstore, Old Job; his young "Secretary,"
and the narrator.

All three accompany him on his last flight of joyful

defiance of "traditional virtue" as he found it in Jefferson.
Symbolically, his escape device is the airplane, machine of the future,
and of great speed.

Willy's plan is to take all of his friends to that

"golden land"— California— by Christmas. The irony of his dream is
apparent only if one reads Faulkner's stories as illustrating an
inherently cyclical view.
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Willyfs dream is betrayed by the "old days": his servant Job,
terrified by the' dangerous combination of Uncle Willy andthe plane,
telephones Mrs, Meridew» For him this is an act of supremecourage,
since:
«, « e he didn!t have any money and he probably never
telephoned in his life before, yet he telephoned her
. . . (OS, 243-246).
The symbolic figure of the past thus combines with the machine of the
present to create a future disaster, in order to express fear of a new
pattern of speed and power; Job, the sufferer, was willing to endure the
other aspects of Willy's scheme— -only the plane terrified him into
betraying his beloved friend,.

Yet he and Mrs. Meridew are foiled by

Willy's "modern" children, Secretary and the narrator, who manage to
hold Old Job back long enough to allow Uncle Willy take off for his last
flight of defiance» Later, accused in Jefferson of being to blame for
the old man's death, the boy agonizes:
Because the dying wasn't anything, it just touched the
outside of you that you wore around with you for comfort
and convenience. „ , . And now they will never understand,
not even Papa, and there is only me to try to tell them
and how can I ever . . „ make them understand? How can I?
(CS, 247).
The boy's responsibility in aiding Willy's joyful suicide was based on
loyalty and compassion, and in this story suicide comes to illustrate an
affirmation of the joy of life through defiance of respectable patterns;
the boy learns that such an affirmation can be achieved only by loyalty
to a reality, and not just a respectable image.
As in the other cycles of life in Yoknapatawpha, a young boy is
left to carry on as best he can with his moral inheritance; in this
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story the realities have been separated from the illusions9 and a true
love 9 the boy* s, has been contrasted to a cowardly one, Job's, and to a
hypocritically pretended one, Mrs. Meridew's, and to a strictly
materialistic one, the prostitute's*
The question of the evil that inadequate love or its total void
can create in league with the "respectable woman" is again posed by
Faulkner in the Jefferson setting through the story "Dry September,,"
which has attracted much critical commentary:
In the largest sense, the story may be seen as a parable
of what happens to man in the wasteland where, driven by an
intolerable sense of insecurity and isolation, faced by an
overwhelming threat, he turns to sadistic violence as a means
of asserting his existence * The story develops the insight
that sadism and a sense of insecurity are closely linked.
Will Mayes is not the only victim in "Dry September," though
he is the only one who has our sympathyMinnie Cooper, who
started the story that.he had raped her, is a victim of her
sexual frustration, and the mob is a victim of the heat, the
social climate, and its own need to.assert itself.77
The racial battle-ground of Jefferson which was forgotten in friendship
in "Uncle Willy" is reestablished in this story,"along with the car
symbol and the use of metallic imagery, all of which help reinforce
Faulkner's cyclical theme that misunderstanding of one group by another
often leads to the violent end of one, and leaves the other with the
problem of rationalizing away the memories of the means to that victory
and the social responsibility which it carries. Waggoner notes:
McClendon is, though he does not know it, in flight.
The only way he knows of awakening a sense that he. is really
alive in the midst of an almost overwhelming threat of death
is to impose death.78
,
77
Waggoner,- p= 196.

In the new era in Jefferson racial prejudices such as those which
motivate McClendon and his mob to murder are still strong, but open to
question because they represent a habitual denial of justice that has
gradually been losing strength since the time that Colonel Sartoris was
able to shoot the first two Yankees who tried to take the question of
social equality to the polls®

Just as Sartoris found that he could not

kill all the Yankees, and even had to join them in time to defend other
verities, so the racial complacency of the Southern poor-white is also
doomed.

The sense of responsibility and justice for others in this

story is carried by Hawkshaw, the barber, whose attempts to stop the
lynch mob end by his being forced to jump from a'speeding car full of
passengers rushing blindly into violence because of out-worn traditions
or habits®

McClendon9s final comment to Hawkshaw is, ftJump out, nigger-

loveren Hawkshaw1s love is for justice, but in opposition to McClendon1s
lust for violence it is inadequate.
One of the ironies of the story is that the mob's traditional
defense of Southern virginity is directed toward Minnie Cooper, who
twelve years earlier had been silently judged a fallen woman due to her
affair with the cashier at the local bank®

Minnie's cashier, like the

nemesis of Narcissa Sartoris, eventually left Jefferson for Memphis,
but not before he had appeared in "the first automobile in town, a red
runabout; Minnie had the first motoring bonnet and veil the town ever
saw®

Then the town began to say, 'Poor Minnie1" (CS, 174)® Although

association with a "money-man," and with the modern machine evidently
brought about 'Minnie's downfall, she still represents the image of
Southern virginity; it is obviously as fragile an image as ever.

The

l4l

cycle repeats, but tragically:
Of course, Minnie « .. » is stereotyped.— the old maid
looking under her bed at night.- But Faulkner is able to
suggest the frightening consequences when twisted female
psychology is turned against innocence and destroys it.
Completely willful and unthinking, the repressed woman is
more violent, and more malevolent . . . /than the emptyheaded flapper/o79
Minnie«, as the female-force, although frustrated, is still typically
unconcerned with abstract moral concepts like justice; her story,
apparently half lie and half delusion, brings her the Southern gentle
man's worshipful care which has so long been denied her.

The men never

question her word, although the women doubt Minnie.
It is not, however, a modern "wasteland" which has created
Minnie's warping of the Southern woman tradition, but that tradition
itself, which demanded respectability of her, as well as charm9 and
which was so quick to limit her- opportunities for marriage because her
family was only ". » . comfortable people— not the best in Jefferson"'
(CS, 173)•

The heritage of pride of the Southern gentlemen in their

women wreaks havoc generations later by wounding what it was established
to protect.

Since her reality offers little protection, Minnie has

relied on the illusion of love and then delusion, but she is well aware
that her attempts are pitiful.. When her friends take her to the movies,
the modern world of romantic illusion, she is laughing bitterly even as
she enters, although she holds, in her ironic hysteria until it serve her
moment.

Faulkner's female of strength and determination triumphs again,

simultaneously with the truth of her own sterile, but frantic pretense
79Malin, p. 38.
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of life:
The lights flicked away; the screen glowed silver, and
soon life began to uhfold9 beautiful and passionate and
sad, while still the young men and girls entered « e • while
beyond them the silver dream accumulated, inevitably on and
on. She began to laugh (CS, l8l).
Like Minnie*s.life, and the tradition which warped it, the descriptions
of the story carry a mood of decay or death.

To Hawkshaw, the modern

man of compassion, even the night air t!. » . was flat and dead.
a metallic taste at the base of his tonguen (CS, 173)»

It had

And, at the end

of the story, McClendon stands looking out at a world, which, like
metal, is void of life: tfThere was no movement, no sound, not even an
insect1* (CS, 183) . In another strange way Minnie triumphs also over
the traditions of the society which "protects11 her, for she has made
fools of the townspeople as well as herself. After years of following
the negative life "choices11 the town offered her, she manages to warp
their emptiness into a moment of importance, caring nothing for the true
loss of moral virtue which is demanded by her decision to lose her
physical virtue with publicity.
Another, famous female character of Faulkner1s fiction is closely
related to Minnie Cooper in her detachment from reality, her loss of
virtue, her warping of love, and her final disregard for social
proprieties.

The story of Miss Emily Grierson, to whose name Faulkner

ironically adds a symbol of love and femininity in the title, "A Rose
for Emily,"

80

opens with a description of the changes brought by the

80
'
One of the accepted lady1s activities of the aristocracy in
The Unvanquished is the careful protecting of the roses in their
gardens; it is in the Sartoris rose garden that Narcissa meets Bayard.
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cycle of time to Jefferson:It was a big, squarish frame house that had once been
white, decorated with cupolas and spires and scrolled
balconies * . „ set on what had once been our most select
street o. But garages and cotton gins had encroached and
obliterated even the august names of that neighborhood; only
Miss Emily1s house was left, lifting itsstubborn and
coquettish decay above the cotton wagons and the gasoline
pumps— an eyesore among eyesores (CS, 119)»
This description of the Grierson house blends the ostentatious social
caste and the hideous baroque architecture of the past, both of which
are outmoded, into the "offerings to" and the "shrines for" the new
powers of Jefferson:
them.
too

gasoline for the machine^ and garages to protect

Like Minnie Cooper, Emily Grierson isliving beyond herera;

she

is an old maid because of the influencesof pride and socialstatus;

in her case, however, the pride was in part that of her father:
None of the men were quite good enough for Miss Emily and
such. We had often thought of them as a tableau, Miss
Emily a slender figure in white in the background, her
father a spraddled silhouette in the foreground, his back
to her and clutching a horsewhip, . . . (CS, 123)•
This extreme image of virginity protected from the male by a horse-whip
has been interpreted by Malin, who discusses the power of influence of
the father-image:
He influences not only the son but also the daughter.
They /daughters/ follow the identical pattern of the
acceptance of the doctrine of their fathers and, consequently,
they become "masculine," distrusting normal marriage. They
•find sexual outlets . . . in the affairs of men: war, social
hntoanitarianism, concern with inflexible d e s i g n s .81
When for three days Miss Emily denies that her father is dead, she
indicates the power that his personality held over her*
^Malin, p. 8 l .

0!Connor states
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that the theme of the story is created by that relationship:
« o e, a denial of moral emotions invites retreat into a
marginal world, into fantasy. The severity of Miss Emily's
father was the cause of her frustrations and her retreat.^
Gold emphasizes the effects of the father's behavior in terms of the
time-cycle:
It was he who took away her opportunity for love and
her capacity for it and left her with only the knowledge
of taking rather than giving. e- . „ Thus her father, one
y generation, in a sense killed her, or the best in her, the
next generation, just as she actually kills the present
in the figure of Homer Barron. The story is clearly a
forthright statement about the effect of past on present
and the responsibility that follows« . »
Thus the consequences of a faulty moral heritage are shown in time
continuum by Emily's refusal to let go of the men that symbolize her
own inflexible designs. Like Brasilia, in The Unvanquished, or Joanna
Bundren, in Light in August,. Emily Grierson defiantly sets her will
against the social traditions of her world because of her inability to
find a valid moral choice within those traditions.

The fact that her

rebellion is grotesque is perfectly in keeping with the equally pathetic
warpings of the children in "Golden Land."Faulkner's use of symbols is equally constant in this story.
Emily, symbol of the old South,, shocks the respectable ladies of town
by going buggy-riding with the Yankee Homer Barron on the very streets,
for which he is paving sidewalks— perhaps a foreshadowing of the coming
of the machine» While Emily's murder of Barron is much.discussed by
critics in terms of the South versus the North, Faulkner has commented
8°

^0'Connor, pp. 68-69•

85Goia, p. 23.
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that such an allegorical reading would be only incidental« Faulkner
has furthermore so interwoven his symbols that such rigid allegory
cannot hold strong; since Faulkner?s use of the female-force indicates
that the female has no virtue of her own other than that which the
rules of her society force upon her, the North "ravishes or debauches*’
the South" formula begins to fail*

It would seem that the "South" was

at least willing, or already debauched.

Miss Emily certainly defies

the efforts of the other ladies, the ministers, and her own relatives
to "redeem" her*

Faulkner has explained that it is not the disciplines

of social tradition, but her own moral sense which causes the final
warping of social propriety which Miss Emily commits:
It was a conflict not between the North and the South
so much as between * *■ * God and Satan* . «• *. The conflict
was in Miss Emily, that she knew that you do not murder
people. * » e She had broken all the laws of her tradition,
her background, and she had finally broken the law of God
too * . * * And she knew she was doing wrong, and thatfs why
her own life was wrecked*, Instead of murdering one lover,
and then to go on and take another and when she used him up
to murder him, she was expiating her crime *84
Emily's- determination at what Faulkner calls "expiation" is made
possible, ironically, by the advantages allowed her by the very people
whose traditions she is mocking*

They cannot defeat her in either the

battle of the "stench" or the battle of her taxes because they are
willing to bow to the force of tradition in her person:

the old

gallantry to a lady in this case is surprisingly, and inadvertently,
compassionate*

A finer illustration of the good of the past still

operating in the present is provided through the quiet fidelity of the

^ ^Faulkner in the University, p.

58 "
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Negro manservant who remains with Miss Emily until her death.

Even her

own loyalty to the warping of love which had been her inheritance is
awesome and admirable in its way, as was that other image of the past,
Old Ben.
But the ability of man to defy the outworn patterns of his
tradition and to reaffirm the verities does not always have to be
negatively achieved nor does it have to result in a grotesque life, as
Faulkner shows in the story, "Hair."

Also based on the struggles man

undergoes' for love, this story concerns the barber Hawkshaw, who
appeared with equal compassion but less success in "Dry September
Hawkshaw, the son af a tenant farmer, is one of Faulkner's affirmative
poor-white characters who will courageously sacrifice himself for the
verities; he is one of the few who live by the verities and despite
hardships, finds a satisfactory conclusion for his own "design" in life.
The story tells how Hawkshaw (or Stribling) had spent years in paying
off the debts left to the family of the girl whom he had planned to
marry in 1918, before her sudden death by a fever.

Having finally

completed that "obligation," based on his promise to the dying girl,
Hawkshaw surprises the people, of Jefferson by returning to town long
enough to marry a young orphan, Susan Reed, over whom he had been
compassionately watching since her fifth birthday. The girl is now a
wild young thing, described in terms of the female-force:
It's not that she was bad. There's not any such thing
as a woman born bad, because they are all born bad, born
with the badness in them. The thing is, to get them married
before the badness comes to a natural head. But we try to
make them conform to a system that says a woman can't be
married until she reaches a certain age. And nature don't
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pay any attention to systems, let alone women paying any
attention to them, or to anything (CS, 133)•
The speculation of the townspeople on Hawkshaw's probable reaction to
the gossip about the girl’s supposed pregnancy does not anticipate his
marrying her, and leaving town, as is shown in a conversation between
Gavin Stevens and the narrator, another barber:
!’Maybe he’ll just go off and die,” I said.
’’Maybe he will,” Stevens saido
’’Well,” I said, ”he wont be thefirst man to tilt at
windmillso”
”He wont be the first man to die, either,” Stevens
said (CS, 144)o
Hawkshaw’s defiance of the importance of the ’’virginity” tradition, and
his positive choice of a new life pattern which grows from the best in
his own past affirm the cyclical nature of Faulkner’s short story form.
The allusion to Don Quixote,fand the ’’madness” inherent in doing battle
for a false vision of reality has a multiple irony, for Hawkshaw does
not live by the habits of tradition, but rather defies that social
rigidity to achieve the true ideal upon which the tradition was founded.
The Southern woman is again defended and protected, the cyclical pattern
is again renewed by a perfectly sane and realistic man who through
gallantry and compassion is willing to gamble on the future by
abandoning the patterns of the past.

To die having failed in such a

gamble, as implied by Stevens, is certainly worth more than just to die,.
That an author’s use of similar themes from one work to another
is a pattern inherent in any writer’s work is obvious, but when such
repetition is combined with Faulkner’s sense of a-moral conflict of good
and evil being constant through time-continuum, the result is that the
theme is varied from a positive application to a negative in. a miniature
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cycle of balance» A negative reiteration of the previous themes
appears in "Elly," which presents racial conflicts, the destructive
capacity of the machine, the young and older generations in conflict
over social traditions, and the final amorality of the female-force.
Elly, is in a sense, a modern version of Miss Emily, in that her choice
also involves the defiance of the old tradition by a murder; she is a
"modern" character in that although she defies the tradition, she has
no values to substitute for it and is incapable of comprehending any
pattern of life away from the formalities of that tradition.

Nilon

comments:
. . « The social code that Elly accepts is brought into
conflict with her natural desires. The man who stimulated
those desires is not changed, but the connotations of the
word Negro embodied in the code are compulsive. Elly's
instincts triumph first, but not for long. The code
o
drives her to arrange the death of herself and her lover.
Nilon's interpretation of Elly's motives is somewhat limited.

Although

Elly does consciously plan the automobile accident which kills Paul
de Montigny, the action is not in revenge for his refusal to marry her,
but more directly is intended to dispose of her grandmother, the
symbolic representative of the old tradition, who sits, totally deaf,
between Elly and Paul in the front seat of the car:
As she lunged forward across the old woman's knees they
glared eye to eye— the haggard and desperate girl and the
old woman whose hearing had long since escaped everything
.and whose sight nothing escaped— for a profound instant of
despairing ultimatum and implacable refusal. "Then die!"
she cried into the old woman's face, "die!"' grasping at the
wheel (08, 223). .

^ C h a r l e s H. Nil on, Faulkner and the Negro (New York.
p. 75.

1965),
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Elly sends the car over a steep cliff, at the exact same setting where
the story opened, thus making the story structure itself cyclical.

The

conflict between the determined grandmother, who disapproves of Elly's
wild behavior and even more of the man she wants to marry and that is
rumored to be Negro, and Elly, who cares nothing for her barely
preserved virginity once she has met Paul, is all resolved in a moment
of speed.

Even Elly's motive for the murder of her grandmother is, in

part, created by the automobile, since it has provided her with the
chance to leave the watchful eyes at home so that she could surrender
her virginity to Paul in the naive hope that he might marry her as a
result.

Elly's innocent reliance on the chivalric aspect of the

tradition which frowns on miscegenation is ironic, since Paul, like
Miss Emily's Homer Barron, is not the "marrying kind."

Gold's comment

on the use of the car as symbol in The Reivers is appropriate here; with
the car comes:
. . . temptation to greater knowledge. Here is the means to
the outside world. With speed comes an end to local isola
tion. With the automobile comes the road, and roads go
somewhere.86
Unfortunately for Elly, knowledge brings disillusionment, and the road
has two-way traffic which only returns her to problems which the trip
has intensified.

She cannot escape the revelation of the lie that the

man who drove her to meet her grandmother in Mill City was not Philip,
her fiance, a "grave, sober young man of impeccable character" who works
at the bank (CS, 213)-

Nor can she escape the revelation of her

immorality and betrayal of family "honor."
86Gold, p. 81.

She is a character left
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with no further moral choice or protest but to destroy.

When, having

made her choice, she tries to convince Paul to cause the accident for
her he refuses.
but

In his disgust at the idea he begins to strike her,

her powers of decision and of femininity stop his hand in a caress«

Only at the moment when she grabs the wheel does he hit her, and she is
shocked at his action; it is ungentlemanly.
Having destroyed through the accident the truths of .her past and
her present, Elly is left with only her own moral emptiness for a
future, and to her shock discovers that the rest of the world is
indifferently speeding by the wreck she has made of her life— just as
she sped selfishly through the lives of others:
^Something happened,!t she whimpered. "He hit me. And
now they are dead; itfs me that’s hurt, and nobody will
come o . . . " Again the sound rushed steadily past high
overhead, and died away. She looked up, following it.
"There goes another one," she whimpered. "They won’t even
stop to see if I am hurt" (CS, 224).
While Elly’s frantic search for someone or thing to give meaning to her
monotonously predictable life provided by tradition, ends only with the
discovery of sensation rather than love, her fear of breaking that
tradition actually causes the destruction of the dual forces, of her
titillation— Paul and the grandmother.

Thus "Elly" fits into the group

of Faulknerian stories in which fear creates a cessation of sensory
life— in "That Evening Sun" Nancy unconsciously burns her hands while
waiting for Jesus, and in "Bed Leaves" the runaway slave can no longer
swallow when captured.

As Elly sits whimpering by the wreck, she probes

at the glass splinters in her hand, complaining only that she can’t see
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them because of the blood*

Her fear at being alone banishes physical

sensation*
To balance that negative use of the fear motif are the
Faulknerian stories in which it serves as a goad to life— in "Mountain
Victory," as Vidal charges toward Vatchis rifle, and in the exultation
of the pilots in the war stories„ Fitting into this group is the story
"Dr. Martino" in which a young girl is goaded by an old man into
performing varied acts of bravador on the theory that:
When you are afraid to do something, you know that you
are alive. But when you are afraid to do what you are
afraid of you are dead (CS, 57^+) «
The problem of the story is the sense of responsibility and strange
affection which the girl Louise King feels for the aging Dr. Martino«
It conflicts with her mother's sheerly materialistic desire to see
Louise wealthily married to young Hubert Jarrod*

The Kings, from

Mississippi, meet young Jarrod, from Yale via Oklahoma oil wells, at
a dinner party from, which Louise leaves, using him as a decoy for
escape.

Jarrod finds himself intrigued by what he feels is Louise's

helpless quality and his belief that she "needed looking after," thus
becoming a sort of Northern extension of the old Sartoris tradition
about women.

Jarrod explains Louise's nervous tension through his

knowledge gained in psychology class about the general nature of young
women; appropriately, it is couched in terms of a speed-metaphor:
. . »■ a blind spot, like that which racing aviators enter
when making a fast turn.- When what they see is neither
good nor evil, and so what they do is likely to be either
one.
. A time, an hour, in which they themselves are
victims of that by means of which they victimize (CS, 568).
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Although Louise gives in to her mother's wishes, and becomes engaged to
Jarrod, she is still under the influence of Dr* Martino, who balances
the girl's life on a thin edge of defiance of fear through danger; as a
child she was given by the Doctor a small metallic rabbit as a' symbol of
fear, and it has become a fetish for her:
That's my being afraide . .. . A rabbit: don't you see?
But it's brass now; the shape of being afraid, in brass
that nothing can hurt. As long as I keep it I am not even
afraid of being afraid (CS, 574).
The power struggle between Mrs. King and Dr. Martino over Louise comes
when he encourages the girl to ride an extremely dangerous horse, the
masculine power-symbol in Faulkner's work for the old times and for
"man's projection of his own desire for physical supremacy, victory."
Mrs. King sends for Jarrod, who arrives at the Southern resort wearing
a tweed jacket that proclaims his position as an outsider in the land of
white linen suits such as Dr. Martino's.

Ironically and again in this

story, the Yankee intruder is the somewhat ineffectual but always wellmeaning "Quixote."

Jarrod fumbles,, while Mrs. King goes about the

arranging of Louise's life in the same way that she climbs stairs:
"moving with that indomitable, locomotive-like celerity" (CS, 581).
The constant movement of Mrs. King and Jarrod is in contrast to the
stillness of Dr. Martino when he receives the fetish Louise has
supposedly-returned to him through Jarrod, particularly when Martino
informs Jarrod that they have both been conquered by the female-force.
Jarrod believes that Martino means Louise until the old man hints that
the power is Mrs. King's— an idea not necessarily backed up by the,
mother's haste to disillusion her daughter about Martino as she hands
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the girl his good-bye note:
nThere honey» What did I tell you? He was just making,
a fool of you» Just using you to pass the time with" (CS,
583).
The mother's comments echo the theory of the owner of the resort that
Martino was patiently waiting for Louise to grow to womanhood.

Such an

interpretation is reminiscent of Hawkshaw, the barber, and of the later
conduct of Gavin Stevens in The Mansion. However, the owner also
expounds the theory that Martino is parasitically surviving through
Louise's various battles over fear, so that there is finally an
ambiguity as to which manipulator of the girl's life is worse, the
mother or the Doctor» The sudden death of Martino upon Louise's
departure would indicate that his dependency upon her lies have super
natural

aspects, or that Louise

whom he

is too weak to survive.

is his fetish against

fear, without

The departure of the young couple is marked by the girl's
commands that Jarrod drive faster and faster.

As they speed from the

resort she cries for the loss of the rabbit, symbol of security and
courage as well as of fear in her childhood.

Yet although she

apparently faces the same prospect of the monotonous existence which
Elly so

desperately hoped to avoid, Louise forbids Jarrod toslow down;

they rush away from

the resort,

leaving the arrangers

of thepast, her

mother and the doctor, behind. In that Louise insists on doing what she
has feared, her action is affirmative.

In that she has been deceived

into abandoning her obsessed loyalty to Martino, she is speeding down
her mother's road, and not her own.

Watching her, Jarrod begins to

understand Martino's meaning, and that of "to be afraid and yet to do,"
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and then the young couple comes close to Faulkner's idea of the
"folklore of speed . « . which stands a good deal nearer to the end of
the limits which human beings and material were capable"; they are
perhaps at the beginning phase of becoming another of Faulkner?s fierce
couples, as in the novel Wild Palms, who make of love, or perhaps
sympathy,, a defiant gesture against the forces that created them.
A,similar battle of love and loyalty is waged in the more
pessimistic story, "Fox Hunt," in which the characterizations seem
almost a structural reversal of those in "Dr. Martino."

This time a

young girl is launched into meaningless marriage by a tyrannical mother
who hopes the girl will thereby forget her childhood love, a boy from
Yale, via the Oklahoma oil fields, who jilted her for a showgirl. The
husband, Harrison. Blair, is as much of a tyrant as the girl’s mother
had been, for he forces her to learn to ride, just as Martino tried to
force Louise, by telling her that she is not good enough for the horse
he bought her to ride on his family plantation— repurchased with her
money.
The Blair's marriage becomes a battle of wills, with the
chestnut mare their battle symbolBlair is described as caring only
for riding, which he apparently makes into a battle of endurance as he
does all other activities; before his marriage he supposedly "hadn't
done nothing all his life but dodge skirts so he could drink all night
and try to ride a horse to death all day" (CS, 595).

He drives his wife

as mercilessly as his horses, insisting that she live up to the image of
a Southern horsewoman and plantation lady.
trying.

She breaks her collarbone

Their endurance contest is further complicated by the

introduction of the gigolo, Gawtrey, who is

a.

front man of a horse

swindle scheme of Blair's secretary, who hates his employer.

The

secretary hopes to revenge himself and make some extra money by
Gawtrey's seduction of Mrs. Blair, for which he provides opportunity
through lying to Blair about a fine horse Gawtrey supposedly owns, so
that his employer will invite Gawtrey down for a fox hunt.

The battle

of power between social levels on the Yoknapatawpha plantation is begun
again,, but in another cycle and with another cast of characters.
The position of the wife as "victim of that by means of which
they victimize" is reinforced through the setting of the vicious hunt
and trampling to death of the fox which Blair has been after for three
years» Like the fox, Mrs. Blair is being hunted by a group of men,
and for her also, the surrender will end in destruction.

Her downfall

is observed, half with pity, half with scorn, by a group of local poorwhites who gather to observe and comment upon the foibles of the rich,
and thereby afford Faulkner another social level for contrast.
Like Louise in Dr„ Martino, Mrs. Blair's life is manipulated so
that she can only face the alternatives open to her, and the dishonor
into which she has been tricked^, with tears of despair.

In each story

the normal, ihealthy pattern of the female-force has been warped by the
lure of power, each time symbolized by the horse, and the lure of
money, each time introduced through the car symbol. In "Dr. Martino"
the young man, Jarrod, represents money, and he first serves Louise by
driving her to a mysterious rendezvous; in "Fox Hunt" the money-hungry
secretary sits in a limousine watching the hunt which he has arranged
play itself out.

In both cases the car becomes a symbol of a form of

spiritual destruction of the woman * Finally, both stories provide
examples of men without compassion who seem far more vicious than any.
Snopes figure in the stories, for these are men who prey on their
victims not for the goal of financial power, but rather for the
perverse pleasure of controlling another human being through his
psychological needs and fears*

Martino and Blair are men who have

created a structure of exploitation only to ruin it through their lust
for more * Like the men of Faulknerfs wilderness story cycle, these two
carry their own destruction within them, for they too would possess
what they cannot» Like the Snopeses in that they would prey upon the
weak, these two are unfortunate in their choice of victims, for even
in their complete despair the women unintentionally defeat the men:
Dr, Martino, is abandoned to his fears, and Blair.is abandoned by his
wife's infidelity to the vengeance of his male secretary, who is making
a fool of him*

Thus even these modern nEthan Brandsn reflect cyclical

variations upon Faulkner's power-struggle theme, and each in his own
way goes down to defeat.
The denial of natural roles for the female-force is not always
by men, however.

Often, as shown in previous discussions, the denial

is by an older woman who is involved in a power-struggle with the
younger female.

In such a relationship, any men involved are most

likely to become the victims, as is readily shown in the story "The
Brooch," in which the implacable will of Howard Boyd's invalid mother
is pitted against the force of his young wife, Amy, whose reputation is
tarnished "especially among the older women, daughters of decaying old
houses like this in which her future husband had been born" (CS, 640).

The mother represents the old tradition9 in which life has stagnated;
'she is bedridden, due to a stroke, and by her bedside sits a clock with
a dead face: "To stop it had been the first act of his mother when she
could move her hands two years ago" (CS, 649).

Caught between the two

women is Howard, a weak man, who lacks the courage to be either
completely loyal son or adequate husbando

Trying to be both, however,

Howard allows Amy to go out partying alone, while he stays home to
care for his mother and to lie to her about Amy being in the house.

His

maintaining of this illusion of a successful marriage is shattered by
the reality of a phone call— the indifferent machine again— which
forces Amy to reveal her infidelity to Howard, and Howard .to reveal his
inability to leave his invalid mother*
triumph: "She beat us.
66l)o

Amy says of the mother's final

She lay there in that bed and beat us" (CS,

Once he has sent Amy away, in favor of his mother's traditional

morality, his hope for the future is defeated by his symbolic loyalty
to past decay.

Unable to bear either alternative, Howard carefully and

quietly commits suicide, rationalizing the logic of his action to
himself by believing that he, like his father before him, was helpless
before the power of his women except through an act of abandoning
responsibility.

His father^left town; Howard leaves life.

an original pattern has been repeated:

In a sense

the beginning of attraction by

the female force is replaced by the determination which would destroy
what it first attracted, just as in Emily, Drusilla, and Elly, all of
whom would possess what they cannot in the mores of their society.

A

variation on the cycle.of establishment of a power and its eventual
decay is provided by Faulkner's ability to show that this destruction

in the semblance of love can be committed by either man or woman, at any
age e The final ironic twist is that Howard Boyd, who publicly assumed
the position of the defender of two women, is actually incapable of
defense of either the women or himself.

It might be said that in

Faulkner's inevitable time-continuum the Sartoris ideals of the male and
female relationship have finally met a natural defeat; one cannot
idealize a creature that has no comprehension or appreciation of ideals
unless they serve its needs.

Women in Faulkner* s stories are in part

another form of what critics like to consider as ?!Snopesism, n or
amorality, but only in that they too are.uninterested in abstract moral
concepts; they are unlike Snopeses in that they are prey naturally to
love and compassion as a part of their female force before it is warped
by social.patternso

Faulkner would retain the Sartoris traditions of

loyalty and honor on a basis of realistic appraisal of the nature of the
female as a force9 like others, which needs firm, just, and kindly
guidance.
Such an approach to the female force appears in the story,
!tArtist at Home," in which the protagonist" is a forty-year-old writer
from New York now living in the Mississippi Valley.

Roger Howes1

Mississippi home becomes a retreat for a. sequence of friends who
embarrass and irritate his wife Anne by their disregard of local
proprieties.

When one of these visitors, a young poet, arrives, ■

ostensibly to demand Roger's judgment on his poetry with the question
"Will it sell?" he is- soon attracted to Anne. She in turn responds to
his childlike pursuit with impulses which are more maternal than erotic.
The triangle becomes a comedy of mutual sympathies, confused by
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responsibilities: the wife's sense of the unimportance of physical
surrender opposed to the different needs of Blair, the poet, and of
Roger; the husband's comprehension of Blair's emotions; and Blair's
insistence that, he cannot stay in his friend's house while courting his
wife, since the former would be dishonorable« The husband's true
problem is not to force his wife to acknowledge him as "lord" in the
Sartoris tradition of master and protector, but rather to force her to
set one form of individual responsibility against another.
The tangible results of all this emotional tension appear in
Blair's one fine poem published posthumously, and in Roger's book about
the whole affair, which earns him enough money to buy .the children new
clothes, himself some underwear, and Anne a fur coate. Anne,
however, cannot bear her idea that the end result of Blair's poem and
love is that she might live wearing a fur coat, and then, with equal
illogic, gives the coat to a local farmer's wife on the grounds that she
is actually -more a true woman than Anne herself.

Her action only

embarrasses her husband, who is glad that the poet could not see "Mrs.
Crain's face when you gave her that coat.

No freedom there, or

equality either" (CS, 645), but Anne ignores him.

Formerly an extremely

practical woman, she feels that she has learned a sense of spiritual
responsibility which her husband apparently already understood, even
though he, as husband and father, is forced to behave with greater
practicality:
"You put him in a book, but you didn't finish it. You
didn't know about that coat, did you? God beat you, that
time, Roger."

i6o

nAy 3,t! Roger says« ?tGod beats me lots of times« But
there1s one thing about it. Their children are bigger than
ours, and even Mrs^ Crain can1t wear my underclothes. So
that1s all righto11
Sureo That was all right. Because it was Christmas ,
soon, and then spring; and then summer, the long summer, the
long days (CS, 646)»
The story ends with the inevitable cycle of time, and a contrast of
man1s dual view of the necessities of life versus its final purpose, in
which a presumably greater and better power defeats the necessary
weaknesses of man.

The story is not one of Faulkner1s finest, but it is

an obvious illustration of his optimistic, hope that man will be able to
accept his responsibilities and to reject the lure of empty materialism
for a more "poetic” and compassionate view of life.

The significance of

Roger1s double responsibilities as writer-artist and father-mentor for
his family is obvious; like Faulkner, Roger "used to write poetry
himself" (CS, 637)° Through Roger1s understanding, compassion, and his
sense for justice as well as for the ridiculous,, he is able to create a
better vision in both his art and his own life.
Whether the characters of Faulkner1s "Battlegrounds of
Jefferson" are successful in their attempts for a better future or not,
or even whether or not they are lured by empty rituals of behavior into
a delusion of what would constitute a better future, their efforts are
always mighty, even when misguided.

The inherent power of man to

endure suffering in life, and then to struggle against it brings forth
in Faulkner the same sort of admiration as did the figure of Old Ben,
whose endurance in the yearly battle of life was also to be "compas
sionated."- Faulkner1s men, however, have a choice and ability to direct
their power which the old bear did not have * Their force may become a

l6l

positive and compassionate effort to help, like those of Hawkshaw,
Jarrod, Uncle Willy1s young friend, or Roger; it may become a negative
one of escape, like those of Emily Grierson, Minnie Cooper, Louise King,
Elly,, or Howard Boyd; or it may become a totally selfish one of
attempted possession, like those of Harrison Blair, or Dr. Martino, or
Mrs» Boyd. Faulkner commented:
It1s possible that that!s inherent in human nature
. o, o, that it's easier to conceive of evil than of good
or to make— that evil is easier to make believable,
credible than good.8?
Such a problem would explain, perhaps, the predominance, not of
thoroughly evil, characters— the Snopes of the spirit and ofthe dollar—
but of the man fighting the evil surrounding him only to find that it
has warped the good within him.

In any case, this grouping of stories

establishes, like those of the other cyclically patterned groups, that:
Faulkner's ambivalent and multivalent vision finds
good and evil so inextricably related that they breed
their opposites.88

8?
Faulkner in the University, p. 5»
^Thompson, p. I.65.

CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
That the patterns of father versus son, of ownership, of the
land, of war, and of fear, or that the motifs of horse, machine, and
woman as power should appear in Faulkner*s work is not surprising.
That they should be used so consistently,.constantly, and carefully in
all his work is worthy of notice.

That they should be chosen to

contribute to the unity of the Yoknapatawpha works in terms of his
concept of time is a sign of Faulkner1s artistry.

The entire work is

of one piece; both stories and novels belong in time and in charac
terization to the cycles of man1s progress as seen by Faulkner, to whom
the only worthwhile progress is in the practice of the "verities J1
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